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PREFATORY NOTE.

The following essays make no claim to supply the

long-felt want of a grammar of Sweet's Oldest English

Texts, They are concerned with the investigation of cer-

tain problems in Old English phonology, with a view

to ascertaining the distinctive characteristics of the Old

English dialects and the chronological sequence of the

sound-changes which marked the early history of the

language.

It ought to be explained that these essays were com-

pleted in April of last year, several months before I was

able to see the third edition of Sievers' Angelsdchsische

Grammatik. Consequently the references are to the second

edition (Cook's Translation) throughout. I have called at-

tention, however, in the footnotes to many of the changes

introduced in the third edition, and I hope that I have

not passed over anything of importance bearing on the

problems here discussed. It will be found that several of

the theories, against which I have contended in the earlier

chapters of this paper, have been in part modified or with-

drawn in the third edition ; in one or two cases, indeed, the

new explanation is practically identical with that which I

have proposed. After some hesitation I decided to let my
work remain in its original form, because Sievers' book,

w^hile stating conclusions, does not profess to give a detailed

account of the processes by which these conclusions have

been attained.
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A word of apology is needed in regard to the nomen-

clature employed in the designation of the hypothetical

texts discussed on p. 96 ff. This might certainly have

been improved, but unfortunately it was brought to my
notice too late to admit of any alteration being made.

I cannot let this opportunity pass by without testifying

to the value of the services rendered to the cause of English

Philology by the publication of The Oldest English Texts.

Without that work any such investigation as the present

would of course have been impossible ; the labours of the

investigator also have been materially lightened by the accu-

racy and the very convenient arrangement of the glossary.

In conclusion my thanks are due to the Cambridge

Philological Society for allowing this paper to be pub-

lished in their Transactions, and especially to the Presi-

dent, Prof. Ridgeway, for the kindly interest he has

throughout taken in the work. Above all I have to thank

Prof. Skeat, who has gone through both the manuscript

and the proofs, and to whom I am indebted for many
valuable suggestions.

H. M. CHADWICK.

Clare College,

May, 1899.
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Note. The references in Bede are to Plummer's Baedae Opera

Historica. It is to be observed that B = Cotton Tiberius A xiv,

C= Cotton Tiberius C ii. " The Alphabet " refers to the names of the

Runic letters given in Cod. Sal. 140 (quoted from Wimmer, die Runen-

schrift'^^ p. 85). The Northumbrian Runic inscriptions are quoted from

Vietor, die northumbrischen Runensteine. In every other case the

reference is to Sweet's Oldest English Texts.

West Saxon forms are usually quoted from Cosijn's Altwestsdchsische

Grammatik. It should be observed that C= the Cottonian MS.,

H= the Hatton MS. of the Cura Pastoralis (C.P.).

The grammars contained in Braune's Sammlung kurzer Grammatiken

germanischer Dialekte are quoted under the names of their respective

authors. The same plan has been occasionally adopted in the case of

grammatical treatises which deal with special dialects or texts : thus

Zeuner= Zeuner's Sprache des kentischen Psalters^ Lindelof= Lindelof's

Sprache des Rituals von Durham.

Amongst other abbreviations the following may be noted :

O.E. = 01d Enghsh.

O.H.G.-Old High Gcrmnn.

M.L.G. = Middle Low German.
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O.Sax. = 01d Saxon.
*

O.E. Fris. = 01cl East Frisian.

O.N. = Old Norse.

Urn. = Urnordisch (the language of the earliest Scandinavian

inscriptions).

E. S. = Englische Studien.

P.B B. =:Paul-Braunes Beitrage.

P.G. = Paul's Grundriss der germanischen Philologie.

O.E.T. = Sweet's Oldest English Texts.

H.E.S. = Sweet's History of English Sounds.



CORRIGENDA.

p. 47 f. It is more probable that the absence of umlaut in Ps.

oteawan is only apparent, -eawan may represent an earlier ^sei^wan (cf.

Cp. meau < *ma^w-), and may therefore be identical with W.Sax.

-lewan. If so, this word furnishes important evidence for the former

existence of the sound B^ in the dialect of the Psalter.

p. 140fiP. In the preparation of these sections I unfortunately

overlooked Sievers' article on the same subject in P.B.B. xi. (p. 542 flf.).

I therefore take this opportunity of calling the reader's attention to it.

It will be seen that Ep. 179 and 504 are to be added to the examples

of 6 = Germ. 5, and/= Germ. / respectively.

The page references in this paper are to the bracketed figures in the

headlines.



1. Introduction.

The oldest English texts exhibit various dialectical pecu-

liarities. In the case of certain (especially Northumbrian

and Kentish) texts the external evidence is conclusive as

to the locality in which they were composed. The varieties

of the English language which they present may therefore

be known as the Northumbrian dialect, the Kentish dialect

etc. In the case of several important texts however, such

as the Vespasian Psalter and the Epinal, Erfurt and Corpus

Glossaries, conclusive external evidence is wanting. The

dialect of such texts can only be determined by comparing

their linguistic characteristics with those of texts whose

place of origin is known. When this criterion also is

wanting it is preferable to use such terms as " the dialect

of the Psalter," " the dialect of the Epinal Glossary " etc.

In tracing the historical development of English sounds

I have made more use of the Psalter and the early North-

umbrian texts than of the Glossaries, because the evidence

of the latter is of a very complicated character, modernised

or semi-modernised forms often appearing side by side with

others of a much more archaic character. This inconsistency

is doubtless due to the influence of older texts, the forms

of which have sometimes been faithfully copied by the

scribe but more frequently have been brought either partly

or wholly into conformity with the orthographical usage of

his day.

In the representation of English sounds I have found it

necessary to introduce several innovations. In particular

8
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it is absolutely necessary for a clear understanding of Old

English phonology to distinguish between the various ety-

mological values of the ce-sounds. For this purpose I have

used the signs ob\ ce^, c^, ob^, ce^, ^\ w^, w^, w^. Their values

are as follows :

—

cti^ denotes the sound in W. Sax., North, dceg etc. (for its

origin cf. p. 61 ff.).

w^ denotes the sound arising from a by 2-umlaut, e.g.

Ps. aeldu.

(8^ denotes the sound arising from ma by ^-umlaut, e.g.

Ps. hlceha^.

03'^ denotes the sound arising from ma by " palatal um-

laut/' e.g. Ps. -saeh.

w^ denotes the sound arising from g by ^-umlaut, e.g.

Ep. aenid.

w^ denotes the sound corresponding to Goth, -e-, O.H.G.

-a- under normal conditions, e.g. W. Sax. dced,^

OB^ denotes the sound arising from a {< Germ. a%) by

i-umlaut, e.g. dwl.

w^ denotes the sound arising from wa by ^- umlaut, e.g.

North, naed.

w* denotes the sound arising from wa by *' palatal um-

laut," e.g. Ep. baecon.

It is to be observed that the distinction is purely etymo-

logical, not phonetic. The phonetic value of -m- {-ae-, -§-)

in its various uses in literary times is a subject which

requires further investigation. The classification given above

however is based on differences which existed in pre-literary

times. The necessity of such a classification is shown by

the following considerations : the letters -ae- (-ce-, -§-) are

used—apart from exceptional cases—in West Saxon texts

to denote only ce\ w^, w^; in the Psalter w'^, ce^, W^, m^ \ in

Northumbrian texts ob\ ce^ m^, w^, w^ ; -ae- {-m-, -§-) for m^,

w^ is frequent only in the glossaries, while for w^ it occurs

only in the earliest Northumbrian texts.

In conformity wdth the use of ce^, ce^ etc. to denote the

The hypothetical Germanic sound from which these come is written -e-.
I
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various etymological values of ce, I have employed e- to

denote the sound arising from ce'^ by i-umlaut"|*. e^ is used,

where necessary, to denote the original e-sound, corresponding

in general to O.H.G. O.N. e, Goth, i (ai).

2. The History of the Older Diphthongs.

For information regarding the history of the older

diphthongs we are dependent on the observation of the

results of three sound-changes:

—

i. The operation of ^-umlaut.

ii. The operation of the change known as 'palatal

umlautj.'

iii. Contraction through the loss of intervocalic -h-.

i. The i-umlaut of diphthongs.

In West Saxon the ^-umlaut of ea (< Germ, au) is

written ie {i, y) ; the i-umlaut of ea (< Germ, a before

^, r, I + consonant) is also written ie (^, y). It would seem

natural therefore that there was no qualitative difference of

importance between these sounds even at the time when

i-umlaut took place. It appears from such forms as mehte,

^eh which are especially frequent in Orosius, that at the time

when palatal umlaut took place in West Saxon (i.e. probably

towards the end of cent, ix.) the first element in the ea-

diphthongs was e, but it does not of course follow that

this was the case at the time when ^-umlaut operated.

In Northumbrian and in the Psalter there is not the

same harmony in the representation of the umlauted diph-

thongs. We find :

t The sign g which is used by many writers with this value is open to

the objection that it occurs in the mss. with a totally different value, namely

as an equivalent of -ae-, -a-.

X The term is obviously inappropriate, but since it is in general use I

have retained it. ' Guttural smoothing ' is equally unsuitable, since the

change certainly took place before palatals as well as gutturals, e.g. before

Germ, -j- in Vs. frigu etc.

8—2
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e : ea, e.g. Ps. gelefan : geleafa.

aeh (ceh, §h) : aeh {ceh, ^h) e.g. Ps. maeht : maehte (pret.)

er : ear, e.g. Ps. erm'Su : earm.

Corresponding to Ps. al we find ael (eel, §1), but since

there is no evidence for breaking of Germ, a before I in

these dialects, these forms need not be discussed here (cf.

p. 29 f ).

Judging from the evidence of the Psalter alone we might

conclude that the regular umlaut of ea was e, and that this e

was perhaps a later development of a diphthong correspond-

ing to the W. Sax. w. But in that case the absence of

umlaut in maeht etc. would remain unexplained. The

evidence of early Northumbrian shows however that in

this dialect at least such was not the case. Thus against

L.V. eduini, edgilsf Bede M. has usually aeduini (B.C.N,

have eduini), aedgils (iv. 25) ; against L.V. heda M. has haeda

(cf. Bieda Chron. A. 734 ; Langob. Bauto, Baodolinus)
;

against Ps. ned the Alphabet has naed\ and L.V. possibly

contains two examples, haede (1. 432) and helm-baed (1. 10).

Another possible case is M. v. 19, wi beside I v. 6 ei, Loc. sg.

of eu probably from Germ. *auji^ (cf W. Sax. iege), but the

history of this word in Northumbrian is somcAvhat obscure,

cf p. 41. Lastly the North, caelin = W. Sax. ceatdin of M.

II. 5 (L.V. celin) may be compared, though the diphthong

contained in this word is in all probability not Germ, au but

one of later origin, cf. pp. 42, 45.

It appears therefore that North, e here represents an

earlier w (w^). Its history is precisely parallel to that of w^ :

thus in M. we find ae = cd^ in hlaedla i. 13, raedfridum iv. 1,

suwhhardo v. 7, gae v. 2. On the other hand parallel to

e<(j^ in edric iv. 26, eduini iv. 23, V. 24(2), (el-)ge iv. 19,

and possibly estranglorum iv. 12 (see below), we find e <w^
in reduald ii. 5, 12, 15, suefredo iv. 11, elge iv. 19, uetadun

V. 3, probably deda ii. 16 and regularly in tlie second member

e.g. eanfled, aelhfled, uictred, coenred, eumer. In the Alphabet

t L.V. has ed- eed- seven times ; 6 before a second member containing

l-vocalism, viz. ediiivi 4, eedgils 1, eedric 1. The exception is edgyth.

eaduini occurs 13 times ; eadgils, eadric do not occur.
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parallel to naed we find gaer. In L.V. ae = w^ is represented

only by the uncertain baede, hehnbaed (see above) and the

very doubtful aestorhild (1. 20), aesturuini (1. 78) against

aeostoruini (1. 153) and eosturuini (1. 191). The examples of

ae = w^ are likewise rare : in the second member only in

osmaer (1. 200), eadmaer (1. 157), hegaer (1. 167) and uitm§r

(1. 219) ; in the first syllable apparently the only cases are

hlaedsuith (1. 21) and hlaedla (11. 186, 203). Since bled- does

not occur in L.V. and the termination -la only occurs in

blaedla and etla (1. 229), it seems not unlikely that these

names were unfamiliar to the scribe and that consequently

he has simply copied the spelling of older documents. In

the second member the possibility of shortening must be

taken into account. On the other hand parallel to 7 ed-,

3 bed-, 5 beda, 1 celin, 1 scenuulf (1. 94) and 3 dremca

(dremka 1. 95), cf. dreamimlf \. 114, we find 6 meg- (including

2 mei-), 2 ded-, 9 ger-, 8 uer- and frequent red-, besides

several examples of less certain forms. In the second member
we find 6 -mer, 4 -fled, and very frequent -red.

The history of eduini, beda etc. throws light on the

apparent absence of umlaut in Ps. maeht (North, maecti

in Caedmon's Hymn). It is clear that these words must

have contained a diphthong at the time when ^-umlaut

took place ; otherwise the result must have been *me^ht,

for -ht- did not prevent umlaut (cf. dryctin in the same

Hymn). The effects of ^-umlaut are identical in the two

cases ; the relationship w^ -.ea < earlier wg (cf. p. 26 ff.) is

identical with the relationship ce^ : wg, but the latter forms

(e.g. Ps. pret. maehte) have undergone palatal umlaut and

consequently fallen together eventually with the forms which

have undergone ^-umlaut. w remains because there is no

change of ce>e in Northumbrian (except under certain

conditions for which see p. 84 f.) ;
in the dialect of the Psalter

there was certainly a change of w^ > e, but this change was

very early (apparently before the operation of palatal umlaut)

and may consequently have taken place before w^ and m^ fell

together.

With regard to the i-umlaut of Germ, a before r + con-
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sonant there is reason for supposing that in West Saxon at

any rate the breaking is older than the umlaut ; and in

Northumbrian in spite of such forms as uard, harnum etc.

which occur in the oldest texts, the palatalisation of the

initial consonant in Ruthwell ^ey^edm shows at least that

it was followed b}^ a palatal vowel before the completion

of ?!-umlaut. Evidence in favour of early breaking is like-

wise given by M. iaruman ill. 24, HO, IV. 3 = Geneal. (OET.

p. 167 ff.) gearomon, 1. 34. How then is the e of Ps. eryn'^a,

North. (L.V.) uernherct ( : Langob. uiiarnepertiis) to be

explained ? If before the operation of ^-umlaut these words

contained a diphthong parallel to that in maeht, one would

naturally expect this operation to produce forms such as

^aerm^u, *uaern-. But in place of -ae- we find -e-. This

however is not without a parallel ; for corresponding to

W. Sax. cern, gmrs (with w^)'\' we find em, gers not only

in the Psalter where the evidence would be inconclusive

in consequence of the change ai^ > e, but also in the Lin-

disfarne Gospels]:. The e is long as is shown by the frequent

writing em. These forms can only be explained, so far as I

can see, on the hypothesis that the lengthening took place

before the change of w^ > e, the development being *ce^rn

(< *rwnn < *rw2:n cf. Kluge, P.G.^ p. S72)>w^rn>ern. A
similar lengthening in *c^rmpu would produce erm^u (erm]?u),

for as has already been shown w^ also underwent the change

to e. We have indeed no examples of -aer- in the early

North, texts, but this is not strange coosidering the rareness

of forms with -er-. M. offers only one case, merci, though

this is frequent, while even in L.V. we find only 8 examples

of uem- and one of herding (1. 333). The glossaries however

which closely resemble Northumbrian in their treatment of

the i-umlaut of diphthongs, afford several examples of

ae{r) = ceXr), cf. p. 122 f. The form uucerenberht, Gen. 1. 40,

probably does not belong here but is rather with L.V.

t The metathesis of -r- seems to have been repeated at various periods.

Thus we find Lind. gcers (twice beside frequent gers) and D. pi. grcesum ; cf.

Cp. graes (864).

X Cf. also Lind. berna, Ps. hernan, W.Sax. hcernan with t-umlaut of ^.
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uerenhaeth (1. 334), uerenfrith (1. 365) to be compared with

Langob. Wariinhertus and contains probably the stem of

Tacitus' Varini.

The operation of i-umlaut therefore in the three classes

of diphthongs has been precisely similar. The ^-umlaut of

Germ, au was originally «?^ the ^-umlaut of Germ, a before

'X^
and before r + consonant was c^ ; subsequently lengthening

took place before r + consonant and w^ together with w^

underwent a change to e.

ii. Palatal umlaut.

In the Psalter palatal umlaut appears without exception

under the following conditions :

—

(i) in all long diphthongs before immediately following

c, g, h.

(ii) in all short diphthongs before immediately follow-

ing h.

(iii) in all short diphthongs before re, rg and before

rh when h is preserved.

There is some irregularity in its occurrence in the case of

a short diphthong immediately followed by ^, c :

(a) before -g- the number of exceptions is small

(Zeuner p. 34), viz. steogun (3), weogum (1), weagas (3).

Possibly these forms are due to a later operation of u- and

a-umlaut which took in part a different form. Palatal

umlaut of the diphthong arising from Germ, a is universal,

though degas etc. occur 6 times (perhaps on the analogy of

the singular) and a is preserved in dagum, magun, plagia6

(once each). In asagas the preservation of a is regular, cf.

hafas, hafa'Q.

(/3) before -c- palatal umlaut of -eo- is rare (Zeuner

p. 35), spreocan etc. being the usual forms. On the other

hand -ea- only occurs once (hreacan, 113. 7), palatal umlaut

usually taking place ; -e- is found in wreca (3), -a- in hracan

(1), draca. (4).

It would seem from '6weoran (2), "Qweoru (2) beside '6uerh
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that palatal umlaut did not take place in this dialect before

antevocalic -rh-. The retention of -u in N. sg. f. 'Sweoru

makes it probable that -h- disappeared here very early and

without lengthening the preceding vowel. On the other

hand palatal umlaut must have taken place before the loss

of -h- in the group -Ih-, as is shown by Conj. fele, Ind. 3 sg.

file^. Here also there can have been no vowel-lengthening

;

these forms must be read as fele, fUe^ as appears from the

new preterite pi. felim (= felun). The difficult -ea- of the

inf. -fealan (72. 28) is best explained as an example of late

a-Limlaut, parallel perhaps to that suggested in the case of

weagas above.

Lastly the word western deserves mention. The Lindis-

farne forms wcestm, lucestem, woestiin etc. (frequent and

consistently written with -m-) show that it contains ce^. -%-

must therefore have been lost here before the operation

of breaking.

The results of palatal umlaut in the dialect of the

Psalter may be stated briefly thus : that in place of ea, ea

stand m (ae, §), e ; in place of eo (io), eo (io) stand e and i, e

and I respectively. But in place oi e :ea we have in one

case ce, viz. ^ceh '6e (2), 'Saeh ^e (1), daeh '6e (1).

In early Northumbrian palatal umlaut is complete in the

following texts : viz. all the inscriptions except Kirkheaton,

the Alphabet, Caedmon's Hymn, Bede's Death-song, the

Leiden Riddle and Liber Vitae. In the Northumbrian MSS.

(M. and B.) of Bede's History it is complete except before

-re- in the following cases :

—

earconberct IIT. 8 (thrice, C. has

ercon- once and eorcon- once, B. has ercon- once), iv. 19

(ercon- C), v. 24, but erconberct iv. 1, v. 19 in agreement

with the other MSS. ; earcongot-ce, -am ill. 8 (so also B., but

C. has eorcon- in both cases), against ercongota (in agreement

with the other MSS.) in the same chapter; earconuald iv.

Pr. (ercon- C), iv. 6 (twice, C. has once ercon- and once

eorcun-), against erciinuald- iii. 19 (twice), erconualdo IV. 11,

.pp-..-. each time in agreement with the other MSS. The variation

therefore seems to be due to Bede himself. It is noticeable

-ECTION that the failure of palatal umlaut is confined to the names of

I IRRARY
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three persons none of whom were Northumbrians, viz.

Earconberct king of Kent, Earcongotce his daughter, and

Earconuald bishop of the East Saxons. Names with earcon-

may not have been familiar to a Northumbrian ; the only

other example of the word is ercinuald L.V. 1. 304. -ea-,

-eo- never occur before -rg-, -rh-, -beret -bergae etc. being

the forms exclusively in use. In contrast apparently to the

dialect of the Psalter, palatal umlaut seems from firum in

Caedmon's Hymn to have taken place in Northumbrian also

before antevocalic -rh-. In regard to the treatment of -Ih-

Northumbrian agrees with the Psalter, as appears from the

word selcES (twice in M. etc., viz. IV. 13, V. 18)-f-.

The effects of palatal umlaut in Northumbrian are in

general the same as in the Psalter. It is to be observed

however that in the case of the short diphthongs its sphere

of operation was more limited, since labial umlaut of Germ.

a did not take place in Northumbrian before the period of

palatal umlaut. Hence forms like Alph. lagu, M. hagustal-

densis {ill. 2), hacanos (iv. 23).

Among the phenomena of palatal umlaut in Northum-

brian and in the dialect of the Psalter there are two points

which deserve special attention :

1. J The palatal umlaut of the Germ, diphthong iu and

of the new diphthong arising by breaking from Germ. i.

Sievers (P.B.B. xviii. 411 ff.) has shown that in the earliest

texts the Germ, diphthongs eit and iu as also the new
diphthongs arising from Germ, e and ^ are to a great extent

kept distinct. In the early Northumbrian MSS. of Bede

and in Liber Vitae there are indeed no exceptions. Now
seeing that palatal umlaut is, with the exception of the few

examples of earcon- mentioned above, already complete in

these texts, we should naturally expect that its effect on the

^-diphthongs would differ from its effect on the e-diphthongs.

As a matter of fact the early Northumbrian texts offer very

t Hence Sievers' explanation (P.B.B. xviii. 412) of seoluini (L.V. 1. 305)

must be wrong ; it is preferable to regard seol- as simply a mistake for ceol-.

X The following explanation has now been put forward by Sievers

(Gr.3 § 164 f.).
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little evidence either for or against this hypothesis, but the

evidence of late Northumbrian, though not extensive, agrees

with it, and the same is true of the Psalter. Thus Ps. wirca'6

etc. : were, hirhtu etc. : herht, 3 sg. Ind. fileQ beside Conj. fele

(cf. B.D.S. 3 sg. Ind. uuiurthit beside Conj. uueorth(a)e), Alph.

lies, cf. Run. eolhxsecg and Ep. 781 ilugsegg, M. uictuari,

uictgilsi i. 15, uictred, uictberct etc. M. L.V.i*, Ps. inlihtan

etc. : leht, Ps. S7nica'6 : smec\\ especially noticeable are Ps.

3 sg. Ind. ati'Q (9. 30) beside Impv. geteh (31. 9), and Lind.

3 sg. Ind./iVS (Jn. x. 12, 13) beside Ps. Conj. pi. flen (67. 2),

which show that palatal umlaut worked before the loss of

intervocalic -h-. In some cases the i- and e- stems seem

to have been confused; thus Ps. ptcple ligende (17. 46)

beside legende ; so also we have 1 sg. flign (54. 7) beside legu

(88. 36), both of which can not be right ; Cp. scriopu (1828)

tells in favour of the i- form though the contrary is the

more usual opinion, i is also found as the result of palatal

umlaut from the diphthong iu arising through contraction of

i and Germ, -a-, -o- (cf p. 56 f.), e.g. Ps. 1 sg. frigu beside

2 sg.freas etc., cf. Leid. 15S, friulactu^n, Cip.frioleta (3 times).

M. frigyd (iv. 23), cf. h.Y . friumon, friubet : these words are

possibly connected with Fs. frigu etc. h.Y . frehelm (62, 286)

is rather to be connected with frea. Another possible

example of -i < m through palatal umlaut is Lind. gigo'6, but

unfortunately the conditions which produce palatal diph-

thongisation in Northumbrian, as well as the period at

which such change took place, are obscure. Clearly Ps.

gugu^ (iugu^, guiicQ) has undergone no such diphthongisation

and consequently has remained free from palatal umlaut.

2. The palatal umlaut of the Germ, diphthong au.

The result in Northumbrian as in the Psalter is usually e,

though there are not many examples in the early texts.

L.V. has beguini (thrice), edilhech (1. 68), e^ilhech (1. 105),

t Cf. Siev. § 84, where however Peohtas is wrongly given as an example

of broken -i. As Bede v. 13 pect-helmo and L.V. pect-helm, pect-uald, etc.

(frequent) show, the change oi i>e in this word, like the converse change in

< Wixti- *Vectis, took place before the operation of breaking.

X This example is regular only if smica^ belongs to a weak verb.
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perhaps herred (thrice) if this comes from ^heh-red, and

possibly uillech (1. 473) which is obscure ; so also probably

frehelm (11. 62, 286) : frea cf. p. lOf; the Leiden Riddle has

ISeh (twice), hehcraeft ; becun occurs in the inscriptions of

Falstone, Thornhill ill., Dewsbury and Gretabridge, and

Bewcastle has probably been though the vowel is not quite

certain, cf. Victor, p. 15 ; so also Clerm. unne} : W. Sax.

rieah cf. p. 17 f. A possible example in M. is degsa (i. 34, V. 24)

especially in view of the form daegsa in C. (v. 24). But

forms with -ae- also occur : thus M. has pcegnalaech (ill. 27)

against -lech in the other MSS., %nd the (Runic) inscription of

Crowle seems to have bcecun. In L.V. baeglug (1. 290),

baeglog (11. 172, 208) are examples if the first member is

identical with beg- in beguini
;
possibly however it is related

to O.H.G. beiara (cf. Chron. 891 bcegerum); another possible

example is regnhaeg (1. 372), but this word might also be

related to O.N. sokn-hegg?' (Noreen, Urg. Lautl. p. 160), cf. the

form hega ( : O.H.G. haijo) in a charter (O.E.T. 28) with Kent-

ish characteristics. Scanty as the evidence is, it seems to

show that e comes from an earlier w (cd*), and so far as one

can judge, the change seems to be contemporaneous with that

of w'^ and w^ to e. The -ae- of Ps. ^aeh ^e etc. (so also

Lind. Sce/t compared with Leid. Rid. Se/t) must be due to

shortening either before or after the operation of palatal

umlaut. This change of ce^ >e constitutes an important

point of difference between Northumbrian and the dialect of

the Psalter on the one hand and the dialect of the glossaries

on the other (cf. p. 131 ff.).

As the sound (<^*) which arose from Germ, an by palatal

umlaut seems to have fallen together with the sound (w^)

which arose from the same diphthong by ^-umlaut, so also

the result of palatal umlaut on the diphthong which

arose from Germ, a before r + consonant seems to have

been identical with the result of i-umlaut on the same

diphthong. Thus Ps. has ere, gesnerc, hergas, merglice

parallel to erfe, etc. Examples in early Northumbrian are

very rare. M. has four examples of ercun- (ercon-) beside

t hegaer (1. 167) has probably e<eo, cf. heouald (p. 40).
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seven of earcon- (cf. p. 8) and L.Y, has once ercin-ualdf.

On the other hand Bede's Death-song has aerigfaerae,

where however the lengthening may have been prevented

by svarabhakti, or possibly *cerh may have been restored on

the analogy of the A.G.D. sg. ^cerce, if the loss of -h- preceded

the lengthening. In later Northumbrian we have Lind.

herg, mere, etc., but wrc. On the whole it seems probable

that the Northumbrian treatment was the same as that in

the dialect of the Psalter. It is noticeable that here again,

as in the case of the palatal umlaut of Germ, au, the glos-

saries usually have -ae- (cf p. 130 fF.).

The hypothesis suggested above that -e- arising through

palatal umlaut from Germ, au (as also from Germ, a before

r + consonant) represents an earlier w is supported by

evidence of a different kind. In the early Northumbrian

texts the diphthong arising from Germ, au is as elsewhere

usually represented by ea. Yet there are not wanting

examples with -aea-, -aeo- : thus M. has aeodbaldum ii.

Pre£, aeodhaldo 11. 7, 11. 9, ^anfled 11. 9, aeanfled iii 24

(twice) ; to these should possibly be added mnheri (iv. 18),

if this is a mistake for aeanheri which is preserved in the

Namur MS. ; L.V. has one example, aeostoruini 1. 153. It is

to be noticed that the names in Bede belonged to persons

living in the seventh century. Now if, as seems probable in

view of the more frequent -ea-, the spelling -aeo- -aea- is an

archaism in the Bede MSS. and due to copying from older

documents, it must show that the names of these persons

were so written by their contemporaries and therefore that

the first element in the diphthong -ea- was at no very

distant period a real m- sound. In the other cases of palatal

umlaut its character seems to have been the monophthong-

ising of a diphthong in such a way that the first element

alone survived ; thus e< eo (Ps. herht), e <eo (Ps. leht), i<io,

iu (Ps. birhtu), I < w, lit (Ps. -lihtan) ; the natural result

therefore of palatal umlaut upon the diphthong wa {wo)

would be w, for the existence of which evidence has been

given above.

t But these forms may have Germ, e (: Goth, unairkns etc.).
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iii. The loss of intervocalic -h-.

This is not of course the only source of contraction, but

it is necessary to keep the various cases of contraction quite

distinct as they belong to entirely different periods. Thus

in freo, if this comes from an earlier "^'frija-, the contraction

must have taken place before the loss of final -a. On the

other hand Germ, -p^- remained until after the loss of final

-Uy as is shown by wloh, earh, furh, sulh, etc. The loss of

intervocalic -h- (p^) took place indeed comparatively late, as

is shown by its frequent retention in the glossaries. It was

preceded by palatal umlaut in 'Northumbrian, and in the

dialect of the Psalter, as has already been shown (p. 10), and

must therefore be considerably later than the operation of

2-umlaut. Hence it is inadmissible to say that W. Sax. near

comes directly from ^nahor (with its first syllable still in

pre-English form). The change a><je preceded ^-umlaut,

as is shown by W. Sax. cyse (for cwse), and the subsequent

change ce>e had already taken place in the dialect of the

Psalter when intervocalic -h- was lost, as is shown by Ps.

-neolaecan (neo- 8, nio- 5, nia- 1), neoweste, etc. < ^mhu-.

One may compare the forms nior in the glosses belonging to

Bede C. (O.E.T., p. 180 ff.) and neor in a Kentish charter of

831 (O.E.T. No. 38). Another example is North. D. sg.

eomce, eomae (Falstone) : W. Sax. mm, presupposing an

earlier * ehom- ; for the change a> in the second syllable

such forms as beot, eofot (Cp. eobotum) may be compared (cf.

Sievers § 43, note 4).

Since uncontracted forms rarely and indeed outside the

glossaries scarcely ever occur, these have usually to be

inferred from a comparison with the forms of other Germanic

languages. Y'et about certain contractions there can hardly

be any doubt ; thus o, a simply absorb a following vowel

:

e.g. + a, hon < *hdhan ; o + a3,])d (cf. Ep. thohae); d -\- a, rd

(cf. Cp. raha) ; d~\- ce, td (cf. Cp. tahae). There can also be

no serious doubt that the same was the case with eo in West

Saxon, e.g. eo + a, Jleon < ^fleohan ; eo + ce, fleo (Opt.)
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< '^fleohce. But in the dialect of the Psalter palatal umlaut

had already taken place, hence e + ce, flen < *flehc8n. So

also no doubt with ea, e.g. ea + a, hea (N. sg. masc.) < *heaha,

ea-\-ce, hea (N. sg. fern.) <*heahcB. So also W. Sax. earn

beside North. D. sg. eomce probably < *ea/iom-, *ehom- (cf.

p. 13). In the Psalter the A.G.D. sg. hean may come

from *hehan, but some of the forms, e.g. D. sg. masc. heam

(135, 12), seem to have been affected by analogy.

The contraction of Germ, e, a, % with a following vowel

gives more remarkable results. Contraction of Germ, -e-

with -a- gives eo in the W. Sax. Inf. seon, contraction of e

with w gives eo in the W. Sax. Opt. seo ; the corresponding

forms of the Psalter are Inf. sean, start, -f Opt. se. The

diphthong in the West Saxon forms is difficult. In the

Infinitive according to Sievers (§ 113, cf. § 45, 4) we are to

suppose -on (with Idg. -0-) not -an to have been the form in

existence before contraction took place J ; hence -eo- (seon

< ^sehon) is the natural result of the contraction of e -\-o.

This preservation of Idg. -0- seems to me exceedingly doubt-

ful, not only on account of the -ea- of the Psalter but also

from the fact that Gothic, the Urnoidisch inscriptions and

the early Finnish loan-words uniformly show -a- for Idg. -0-

in unaccented as well as in accented syllables. Apart from

this the only reputed case of the preservation of Idg. -0- is

freo, but this in reality represents an earlier *friu which may
come just as well from *frija- as from *frijo- (cf. p. 56 ff.).

That the Infinitive contained at one time a labial vowel is

indeed shown by the labial umlaut§ in certain Psalter forms,

e.g. fearan, but it is far more likely that a change of a > ^

had taken place here, as in stem syllables, in consequence of

the following nasal. The difference between W. Sax. seon

and Ps. sean (sian) might then be explained as follows : in

West Saxon the vowel of the second syllable was still labial

t The frequent -ia- shows that this new diphthong differed from the

diphthong -ea- which represents Germ, au etc., the first element here being

identical no doubt with the first element of the diphthong eo, to.

X This view has now been practically abandoned by Sievers (Gr.^ § 45. 4).

§ i.e. umlaut caused by a following labial vowel.
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{q) when contraction took place, but in the dialect of the

Psalter (as also in the other dialects) the labialisation was

already lost. But there are two difficulties in the way of

this explanation : (i.) it renders Sievers' explanation of hean

(§ 408, 4) impossible, since in that case ^hlehon must be

substituted for *hwhan, but *h%e{h)on would produce *heon
;

the same difficulty will of course remain if *hwhon contains

Idg. -0-
;
yet Sievers' explanation of hean can scarcely be

wrong : (ii.) -eo- appears also where there is no nasal, e.g. pret.

W. Sax. teode beside North, tiadce (Caedmon's Hymn), N.

sg. tiueo beside North. (Lind.) tuia, Inf. tweogean beside

Lind. pret. tuiade'f. In face of these difficulties Sievers'

explanation of W. Sax. seon can not be regarded as satis-

factory. In the Conjunctive (seo beside Ps. se) also the

diphthong -eo- requires explanation ; it does not stand quite

alone, for N. sg. seOy G. sg.feos appear to have eo through con-

traction of e + OB. Yet the difference between the West Saxon

forms and those of the Psalter certainly deserves consideration.

Contraction of Germ, -a- with -a- (-0- according to

Sievers §111) gives -ea- in W. Sax. Inf. slemi. The hypo-

thetical ^slcihon is of course open to the same objections as

^sehon
;
yet it is scarcely credible that -ea- should result

from contraction of a -{-a. The Infinitive slean does not

occur in the Psalter, but its existence in that dialect may be

inferred from the Ind. pi. slea^ (61, 4) J. But *slahon

*sehan can not have been contemporaneous forms in the

same dialect. In the Conjunctive we have W. Sax. slea

against Ps. -sle (9, 29). According to Sievers the West

t Cp. tuigendi (cf. Lind. Conj. getuiga) can scarcely be directly compared

with these forms (cf. p. 46).

X An examination of the Ind. pi. forms of sean makes it clear that at the

time when contraction took place the ending was already -(i\> (not -6\> or -^}p) in

the dialect of the Psalter. Against 2 gefi&S and 2 gesio^ we have 13 gefia'^,

1 gefea'S, 12 gesiafS and 1 geseO^. The origin of the forms with -io- is not

difficult to trace. It is due in all probability to ftio'S, where the contraction

is of much older date (cf. p. 57). bia^S (4) on the other hand is due

perhaps to -sio^ etc. The influence of this verb is shown also by the 1 sg.

Jleom (138, 7), pl.^Zeo'S (103, 7), and it is to be observed that sean and *Jiea7i

would regularly fall together throughout the Indicative and Conjunctive

Present. (Cf. Lind. 1 sg. -seom.)
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Saxon forms have -ea- through the analogy of the Indicative

(and Infinitive). In the Ind. 1 sg. slea would no doubt be

regular, but it is worth observing that the ending -u only

occurs once (viz. Hatt. p. 897) in early West Saxon texts.

Contraction of Germ, -i^- with -a- (-0- Sievers) gives eo in

W. Sax. wreon, etc., which offer the same difficulties as

seon. The Psalter has wrean (103, 9) where -ea- probably

has the same value as in sean, sian (cf. p. 14 n). The Conj.

wreo in West Saxon is to be compared with seo, and presents

the same difficulties.

It appears therefore that setting aside the difficulties

connected with the contraction of e + following vowel in

other classes of words, the explanation of the three types

of verbs (1) seon, (2) slean, (3) wreon propounded by Sievers is

open to two serious objections: (i.) it necessitates our assuming

that in the Infinitive (as also in the Indie. Pres. 3 pi.) the

West Saxon dialect preserved a labial vowel (whether Idg.

-0- or a later development of Germ, -a-) against -a- in the

dialect of the Psalter etc., (ii.) it involves also that the

Conjunctive Present in slean and probably also in the other

verbs is non-original and based mainly on the forms which

show these peculiarities of contraction.

This however by no means exhausts the difficulties pre-

sented by these verbs on Sievers' hypothesis. Even in the

earliest West Saxon texts the inflexion of wreon etc. has

fallen together entirely with that of verbs like fleon (with

Germ, -eu-) in the Present system, and the confusion has

spread from thence to the preterite (cf. Cosijn, § 80). Again,

the 2, 3 sg. siehst, sieh^, sliehst, slieh'S have, like many other

verbs with a short syllable, syncopated the -i- on the analogy

of those verbs which have a long syllable. Before the syn-

cope took place we must on Sievers' hypothesis suppose the

forms in existence to have been *sihi]>, ^sle^hiy. But after the

syncope one would expect only to find sihy, sleh]}, for we have

no evidence to show that breaking before -h- was operative

after the period of i-umlaut. W. Sax. twelf is a somewhat

parallel case. It is also curious that if this later breaking

took place the result should be the same in both cases. If
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again the forms are due to analogy this can only spring from

the Imperative seoh, sleah and the umlaut must be functional;

but the suggestion is hardly worth serious consideration.

Moreover we are confronted by a somewhat similar difficulty

in the W. Sax. G.D. sg. ie. By Sievers' theory this can only

be explained as a new and late formation from the N.A. sg.

ea on the analogy of hitrg : byrg etc.

There is one more case of contraction which requires

consideration here viz. mar. As has been above pointed out

(p. 13) Sievers can not be right in tracing near direct to

^nahor, since -d- did not remain until so late a period. There

is however no phonetic difficulty in referring near to ^nwhorf.

Now according to Sievers (§ 57 d.) the vocalism of neah is

due to the analogy of near. Presumably then the regular

form would be nwhX- This is not of course disproved by

nealoican, for Ps. nehlaecan is certainly a new form due to the

influence of neh, the regular forms being -niolaecan etc.

(cf p. 13). But the superlative niehsta presents a serious

difficulty, for it is hardly credible that this is a new and late

formation from the comparatively modern neah with func-

tional umlaut on the analogy of hiehsta : heah etc., especially

as the older comparative near, n^a{r)ra is umlautless; nyr, nyra,

do not occur in the early texts. But above all it seems

arbitrary to separate W. Sax. neali : near : mehsta from O.H.G.

ndh{o) : ndhor : ndldsto. Ps. nest certainly represents an earlier

*nehist\\.

t In the new edition (Gr.^ § 57. 2. d, § 82) Sievers has abandoned this

explanation and given that which I have put forward below. (Cf. also

Cosiju § 61.)

X Paul (P.B.B. VI. 91) suggests that either neah is a contamination of

nah and nea (: G. nehwa), or the vowel had been shortened and subsequently

undergone breaking.

II
The Frisian evidence on this point would be invaluable if the history

of the forms was clear. There can not be much doubt that O.E. Fris.

(superl.) nest is identical with Ps. nest. One is also tempted to equate the

comparative niar with the form nior in the glosses of Bede C. (W. Sax. near),

but then E. Fris. nci and (superl.) ncist remain unexplained. *nehor (whence

nia7') may quite well owe its vocalism to the influence of O.E. Fris. net, W.
Fris. net (perhaps <*nehwi), while on the other hand no analogical influ-

ence seems to be possible in nd, ndst. If these forms come from *ndhu,

9
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The only alternative is to take neah as a regular form

with breaking of Germ, e (or its later representative d or w^)

before x- According to Sievers (§ 82 ff.) breaking takes

place only in the case of short vowels, but the reason for

this restriction is not clear. Breaking is usually attributed

to the fact that the vowel was not homorganic with -%-, and if

this is so, it would naturally depend not on the quantity but

solely on the quality of the vowel. But the question can

of course only be decided by the evidence, and in the case

of Germ, -e^- we have no other examples. In the case of

-'1%- however we have a probable example in W. Sax. leoht.

According to Sievers (§ 125) shortening took place before

-ht-. Granting that this is so—and the evidence does not

seem to be absolutely conclusive—it by no means follows that

this shortening took place before the operation of breaking.

Such a supposition seems unlikely on account of ahte (pret.)

ceht (substv.) etc. If shortening had taken place in these

words subsequent to the monophthongisation of Germ, ai

but before the period of breaking, we should have had in

West Saxon *eahte, *ieht; if on the other hand the shorten-

ing had taken place before the monophthongisation of Germ.

ai, the literary forms would be equally impossible. A restora-

tion of the long vowel from dg or *a^3 etc. is hardly likely

since stem-variation between the preterite and present is the

rule among these verbs. Sievers' theory gains some support

from Lind. leht (Mtth. 11, 30 against Compv. lihtre Mtth. 10,

15) but there may have been confusion with leht = lucidus

since many of their derivatives would regularly fall together

(viz. whenever -i- occurred in the following syllable). It is

noteworthy that the only example in early Northumbrian

has -i- (L.V. lictuald 1. 229). A parallel case is afforded by

W. Sax. weofod beside Ps. wibed< ^wlhhed where there can

scarcely be any suspicion of early shortening. So also in the

Genealogies (O.E.T. p. 167 ff.) which contain a medley of forms

belonging to different dialects and periods, we have alouuioh

(1. 43) which is perhaps to be compared with L.V. aluich

*ndh{w)6st, then Germ, e before -h- must here also as in English have fallen

together with Germ. au.
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1

(1. 73), the latter having undergone palatal umlaut-f-. Again
corresponding to W. Sax.feol we find Cp. 1234,^^7 (< ^'fix^o-

cf. O.H.G. fihala, fUa). Further examples are W. Sax.

betweoh, betuh, hetweonum (Cosijn § 68) beside Ps. betwih,

betwinum. The possibility of early shortening at least in

betweonum : betwinum seems to be excluded by Iwne : O. Sax.

lehni. Here also may be mentioned the form eoh in the

Runic Poem beside Alph. ih (: O.L.G, wh cf. p. 49 n.). These

examples seem to me enough to show that long vowels also

were capable of breaking before Germ. x> i^i other words that

breaking was independent of the quantity of the vowel. A
similar explanation has already been suggested by Cosijn

(I.e.). If this is correct the Impv. 2 sg. wreoh etc. (Sievers,

§ 84, n. 1) will be perfectly regular forms, while Ps. -wrih

will have come from an earlier *wriuh by palatal umlaut
J:.

In order to arrive at a solution of the difficulties which

have been discussed above in regard to the results of con-

traction, it is necessary to bear in mind that the breaking

before -^- (-h-) can not have been due to the same phonetic

causes which produced breaking before r and I. This is

shown by the following facts : 1. breaking is produced by

final -^ but not by final -r, -I. 2. breaking takes place before

Germ, -^j- but not before Germ, -rj- {-zj-), or -Ij-. Now the

absence of all trace of breaking in W. Sax. tellan etc.|| must

be due to one of two causes, either the breaking before -II-

was hindered because these sounds were already palatalised

at the time when the period of breaking began, or breaking

must have ceased to operate when the gemination took

t L.V. aluycli (1. 165) more probably contains a stem -wixja-'

X Breaking of -i- is now admitted by Sievers (Gr.^ § 84. 2), but he thinks

the result was -eo- (whence -e- by palatal umlaut). I can not accept this.

It appears to rest entirely on the Lind. form leht (see above). Ps. -wrih etc.

seem to me conclusive evidence to the contrary. (Cf. also Sievers, Gr.^

§ 165. 2, which is hardly consistent with § 84. 2.

)

II
sellan must be regarded as the regular West Saxon form of Germ.

*saljan-, since it alone occurs in the early texts, syllan is possibly of

dialectic origin, cf. siollanne beside hiobhanne in a Mercian charter of about

840 (O.E.T. No. 48). In Lind. sealla there is probably back (a-) umlaut of

e^. Umlaut of e before a does not occur in early Northumbrian texts, and

was therefore probably late, e^ and e^ may then have fallen together.

9—2
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place. Now in W. Sax. hUehhan, Ps. hlceha^ (51, 8) breaking

must have preceded i-umlaut. But it is incredible that

breaking should have taken place in a form ^hlcexx^^n, in

other words that a more or less palatal vowel should have

developed after it a back element (whether labial or not)

before a double consonant which had already undergone

palatalisation. Therefore breaking must have taken place

in this case before gemination. But up to the time of

gemination the original Germanic division of syllables

^ta-lja- ^hla-xja- etc. appears to have been preserved (cf.

Sievers P.B.B. xvi. 262 fP.). It appears therefore that

breaking must have taken place before heterosyllabic -^j^-.

But if breaking could take place in a group -a^-xja^- there

is no reason why it should not be possible also in a group

-a^-')(a^-'\'. This brings us to a solution identical in principle,

though not in detail, with that proposed long ago by Holtz-

mann (Altd. Gr. pp. 179-181, 213), namely that certain

vowels (in reality a, c%, e, I) underwent breaking before p^ in

all positions. This theory is I believe the only one which

will satisfactorily explain all the difficulties which beset the

question of contraction. The form taken by breaking before

heterosyllabic -;j^- in each case may safely be assumed to be

identical with the form which it took before p^ + consonant

and before final ^, namely 1. eo<e, e.g. W. Sax. *seohan>

seon, *teohadce> feode, 3 sg. *tweoha]}>tweo^, Conj. *seohc8

> seo, N. sg. fern. *seohce>seo, G. sg. ^feohois >feos; in the

dialect of the Psalter on the other hand -e- must have been

restored by palatal umlaut, hence sean, sian<^sehan, Conj.

se<*sehcB etc.; so also in the 3 sg. Ps. si^<*sih{]} where

West Saxon preserves the breaking but has syncopated the

second syllable sieh^. 2. ^u (w)<%, e.g. W. Sax. ^wrmhan
>wreon, Conj. ^wrmhw > wreo ; the Psalter has wrean<
^wrlhan with palatal umlaut. The phonetic confusion of

the West Saxon diphthongs eo and ^o, and of the diphthongs

ea and %a in the dialect of the Psalter took place no doubt

after the contraction period.

t Sievers is now inclined to adopt the same explanation (Gr.^ § 84, Anm.

2, § 111. 2 etc.).
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The dipththong in W. Sax. Inf. slean, N.A. sg. ea seems

to me to point to the existence of forms ^slwahan, *ceahu (cf.

-eah in Chart. 52, 53) before the period of contraction. Then

the effect produced on -a- (as also upon -e-, -i-) by a following

-X- was identical with the effect produced by labial umlaut

(e.g. in L.V. headu- beside badu-). In the dialect of the

Psalter palatal umlaut would produce (pi.) *skeha^ and (from

1 sg. *slwahii) *slcehu which would regularly lead to slea^,

slea. The West Saxon Conj. slea will then come quite

regularly from ^ sleahce, while the G.D. sg. le will come from

an earlier *iehi (or more exactly ^cea^hi) with a diphthong

apparently identical with that in 3 sg. slielrS. The Psalter

has Conj. sg. sle (9, 29) and Indie. 2, 3 sg. sles, sle^S (so also

^lues, ^we^). The result of the contraction oi ce + i is

obviously e in this dialect, and unless sle is a mistake for

^sl§ the same must be true for the contraction oi m -\- w.

This seems to point to a second and later change of w>e in

the dialect of the Psalter, for a change of this kind was in

operation before the period of contraction (cf. p. 13). The

late Northumbrian forms are very difficult. The vocalism

of Germ, ^slahan- appears in the Lindisfarne gloss under

the following forms : Indie, sg. -m- and -ae- (13 examples in

all); Indie, pi. -ae- (10), -d- (1), -aa- (1); Conj. -ace- (1), -a

(1) ; Infin. -aa (10), -ae (6), -ea (1); Participle -ce- (1), -ae-

(1) besides forms with -g-. The Imperative slah (2) must

be due to analogical influence as is shown by pret. saeh etc.

in spite of ^uahles (Job. 12, 3). Of the other forms the

2, 3 sg. slaes, slae^ may come regularly from ^slcehis,

^slcehi^ (cf. Cp. 1857 slaet). I am not convinced that

Sievers' explanation of the Infin. slaa (§ 166) is correct; -a-

before -;^- occurs also in acha Bede in. 6 but this word may
be related to W. Sax. earh as L.V. hadda (1. 159) to heard

and may consequently belong to the same series as ceolla,

beonna etc. (: ceorl, beorn) ; again with Lind. ^uahles may be

compared E£ 326 thuachl, though the corresponding gloss in

Corpus (641) has ^huehl
;
probably the influence of -w- is to

be taken into account (cf. p. 35) ; the only other case of -a-

before -h- in the glossaries is the doubtful Cp. slahae (1576
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cf. p. 189). On the whole it seems to me the most probable

that the difference between slea and slaa (perhaps also sice)

is purely orthographical and that the sound was a " low

mixed " vowel identical with that in ^arf, -gcer/, ^earf (cf.

p. 36) arising through mutual assimilation of the two

members of the diphthong. It is true that -a- is not used

for -ea- < Germ, an, but h is quite possible that the older

and later wa- diphthongs did not fall together in Northum-

brian, the former having begun the change to -ea- (cf p. 12)

before the latter was fully developed. From Germ. *pwa')(^an-

we have in Lindisfarne : Indie. 1 sg. 5oa (1), 2, 3 sg. 'Suoas (3),

pi. ^was (1), Conj. Soa- (1), Infin. 5oa (3), ^uoa (1), Impv.

^uah (3). It seems quite as likely that -oa- comes from -cea-

as that it comes from -a-.

Setting aside the problematical forms of Lindisfarne "(*,

contraction in all dialects regularly takes place according to

the following rules : 1. -03-, -i- disappear, e.g. W. Sax. seo,

slea, wreo, fleo, fo < *seohce, ^slceahce, *wr%uhce, *Jleohce,

*fdhce ; Ps. se,flen < *seho3, *Jlehcen and probably sle < * slw

< *slcehce ; W. Sax. w < *iehi ; Ps. si's, wriS, ti'S, he's < *sihi'p,

*wrlhi]>, *tihi'p, ^hehi]) and probably sle^<* sleep (cf Lind.

slae^) < *slcehip. 2. -a- disappears after back vowels and

diphthongs whose second member is a back vowel e.g. W.

Sax. fon, seon, slean, wreon, fleon, hea < ^fohan, * seohan,

^slceahan, *wrluhan, *fleohan, *hwaha ; and forms a diph-

thong with front vowels and diphthongs whose second

member is a front vowel, e.g. W. Sax. hean< *Mehan ; Ps.

seaii, slea^, wrean, hea<*seha7i, *slceha]>, *wrihan, *heha.

3. -u disappears after diphthongs e.g. W. Sax. ea < ceahu,

nea- < *n(jeahu- and forms a diphthong with front vowels e.g.

Ps. -sio, slea, neo-<*sehu (*sihu?) *slcehu, *nehu-. Con-

traction therefore follows fixed principles. By this theory

also the W. Sax. Conj. seo, slea, wreo are found to be perfectly

regular and we escape from the necessity of having to suppose

that in West Saxon and in that dialect alone -q- was pre-

t The difficult problems arising from the contraction of u, y with a

following vowel are also omitted because they have no bearing on the present

discussion. Cf. Sievers § 116, 117.
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served in the Infinitive ; the 3 sg. sieh^, slieh^, wrleh^

again apart from the syncope in the two former turn out

to be quite regular, coming from earlier *siuhi]>, ^sUehi]>}

*wrmhiy.

Note 1. Chronology of the sound-changes treated above.

The discussion of the effects of i-umlaut, palatal umlaut

and contraction enables us to arrive at some reasonably

probable conclusions with regard to the relative chronology

of these changes. 1. Contraction through the loss of inter-

vocalic -h- was preceded in Northumbrian and in the dialect

of the Psalter by palatal umlaut (cf p. 10), and by the

change w^>e (cf p. 13). 2. The change of €e^>e, which

seems to have been contemporaneous with the change of

w^ and w^>e (cf p. 11), was preceded by palatal umlaut.

3. Palatal umlaut was later than i-umlaut (cf. p. 5).

For fixing the absolute chronology the safest evidence is

that of the Moore MS. (M.) of Bede which appears to have

been written in 737. In this MS. intersonantal -h- is always

lost, e.g. -halce v. 24, selces iv. 13, v. 18, ea IV. 16, eumer 11. 9,

treanta in. 24, etc. (cf Pogatscher, E. S. xix. 347, Anm. 2).

The form ea is especially important since it shows that con-

traction was fully developed. From this fact, together with

the total absence of forms with -h- in M. and all other

Northumbrian texts, we are bound to conclude that the loss

of intersonantal -h- must have taken place before the end of

the seventh century, and this conclusion agrees with the

evidence from other parts of England. The glossaries fre-

quently retain forms with -h-, but there can scarcely be any

doubt that the original archetype MS. of Epinal Erfurt

(which can hardly have been written after 720, cf p. 154 ff)

contained examples of contraction due to this cause. In a

Kentish charter of 679 (0. E. T. No. 4) we find an example

of -h- in uelhisci, but in the same charter there is apparently

a case of contraction in uuestan ae. The writing -ae- for w^,

ce^, c&^ on the other hand is frequent in M. In aeduini, etc.,

it may very well be due to copying from older documents,
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but the form haeda, which is not peculiar to M. (though C.

has heada in v. 24), seems to show that Bede himself wrote

his name thus. Therefore since Bede was born in 672 this

makes it probable that -ae- was the customary spelling at

least as late as 680. Palatal umlaut, as has been said above,

is universal in M. with the exception of several cases of

earcon (cf. p. 8 f.).

For the period before 737 we are practically dependent

on the evidence of a few Runic inscriptions. There is a

very strong probability that the inscription of Bewcastle

dates from a time not long after 664 (cf. Vietor, p. 46).

This inscription seems to have e = w'^ in been and e= w^ in

hwcetred. Unfortunately neither letter is quite clear, but in

the former case at least ce seems to be impossible. The

inscription on the casket of Clermont shows a consistently

archaic form of language such as would scarcely be possible

after 700, though the use of -f in wylif prevents us from

assigning to it a much earlier date. Especially noticeable is

the form flodu which can be nothing but a N. sg. form with

retention of -u. But that this -u was no longer pronounced

seems to be shown by its absence in -ne} and probably also

by its incorrect usage in }iu]>easii. Palatal umlaut in this

inscription is shown by -ne}, fe}ta]>, beri}, and probably

fer}en-. The first of these also shows e = w*, but against

this stands m = w^ in pc&vf. According to Pogatscher (E. S

XIX. 347) this inscription shows loss of -h- in -walus (twice)

which he identifies with walk.

The evidence of these early inscriptions together with M.

seems to show that the operation of palatal umlaut can not

have been later than the middle of the seventh century.

The only case (apart from earcon- above) in Northumbrian

in which a diphthong is preserved is the form eoh in the

inscription of Kirkheaton. Since the stone bears no cross

or other sign of Christian influence it is quite likely to date

from the first half of cent. vii. It may be mentioned that

Kirkheaton is in the neighbourhood of the supposed site of

t Not indeed an absolutely safe example since Lindisfarne twice has ^<sr

(probably at first the unaccented form) against 141 -^er.
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Campodunum uhi tunc etiam (i.e. in Edwin's reign) uilla

regia erat (Bede 11. 14). The inscription must on the other

hand be later than 616, as appears from the words of

Nennius ipse (i.e. Edwin) occupauit Elmet et expulit Gertie

regem illius regionis (Harl. § 63). The irregular syncope of

-u in eoh can not perhaps be taken as a proof that -u had

been already syncopated after long syllables.

The Alphabet in Codex Salisburgensis 140 may be briefly

discussed here. It appears to be a late copy of a Northum-

brian text of the 8th century, which there is some evidence

for connecting with Alchvvine. Syncope of -u appears in

'6o7my uyn, ac, ti and irregularly in fech; palatal umlaut

appears in. fech, ih, ilcs, here, eh. On the other hand there is

no certain occurrence of e for w. -ae for w^ appears in gaer

and -ae- for m^ in naed. In spite of these archaisms however

the umlaut in geofu and the use of S- in '6orn seem to point

to a later date for the original than that of M. It is notice-

able that the new letters for guttural c, 3 do not occur.

They are absent also from Clermont but both appear in

Bewcastle, though the old letter for c is used also with

guttural value (in been).

The conclusions arrived at during the above discussion

may be briefly summarised as follows :—1. Palatal umlaut

seems to have taken place before 650. 2. The change of w^

(w^, ce^) > e was in operation about 650—680 ; the loss of

intersonantal -h- belongs to the same period or a little later.

3. Contraction through the loss of intervocalic -h- follows

the preceding and may be dated roughly about 680—710.

These arguments apply primarily of course only to the

Northumbrian dialect, but there is nothing in the language

of the Psalter to show that the same does not hold good

here also in the main. The most important difference is

that palatal umlaut in this dialect was preceded by labial

umlaut ; there is a difference also in the treatment of the

intervocalic group -7'h- (c£ p. 7 £, 9).
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Note 2. The discussion of these questions throws some

light upon the history of the Germanic diphthong au.

1. Germ, au was during the seventh century in North-

umbrian and in the dialect of the Psalter a diphthong, the

first member of which was an 6^-sound. This is shown :

—

i. by the occasional forms with -aea-, -aeo- in M. A similar

instance occurs in a Kentish charter of 732 aeanberhti

(O.E.T. 6) ; with this may be compared the form aea (O.E.T.

5, 7) with diphthong arising from contraction, and the forms

-haeardi, -iaeardi (O.E.T. 6) with short diphthongs. The

later examples of -ma-, e.g. Ps. gerceafie (9, 30), C. P. ^wah

(H. 357), are so rare that no certain conclusions can be

drawn from themf. ii. by the effects of palatal umlaut

which produced ce (whence later e) at least in Northumbrian.

2. Since the effect of ^-umlaut upon this diphthong is

identical in all dialects with its effect on the short diph-

thongs (cf. p. 3 ff.), it would seem that at that period the

difference between the two classes of diphthongs was one of

quantity only.

3. At the time when the Germanic gutturals k, 3 were

palatalised before palatal vowels (which took place before

the completion of i-umlaut) the first member of this diph-

thong (as also of the short diphthong arising from Germ, a

before r + consonant) must have had palatal value. Unfor-

tunately no examples of Germ, kau- }au- are preserved in

the Runic character and only one of Germ. }ar- (namely

Ruthwell jeredce), but the later history of these combinations

leaves no room for doubt. Examples from other early

sources are iaces, Ef 263, and the corresponding ieces in

Cp. (380), -iaee in a Kentish Charter of 740 (O.E.T. 7); so

also in Bede IV. 6, C. has suthriena against M. B. N. suder-

geona (cf iaruman M. in. 24, etc.).

The sound change au > wa has been explained in various

ways. The most generally accepted theories are those of

t According to Sweet {H. E. S.% 427) the first element of the diphthong

was always <«— the change being merely graphic. But the monophthongised

W. Sax. ger, neh etc. seem to me to point clearly to ea not aea.

I

/
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Kluge (P. G. I. p. 880) and of Paul (P. B. B. vi. 96).

According to Kluge, with whom Sweet (H. E. S. § 459)

practically agrees, the development was au > ceu > ceo >ia
(Sweet ceo). But in that case the history of the diphthong

au must from the beginning have been entirely different

from that of the diphthong ai. In the other Germanic

languages the history of the two diphthongs is in general

the same ; thus in Old Saxon ai > e, au> o; in Old High

German ai > ei, au > ou (with reservations) ; in Old Norse

ai > cei, au > qu (also with reservations) ; and so far as it is

possible to estimate, the changes in the two diphthongs

appear to have been at least approximately contemporaneous.

Hence in English we should, as Sweet (H. E. S. § 445) says,

expect a change ai > cei. By this theory also we are bound

to separate English entirely from Frisian which has a < au.

Paul on the other hand gives au > ao (which he says was

contemporaneous with the change eu > eo) > ceo> cea. This

however can not be altogether right, for Germ, eu is still

occasionally preserved in the oldest texts, e.g. }reut (Cler-

mont), hreutford (M.), steupfaedaer (Ep.), while forms with

-ao- are absolutely unknown—indeed the palatalisation of

the first member of the diphthong must, as has been said

above, have taken place before the palatalisation of initial

gutturals, which was long before the date of the oldest

texts. But there is one point to which sufficient attention

has not been given by either theory, namely that the first

element in the diphthong au (and so also in the diphthongs

eu, iu) must have undergone lengthening ; for the difference

between (e.g.) Ps. saeh and fleh is only intelligible on the

hypothesis that at the time when palatal umlaut took place

there was a quantitative difference between these words

{*scBah—*flwah). The diphthongisation of Germ, a, e, i

which took place before -%- did not of course lengthen the

syllable, but the exact parallelism (e.g. in respect to palatal

umlaut) which exists between the new and old diphthongs

makes it probable that the second element in the old

diphthongs was at an early period no more stressed than

the new element developed after Germ, a, e, i before ^, and
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that therefore the difference between the two classes of

diphthongs consisted simply of a difference of quantity in

the first element. But when did the lengthening of the

first element take place ?

It is quite possible that the first stages in the develop-

ment of the diphthongs an, ai may have been identical. In

the case of Germ, ai the development in English may have

been ai >ai> a^ >d with gradual absorption of the second

element as in Lith. (dialectic) kdlis < kdilis '^. The same

process may have begun also in the case of the diphthong

au and seems to have been completely carried out in Frisian,

eg. 3 sg. pret. flah {—uolauit Ps. 17) against Engl. (Ps.) fleh,

cf. Lith. dial, spidju < spiduju ; but in English its further

development was hindered by the palatalisation of the first

element. The change au > wu might be identified with the

change d>ce^ (in W. Sax. street Kent. North, stret, etc.), but

against this stands the fact that Frisian has on the one hand

flah, age (: W. Sax. fleah, eage), on the other red, brekon

(: W. Sax. rwd, brwcon). It is more likely that the change

du > wu was due to the same phonetic causes as the changes

du > wu (whence later ea) in fea (cf p. 44), du > ceu in

slean, ea, etc. (cf p. 21), and (labialised) a (more strictly au)

> ceu (ceo) in beadu- etc. ; in other words that there was a

universal palatalisation of d (without regard to the quantity)

before a tautosyllabic it-element. This palatalisation did

not take place in Frisian, but the former presence of an

it-element is shown by the preservation of -a- in 3, sg. pret.

macJite. The relationship of Fris. machte : fldh is then

identical with the relationship of Engl. Ps. saeh, mae/ite

:

fleh, W. Sax. seah : fleah. The development of this it-element

t There is of course another explanation possible, viz. that the second

element was gradually assimilated to the first through lowering, and subse-

quently through depalatisation ; and this theory seems to be the one favoured

by Sievers (Phon. § 41, a). It is obvious that this explanation also will apply

in part to Germ, au—the second element being first lowered and then de-

labialised, but in this case the palatalisation of the first element must have

preceded the latter change. Yet it seems to me more probable that the

development took place as in Lithuanian according to the theory stated in

the text above.
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in Fris. machte, will be due to the same cause as the break-

ing in riucht (: W. S. reoht etc., Ps. reht).

The change in the second member of the du- diphthongs

(du > dg, written aeo, aea) is no doubt due to its lack of

stress. It is a case of partial assimilation ; in the language

of phonetics the high back labial element u was assimilated

to the low front ce, becoming the corresponding low back

labial {q). A similar change in the reverse direction is

shown by the diphthong m < ia in friu- etc. (cf p. 56 ff.).

The change ceg >c8a is parallel to the universal change Q>a
in unaccented syllables, and may be due in this case as in

that to the absence of stress on the element q.

Lastly there is a change cea > ea which seems to be due

to tone-raising in the first element of the diphthong, though

the cause of this is not obvious. In Northumbrian this

change seems not to have affected the short cea- diphthongs,

which had arisen by breaking from Germ, a (cf p. 22).

The change wa > ea (and probably also cea > ea) may have

taken place earlier in West Saxon than elsewhere. Such a

hypothesis would at least account for the peculiar results of

i-umlaut in diphthongs which this dialect presents.

3. The Diphthongs arising from Germ, a, e, i

BEFORE r, / FOLLOWED BY A CONSONANT.

Breaking before I + consonant is confined to the Southern

dialects and does not occur in the earliest Kentish texts

(before 770). Before dealing with this subject it is necessary

to discuss briefly the treatment of Germ, a before / -|- con-

sonant in the Midland and Northern dialects.

There is no evidence whatever in these dialects to show

that -a- in this position had ever become palatalised {ce^) or

undergone breaking. A preceding guttural is not palatalised,

and in respect of i-umlaut the treatment of a in this position

is precisely similar to that of a < Germ. ai. Hence it has

often been too readily assumed that a in this position under-

went lengthening before the operation of i-umlaut. This

however is a mistake. No lengthening took place before
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antevocalic -Ih- ; for that Ps. 3 sg. file'<S, Conj. fele have a

short initial syllable is shown by the new formation in the

Pret. pi. feliin {=felun) and probably also by the umlaut in

Infin. fealan (cf p. 8). So also N.E. Wales presupposes

walas (not wdlas)<*walhas. But since the loss of -h- in

the antevocalic group -Ih- did not take place till after the

operation of palatal umlaut (cf p. 8, 9), the lengthening

must belong to a period much later than that of z-umlaut.

When this lengthening took place and how far it was con-

ditioned (as in Fris. kdld but hdls) by the following sounds

are questions that need not be discussed here. The correct

statement of the law for the Northumbrian and Midland

dialects (as also for Frisian) is that the change of -al- > ceH-

was prevented by a following consonant.

Some explanation of the fact that this change did not

take place is certainly needed. The treatment of Germ, a

before nasals can not be compared in any way, for not only

had a qualitative change in the value of a taken place at an

early date in the latter case, but further the nasal exercised

its influence in all positions alike, whether final or when

followed by a consonant or vowel. But before final -I and

before -I- followed by a vowel the treatment of a is identical

with its treatment before other consonants in the same

positions. The only peculiarity is the retention of -a- before

-/- followed by a consonant. I do not see any explanation

for this phenomenon other than the suggestion—which is

not new—that these syllables were not really close at the

time when the change a> ce^ in close syllables took place,

—

in other words that svarabhakti had operated at this time.

Svarabhakti between I and a following consonant is a frequent

phenomenon in the other Germanic languages and is not

unknown in the earliest English texts, e.g. -ualach in the

Namur MS. of Bede, wylif in Clermont, aluch- in L.V. and

probably ilugsegg in Epinal (against ilcs in the Alphabet).

The subsequent disappearance of the svarabhaktic vowel may

be due to the same causes as the loss of the interior syllable

in Cp. heolstras beside Ep. helustras, Bede C. ceortes beside

M. cerotaes (iv. 6) etc.
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This theory has been attacked on the ground that svara-

bhakti is impossible in the medial group -II- before which

-a- is nevertheless preserved. But as a matter of fact it is

questionable whether the change aXB^ is regular before

double consonants in general (except those arising from

gemination before -j-, in which case the change a>ce^

probably preceded the gemination cf. p. 76). Thus in

Liber Vitae we find bacga (5), adda (4), hadda, atta, abba,

adding, addul, bralluc against aella (2), aelli, aetti, paelli,

the last three of which almost certainly have i-umlaut, as all

dissyllabic names ending in -i in Liber Vitae have either -i-

or umlaut vowels with the single exception of cuddi (1. 161);

aella may also have i-umlaut. Sievers (§ 10) gives a list

—

which might be greatly extended—of words which preserve

-a- before a double consonant. Thus, whatever may be the

explanation of -a- before -II- as also before other double

consonants—and in none of these cases is its preservation

likely to be due to svarabhakti—this fact can not be used

as an argument against the possibility of svarabhakti in the

case of -I- followed by some dissimilar consonant.

The treatment of Germ, -ala- at the end of the first

member of a compound is not quite clear; both -al- and -wl-

occur. In such forms as Ep. uuaelreah secondary influence

from the uncompounded form is possible, but it is not easy

to see how such can be the case with aelberct which occurs

twice (1. 86, 154) in Liber Vitae. Yet on the other hand

L.V. has 25 alberct, 4 albercht, 2 ah'ic, 1 aluich (1. 73) and

1 aluych (1. 165)"['; Bede likewise has alric. The absence of

forms with *all- is against the supposition that the vocalism

has been affected by *alla- ; so that, in spite of the fact that

ael- remains unexplained, the superiority of the evidence for

al- compels us to see in this the regular representative of

Germ. ala-. Again in Cp. walcyrge (771), walcrigge (1018),

uualcyrge (2017) the influence of the uncompounded form is

much less likely than in uuaelreab. That the change a>ce^

did not regularly take place in this position is also made

t The last two examples are referred to alu by Sweet.
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probable by the comparative lateness of the syncope of Germ.

-a- in this position (cf. p. 77 f.).

It must be remembered that in contrast to the breaking

before -p^;- the condition necessary for breaking before r, I

was that these sounds should be immediately followed by a

consonant. Before final -r, -I no breaking took place (cf.

3 sg. pret. hcer, steel) ; hence the supposition that breaking

was due simply to the fact that r, I were not homorganic with

w, e, i is out of the question.

According to the generally accepted view breaking before

r, I took place before the operation of i-umlaut, and this

theory perfectly suits the complete agreement which prevails

in all dialects between the ^-umlaut of Germ, a before r -\-

consonant (and in West Saxon before I + consonant) and the

i-umlaut of Germ. au. The fact that before r + consonant

the Northumbrian and Midland dialects have -e- (e.g. L.V.

iiern-, Ps. erm'Su), might indeed be used as an argument for

showing that the forms existing immediately before the

operation of i-umlaut had -ce^- (^wce^rni-, ^cermilpu), but then

the diphthongal forms of West Saxon and the -ae- forms of

the glosses would need explanation ; but it has been shown

above (p. 5 f.) that these e- forms are in all probability to

be explained otherwise. On the other hand the accepted

view is confirmed by Ps. wyr'6e, wyrrest, etc. These forms

must have *wyr-< *wur- by ^-umlaut, and *wur must have

been a monophthongised form of ^wiur-. A similar (though

somewhat later) change is seen in wudu < *wiudu < widu

(Ep. uuidu-). Again in the case of W. Sax. -a- before I +
consonant, it has been pointed out above (p. 19 f.) that the

cause of the absence of breaking in tellan must be either

that breaking had ceased to operate when the gemination

of -I- took place or that the -II- was still palatal enough to

prevent breaking from taking effect. If the latter explanation

is correct the presence of breaking in 3 ^g. fieV6 etc. shows

that in such words -II- were not yet palatalised and conse-
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quently that {-umlaut had not yet begun when breaking was

in operation f.

There are not sufficient data for deciding definitely the

chronological relation of the breaking before r, I -\- consonant

to the syncope of final (Germ.) -a and to the change of a > te^

in close syllables. For the change of a>cea (e.g. in *har(Su-

> hceard) does not necessarily involve the assumption of an

intermediate stage -ce- (e.g. ^hcerdu). This is clear from the

use of headu-, hea'6u~ beside hadu-, ha'6u- in Liber Vitae and

elsewhere, while %(jedu-, VkMu- are unknown. But though

not absolutely necessary the assumption is made very probable

by the fact that breaking is found also before -r- < Germ, -z-

e.g. in mearg (: 0. Bulg. mozgu), probably also in Ps. gerd,

W.S. gyrd<*}ceardi: Goth, gazds cf p. 128); -z- was pre-

served at least before -n- until after the change a> ce^ had

taken place (cf. Kluge, P.G.^ p. 372). So also the corre-

sponding forms in Frisian show the change a>ce (whence e)

but no breaking e.g. O.E. Fris. therwe, kerf, hern, erm, herm-

skeed, therm, mere, merch, beside W. Sax. 'pearf, cearf, beam,

earm, hearm, ]>earm, mearc, meargl. The Merseburg glosses

have th§rua but iermhed. If then the change a>CB^ preceded

breaking, it follows in all probability that the latter took

place subsequently to the syncope of final -a, for there is no

reason to suppose that any change a > ce took place before

that. Forms like beam, gearu must therefore like fwger,

CBcer etc. be due to the influence of those forms in which the

case-ending was preserved |1.

t In the case of -i- breaking may have been repeated later. Thus in W.
Sax. 3 sg. bier'^ (beside bir'S, bire^) it would seem to have taken place subse-

quent to the syncope of -i-. Possibly also the breaking in iernan, biernan

may not belong to the early period.

X There is no necessity for supposing that breaking has ever taken place

in O.E. Fris. warth, swart, warte (: O.E. ivear];>, sweart, ivearte). These

words may have a<<e (through the influence of initial w-) as in luas : O.E.

W(jes.

li
Sievers' explanation of (ecer, fceger etc. (§ 49, cf. § 14) is not quite satis-

factory. The regular N. sg. is preserved in forms like wacor : Urn. wakraR

(Eeidstad) ; so also hagol beside hceg{e)l, the latter form belonging originally

to the oblique cases. Similarly in 0. Sax. akkar, O.H.G. accJiar, a form

which belonged originally to the oblique cases has survived and finally ousted

10
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The appearance of -ar- in place of -ear- is common in all

dialects in the second member of compound proper names—

a

fact which is generally, and in all probability rightly, attri-

buted to the fact that such syllables bore a subordinate

accent. But in Northumbrian texts (both early and late)

the same phenomenon is not un frequently found in fully

accented syllables. Thus Bede M. has fame ill. 16, IV. 27,

29, 30 ; -farnensis Praef., -faronensem ill. 22 ; baruce iv. 3.

Caedmon's Hymn has uard (twice), harnum. Other examples

are war]> (Clermont), tharf (Bede's Death-song), uarp (Leiden

Riddle). Liber Vitae has apparently only one example viz.

arduini (1. 213) against 44 examples of eard-, heard-, earn--f.

The Ritual has altogether 13 examples of -ar- before con-

sonants, viz. arm (as substantive twice and as adjective

twice), ned'Qarf, farra, hehfaro, stancarr, farniga, to-ward

(etc. 4 times), against about 120 examples of -ear- in the

same position (Lindelof § 9. i.). Lindisfarne has in St Mark's

Gospel 16 examples of -a- (including three of loan-words) viz.

arg, gedarste, ned'Sarf (2), -war'6 (4), -warp (3), geonduarde

(2), carcern (2), carre—besides 8 cases of arS—against 78

examples of -ea- (Lea, Angl. xvi. 75, 76). For the other

gospels statistics are wanting as yet. -a- is however not

rare ; we find e.g. 3 arm (substantive) but no earm, 4 harm-

against 2 bearm-, 11 'Sarf- (^arfe, '6arflic etc.) against 1

'6earf, 5 'Qcerf- (^aerf-), 1 ^orfe, 1 '^afol, while -war'6 etc. are

frequent.

In the other dialects the case is quite different. In the

early West Saxon texts there are only two examples of -ar-

viz. art (C. 180) Sar/(H. 203). The Psalter has -ar- only in

the loan-word carxerne (141,8) and in margen- which however

is a case by itself. In the glossaries -ar- is somewhat more

frequent. Epinal has only sparuua (897), but Erfurt besides

sparua has also uard (333), uuard (737), ediscuard (148).

the regular form of the N.A. sg. The absence of gemination in cecer etc. is

no argument against this explanation (cf. p. 69 f.).

t In the second member there are 11 examples of -hard against 51

-heard.

X In ned-'^arf -ea- does not occur at all, probably because the second

syllable had a subordinate accent.

i
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Corpus has neo\ouard (5), sarwo (88), waar (426), bisparrade

(1451), barrigae (282), barice (330), tharme (2140), ]>uarm

(1795). Leiden varies between -a- and -ae- and has no

examples of -ea- ; but little importance can be attached to

this, as this MS. has also other orthographical peculiarities.

The evidence of the glossaries combined with that of the

early Northumbrian texts makes it probable either that

original -a- remained under certain conditions or at least

that the reversion took place very early. It is not unlikely

that -a- was preserved before -rr- as before other double

consonants (cf. p. 31); this does not apply to -rr- < -rz-

before which the change a > ce and subsequently breaking

seem to have taken place, e.g. in W. ^SiK. fearr,fear (cf Kluge

Wb.^ p. 99). Palatal vowels seem to have undergone breaking

before -rr- in West Saxon under all circumstances (e.g.ybor,

steorra, afierran, ierre), but in the dialect of the Psalter

apparently only when the following syllable contained

(originally) a back vowel (e.g. feor < ^feorru, steorra) or when

-rr- represents an older -rz- (e.g. eorre) ; before -rr{i)- in

a-firran there is no breaking. Possibly -a- was regularly

preserved or restored under certain conditions before -rw- as

in Ep. sparuua (cf O.E. Fris. nara : W. Sax. nearu), but in

some of these words -a- may come from forms in which -w- had

regularly been lost, e.g. Cp. 88 sarwo for ^sar(w)u. -i- is

preserved from breaking in Ep. 534 bismiridae (Ef bismirida,

Cp. 1095 bismiride), Cp. 676 gesmirwid, Ps. smird6, smirede,

cf W. Sax. smiria^ (H), smirewa'^ (C. 2.), smirede (H. C),

but smierewa'6 (H. p. 69) f. In Ep. smeruui etc. the absence

of breaking may be due to the N.A. sg. Lastly it may be

suggested that in certain cases the influence of initial w- may
have tended to restore -a- as in Frisian (cf. p. 33 n,).

The few forms with -a- in the Southern and Midland

dialects which do not admit of an explanation on one or

other of these hypotheses are so isolated that no stress can

be laid on them. But for many of the Northumbrian forms

they are obviously inadequate. Nor again can I see that

t Possibly in smierewafS, -fierran, -ie- does not represent an earlier -iu

but is a late development of 4- as in bier^<:hire'^ (cf. p. 33 n.).

10—2
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there is any probability in Sweet's suggestion (H.E.S. § 436)

that the (accented) forms with -a- are an extension of what

was originally a "weak variation" of -ea-, though the phonetic

development may have been similar to that which took place

(in all dialects) in unaccented syllables. There can indeed

be no doubt that in many of the later forms -a- is a subse-

quent development of -ea-. This is shown by such words as

Lind./arma (< '^feorm-), cf.fattro etc. hesidefeotr and waras

beside weras. The change appears to be similar to the

smoothing of the ea- diphthongs which took place in Middle

English (cf. Sweet H.E.S. § 642). The diphthong appears to

have been monophthongised by mutual assimilation of the

two members, the result being probably not a pure guttural

but a *mixed' vowel. This accounts for forms like ^cerf,

fcermo which appear beside ^arf, farma'f. But can this

explanation hold good also for the a-forms in Bede ? It is

difficult to account for the form iaruman (ill. 24, 30, IV. 3 =
Geneal. gearomon 1. 34) on any other hypothesis. The word

occurs in all the early MSS. without any important variation;

iuru- in C. III. 30 is doubtless a scribal error. Two points

are clear about this word : (1) at the time when guttural

consonants were palatalised 3- must have been followed by a

(more or less) palatal vowel. (2) in Bede's pronunciation this

vowel can not have been a pure palatal; it is likewise difficult

to believe that it was at all distinctly diphthongal. The

'low mixed wide' vowel of Sweet's tables seems best to suit

the requirements of the case. If this is so it is a question

whether (e.g.) geard in Caedmon's Hymn denotes anything

else than idrd {-a- having the same quality as in iai^u- above).

The monophthongisation may not have been complete in

Bede's time, but in the late Northumbrian texts -ea- is

probably traditional spelling. With the rarity of -a- in

Liber Vitae is to be compared the extreme rarity of -ea- for

-eo- (cf. p. 87). It is possible that the scribe was somewhat

of a purist and took pains to preserve the etymologically

correct spelling. In some of the Northumbrian forms

t The vowel in farma, fcermo need not necessarily have been identical

with that in '^arf, '^cerf, but cf. p. 87.
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original -a- may have been preserved by svarabhakti—

a

common phenomenon between -r- and a following consonant

both in the earliest English texts (e.g. Bewcastle -huru},

Clermont -beri}, Lancaster -bereht, Bede N. -berict, M. -faro-

nensem, Leid. Rid. aerigfaerae, Ep. bearug) and in the

oldest monuments of the other Germanic languages. But

the rarity of -a- in the other dialects makes this hypothesis

somewhat improbable.

4. The Treatment of Germanic -w-,

I. After short (open) syllables. Accordingf to Sievers

(§ 73) an -u- arose before the -w- forming a diphthong with

the preceding vowel ; hence -eaw-, -eow-, -ww-, W. Sax.

-WW-, -%w-. The words which show diphthongs of this kind

obviously fall into two classes.

:

A. Words corresponding to words which contain a diph-

thong in Old High German and Old Saxon, and to words

which contain -gg{w)- in Gothic and Scandinavian j. Only

those forms which occur in the early texts are given.

1. O.N. hQggua, O.H.G. hoiiwan.

W. Sax. heawan (Oros.), lieawa'6 (C.P.), 3 sg. tez(;'5 (C.P.),

heawen. Perhaps also Cp. 507 onheawas, Ef 262 heardheui,

Cp. -heau Leid. haerdhaeu belong here.

2. O.N. dQgg, O.H.G. tou.

Cp. 1752 deawe, Ps. deaw.
,

3. G. glaggwuba, O.N. glgggr, O.H.G. glouwer.

Cp. 1728 gleu 203 gleaunisse; Ps. gleawne (Ace. sg.),

gleawnisse; W. Sax. gleaw, gleawmod, ungleawlice (all in

C.P.), gleawast (Oros.).

4. M.H.G. nouwe, cf O.N. hngggiia (Noreen. Urg. Lautl.

§ 45. II. 1).

W. Sax. hneaw hneawnes (C.P.).

t In the new edition (Gr.^ § 73) Sievers has abandoned this theory in

reference to the forms in B. He apparently does not discuss the A forms in

either edition (cf. § 63).

X The Germanic form of these words is usually given as -aHowa'-.
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5. O.H.G. scouwon. Cf. G. shuggwa (but cf. Kogel P.B.B.

IX. 525).

Ps. sceawiu, sceawa^ etc. (but scewa'S 93, 9); W. Sax.

sceawi(ge)an (C.P. Oros.), sceawung (Oros.).

6. O.H.G. sou, N. Icel. soggr, saggi.

Bede C. (glosses) sea.

7. G. triggws, triggwa, O.N. tryggr, O.H.G. gitriuwi.

Ep. 726, ^rei^Ze ; snis Ef. treulesnis, Cp. 1583, treuleasnis,

Ep. 436, gitreeudae, Ef. getr(e)udce, Cp. 900, getreuuade, Cp.

857, getriowad ; Ps. getreowe etc., getreowlice (2, 3), getrewlice

(11. 6),getreowu etc., getreowdun; W. Sax. treowa (C.P. Oros.),

getreow (C.P.), treowleas (C.P.) etc., trieiue (Oros.), -triewan

etc. (C.P. Oros.), getriewde etc. (Oros.).

8. O.N. hryggua, O.H.G. riuwan.

W. Sax. hreow (C.P. Oros.), -hreowlice etc. (C.P. Oros.),

hreowan (C.P.), /mwS (C.P.), hreowsian etc. (C.P. Oros.) ; Ps.

9. Possibly also Ep. 649 screuua, Cp. 1344 screauua:

O.N. skrgggr.

Diphthongisation is therefore universal and may have

taken place very early, though in the absence of forms with

i-umlaut there is no conclusive evidence. (Cf Noreen Urg.

Lautl. § 45 and the literature there cited ; Streitberg, Urg.

Gr. § 74.) The only point which requires notice is that -w-

appears to be lost before consonants in the glossaries (but cf.

Cp. gleaunisse), while in West Saxon it is preserved. So

also with regard to the loss of -w in sea
;
possibly Cp. gleu

is for *glea.

B. Words in which there is no evidence for early gemi-

nation of -w- in the continental languages :

a. The corresponding words in the other Germanic lan-

guages have intervocalic -w-.

The following show diphthongisation :

1. G.fawai, 0.1^. fdr, ipl.fdir.

Ps. N. pi. fea, D. pi. /earn ; feastan, feanisse. W. Sax.

Ace. pi. fea (Chron. A 530, the original reading), N.A. pi.
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feawe, feawa, D. pi. feawum (all in C.P. Oros,), feaum, feam

(both in C.P.).

2. 0. Sax. than, O.H.G. kathauf.

W. Sax. ]>eaw, ^eawas etc. (C.P.).

3. Urn. frawaraQaR (Mojebro), 0. Sax. frao, O.H.G.

/rawer, O.N. frdr.

Probably Fs. frea-berht, h.Y . fre-hehn.

4. O.H.G. ou, G. awistr, cf. awe])i.

Chart. 41 (Kent.) G. pi. eawa ; Ps. (Ace. sg. etc.) eovjde,

D. pi. eowdum; Cp. 1274 eouuistras.

5. O.H.G. gistreiiui, gistrouwi, cf. strao. O.N. strd.

Ep. 973, -streo Ef. -streto, Cp. -streo, Cp. 13 -5^reo (West

Saxon also streaw <*strawa- cf. Sievers § 250 n. 2).

6. Urn. ]}ewaR, G. )7i2/5 etc.

Ps. N.A. sg. ^eow (7), ^iow (11), Seo (1); G. sg. etc. '^iowes,

^eowes etc. (D. sg. ^ieowe once) ; '6eowdome etc. ; ^eowia'6,

^iowiaS; pret. ^iowedim (1), ^eowdun (1), ^eawde (1); conj.

^iowien (1), ^iwgen (1) ; ^iowincelu. Chart 37. ^iow,^iowas;

41 ^iowe; (both Kentish).

7. O. Sax. 6go (G. pi. bewo).

JEp. 645 beouuas, Ef. beouaes, Cp. beowes, Leid. baeues.

8. G. A;m2^a (N.A. pi.) O.N. A;ne etc.

Ep. 879 cnioholaen, Ef cniolen, Cp. cnioholaen, Leid.

cneholen ; Ps. (N.A. pi.) cneow ; W. Sax. (Ace. sg.) cneow

(Oros.), D. sg. cneowe (Oros.), N.A. pi. cneowa (C.P.) D. pi.

cneowum (Oros.).

9. G. (D. pi.) triwam, O.N. ^re' etc.

Ep. 36 -^rea (?for -treu), Ef. -^rei^, Cp. (117), -^?'eo, Cp.

1598 -^r^i^, 488 -^reo, 150 (pi.) -treu, 279 treuteru ; Blickling

gloss. (N.A. pi.) -tri{o)w ; Ps. (N.A. sg.), treow (1), trew (1),

t This example belongs to A. according to Kogel P.B.B. ix. 525.

X It is on account of the Old Saxon forms that I have included this word

here. It is difficult however to separate it from O.N. hygg (D. sg. byggvi ; cf.

Byggvir). Possibly the Old Saxon word has undergone a change of inflection

on the analogy of treo, kneo {trio, knio) etc. In that case the Old English

forms should be transferred to A. L.V. biu[u)ulf is probably to be connected

with these words.
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treo (1), N.A. pi. treoiu (1), trew (4), treo (2), D. sg. treo (2),

G. sg. tres (1), G. pi. trea (2), treo-wyrm; Ct. 1 (E. Sax.)

iWow, 29 (Saxon-KeDtish) trio, 59 (Middlesex), ^reo (all N.A.

sg. or pL), 48 {M.QrG.) feower treowe hyl ; W. Sax. N.A. sg.

treow (C.P.), N.A. pi. treowu (C.P. Oros.), G. sg. treowes (C.P.),

D. sg. treowe (C.P.), D, pi. ti^eowum (Oros.).

10. O.N. he-ra'6, O. Swed. hw-ra\ (cf. Noreen, Urg. Lautl.

p. 21).

Bede M. heuuald (v. 1, 10), L.V. heoiiald, hegaer ; perhaps

also Ps. heo-redas but cf. p. 50.

11. Urn. (Gallehus) Mewa'^astiR etc.

L.V. hleo-hercty Jdeo-frith etc.

12. Urn. (Tune) wiwaR.

Bede M os-uiu (5 times as N. sg., also once in the list of

kings at the end). L.V. -uio (5), Geneal. osuio, osuing; Bewc.

oswiumg ; W. Sax. Chron. A. osweo (3), -wio (2), 716 alweo,

alweoing (but cf Geneal. 1. 98).

13. O.H.G. pret. siuita etc.

Ep. Ef. 796, 886 -siuuid, Cp. 1591 -siowid, 1763 -siouuid;

Ep. 699 -siuuidi, Ef -siuuisidi, Cp. 1450 -siudi, Cp. 68,

-siuwide, 1374 -siuwid, 1774 siowid, 1773 siouu.

14. G. hiwi etc.

Cp. N. sg. 188 hio; Ps. N.A. sg. Mow (3), heow (1), G.

hiowes, D. hiowe, hiowian, etc. (hiewade 32. 15) ; W. Sax. te^y

(C.P.), /ti-M^ (H.), /i^o^(; (C), hiewes (C), /i^^t;e5 (H), te^e (C.P.),

hiwe (H).

15. Perhaps: O.N. leer, 0. Swed. Zo^r {<HawizA other-

wise explained by Noreen, Urg. Lautl. p. 132, and Zupitza,

Germ. Gutt. p. 65).

Lor. Gloss. 10 leower.

In the following cases forms with diphthongisation are

found beside forms with -iu-.

16. O.H.G. droa, drawa etc.

Ps. N. sg., N.A. pi. '6rea, D. pi. '6ream\ 'Srega, Area's, ^reade

etc., ^reange ; Cp. 180 ]>reade ; W. Sax. ^reagean, ^rea'6 etc.

(C.P.).
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Ep. 53 thrauu, Yiitrafu, Cp. thrauuo.

17. O.H.G. cloa, clawa (cldwa according to Braune § 208,

Anm. 5).

Ps. Ace. pi. clea.

Ep. 29 clauuo Ef. Cp. clauuo. Cp. 1842 clawe.

The following have forms with -w- only.

18. Q. straujan, strawida ; O.H.G. streuuen, strouuen.

W. Sax. strewede (C.P.); for Ef. streidce etc., cf. p. 121 n.

19. O.H.G. gisewan.

W. Sax. gesewen (CP. Oros.).

20. O.H.G. gispiwan.

W. Sax. utaspiwen (H.).

21. O.H.G. hisiwan : slhan.

W. Sax. siwen-igge (C.P.).

22. Chart. 40 (Kentish) ^iwen may be compared with G.

]>iwi etc.

y8. Corresponding forms with -w- are wanting in the

other Germanic languages. The following show diphthongi-

sation

:

1. O.N. ey, O.H.G. ouwa.

Bede N. sg. eu (very frequent in all MSS. especially M.

In B. it is usually corrected to ig by the second hand). The

D. sg. e (iv. 3), cei (v. 19) and the forms of the other dialects,

viz. Ct. 33, D. sg. egi, 45 ege (both Kentish), W. Sax. D. sg.

ige (H. Chron.), ige (H.), iege, igge, eigge, eige (Chron.), ieghuend

(C.P.), igland (Oros.)—show a different stem. Bede M. (N.

sg.) ei (iv. 6) is perhaps a Southern form.

2. G. niujis, O.N. nyr (<*7iiuja-), O.H.G. niuwi.

Ps. neowe, niowe ; neowne,niowne; geedneowoQ etc.; Bede

C. gloss. 87, neowre; W. Sax. niwe, niwu, niwa (Oros.), niwayi

(H. Oros.), niewan (C), niwne (H.), geedniwa^ (C.P.), geednie-

wa^ (H.), niwlice (Oros.) ; for nicealt (Oros.) cf. Cosijn, i.

p. 58.

3. O.N. gly (<*}lmja-).

Ep. 398. gliii, Ef. gliu, Cp. glio, Ep. 550 gliuuae, Ef
gluuiae, Cp. gliowe, Cp. 948 gliii, 354 glio. The correspond-
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ing W. Sax. forms are D. sg. gligge (C), glige (H), gliiman,

gliigman, gligman (C.P.).

4. O.H.G. kliuwa.

Ep. 472. cleouuae, Ef. cleuuae, Cp. clouue ; cf. W. Sax.

cliwe7i- (C.P.), cliewen- (H.).

5. Cp. 561, 2091 mundleu, Ef. 1055 munleuu (Ep.

mundl::). Cf O.N. rtiundlaug ?

6. Ps. oteawu (3), -eawe (1), -eaive'S (1), odeawes (1),

o^eaw (6), pret. -eawde etc. (5), oteowu (1), oteowdun (1)

;

W. Sax. (Cosijn, I. § 100) -iewan (H. 2, C. 4), -iewanne (H. 1),

-leweS (H. 1, C. 1), -iWS (H. 2, C. 2), pi. -lewaS (H. 3, C. 1),

-^^(;aS (C. 1), Conj. -^et^;g, -iewen (H. 7, C. 7), pret. ie^(;(ie etc.

(H. 3, C. 6, Chron. 4), -iede (H. 2), past ptcple, -iewd- (H. 2,

C. 1), -iewed (Oros. 3) ; Infin. -eowan (C. 1), -iowan (H. 2),

-eowian (H. 6, C. 1), 3 sg. -eowe'6 (H. 1), -iowa^ (C. 1), -eow;aS

(H. 3, C. 1), pi. eowid6 (H. 3), Conj. -eowi{g)e, -eowi(g)en

(H. 2, C. 3), pret. -eowde (H. 2, C. 1), past ptcple -eowad,

(H. 1). C. has the participle -eawde once, and Orosius has the

participle -ewed once and the preterite -ewde twice. Cf

Noreen Urg. Lautl. pp. 29, 179; Zupitza, Germ. Gutt. p. 74.

7. Geneal. 1. 104, cynreou, cynreowing ; L.V. 1. 170,

riuualch, 211 riuuala, cf Sievers (P.B.B. xviii. 414).

8. Geneal. 11. 98, 101 eowa (2), eowing (2); W. Sax.

Chron. 716, 755, eawa (2), eawing (2).

9. Bede ii. 5, ill. 23 caelin, ii. 5 ceaulin (given as a West

Saxon form); L.V. 1. 222 celin; W. Sax. Chron. ceaulin (6),

ceawlin (10), Sax. Geneal. (O.E.T. p. 179), 1. 5, 6 ceaulniing,

ceaid{i)n. Cf L.V. 1. 201 caua.

10. W. Sax. Chron. 577, gleawanceaster (<Lat. gleuum,

cf. W. caergleu).

To the above might be added the numeral feower and

certain preterite forms, e.g. Ps. cneow, seowun ; but since

their history is still in many points obscure, they are better

omitted.

The following show forms with -w- :

—
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11. Ep. 29, auuel, Ef. auuel, Cp. 211 awel, Cp. 929 awel,

2047 auuel, cf. Zupitza, Germ. Gutt. p. 63.

12. Ef. 305, couel, Cp. cauuel, Ef. 1172 couel. Probably

a Keltic loan-word, cf. W. cawell.

No satisfactory explanation of the absence of diphthong-

isation in the forms a. 16—22, ^. 11, 12 has yet been offered,

and until such is found it must be assumed provisionally

that there was no general law requiring diphthongisation

after short vowels before antevocalic -w-. It remains to be

seen whether the forms which show^ diphthongisation can be

accounted for on any other hypothesis. Now one feature of

this list is the large proportion of words in which one or

more forms show syncope after -w-; among nouns usually in

the N. Ace. sg., among verbs in the 2, 3 sg. pres. (West

Saxon), in the weak preterite etc. In regard to the syncopated

forms there is a difference between the West Saxon texts

on the one hand and the glossaries and Northumbrian texts

on the other. The former regularly keep -w, the latter lose

itf: e.g. W. Sax. ]>eaw, ^eow, cneow, treow, hiew, ^eowdom,

ceawlin, -iewde, eowde, niwlice ; Ep. -trea, -streo, gliu ; Cp.

treo, hio, streo, glio, -leu, cneo-, treu-, siudi (cf N.A. pi. treo

:

W. Sax. treowu) ; North, -uiu, eu,fre-helm, hleo-, riu-, caelin.

The evidence of the Psalter is less consistent. On the one

hand, as in West Saxon, we have heow, ^eowdom, eowde (sub-

stantive), eawde—eowde (pret.), cnew (pi.)—on the other hand

fea, clea, '6rea, freaberht, feanisse, treowyrm, while there is

variation in "Qeow—Seo, and treow—trew—treo (sing, and pi.).

Of all these forms those which show loss of -u admit of an

explanation most readily, e.g. Ps. N. sg. Srea, Ps. Cp. N. A.

pi. treo. The parallel forms Cp. thrauuo Ps. '6rea are most

easily explained by supposing (with Sievers § 173, 1) that -w-

was regularly lost before -u-, contraction subsequently taking

place. The regular result would be N. sg. ^\r<jea i^rea)

beside A. G. D. sg. *'^rawce. Then in the dialect of the

Glossaries \rawu has been restored through the influence of

t At least there is no evidence to the contrary, though the phonetic value

of some of the forms, especially in Epinal, is of course doubtful.
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^]>rawcB, while in the dialect of the Psalter the oblique cases

have been remodelled on the analogy of *\rwa e.g. N. A. pi.

'6rea (perhaps through an intermediate '^^rwa-ce). The same

explanation will hold good for Ps. N. A. pi. clea beside Cp.

clauuo (D. sg, clawe). So also N. A. pi. Ps. fea (also found in

the Chronicle cf p. 38) < *fawu, either originally a neuter

form or else based on feolu (cf W. Snx. feawa beside ye^a).

So likewise Cp. Ps. N. A. pi. treo may represent an earlier

^tre(w)u. W. Sax. treowu etc. must be new formations on

any hypothesis—at least if the first syllable is long (cf.

Sievers, § 73. 1, 250. 2)'|'—for the consistent syncope of -i

(e.g. in hiew, cetiewde) seems to show that the diphthongisation

or at any rate the lengthening of the first syllable took place

prior to the syncope of -i (which was earlier than the syncope

of -u cf. p. 65). Such forms as N. sg. eowu (Germ. *awi-z)

point to the same conclusion. The loss of -w- before -u- is

further confirmed by forms like D. pi. /earn which occur even

in the early W. Sax. texts.

Diphthongisation with syncope of final -a after -w- is

found in the forms a, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12 above. According

to Sievers (§ 174. 1) the regular forms are (N. A. sg.) cneo,

5eo etc. arising through vocalisation of -w- (consequent upon

the syncope of final -a) and contraction, precisely as in Goth.

]>ius, O.H.G. kneo ; while in cneow, '6eow -w is due to the

analogy of the inflected forms. This explanation is made

the more probable by the prevalence in the Psalter and

West Saxon of forms like (N. A. sg.) snaw (cf. p. 49 f ). For

the Psalter indeed it may be regarded as practically certain

since treo,^eo can scarcely be new formations; and this raises

a presumption for the same being true in West Saxon also,

though forms without -w do not occur here in the earliest

texts. But this explanation of the N. A. sg. Seo, treo etc.

renders unnecessary the assumption that diphthongisation

took place regularly in the G. sg. treowes etc.j For just as

t Cosijn, Addenda p. 202 f., apparently considers it to be short, but the

absence of forms with -eio- is against the supposition that the original inflexion

was kept so long.

X Sievers now (Gr.^ § 73. 2) reads treowes etc. and takes -eow- to be the
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in the Psalter and in West Saxon -w has made its way from

the inflected cases (G. D. sg. etc.) into the N. A. sg., so like-

wise in West Saxon the diphthong of the N. A. sg. may
have made its way into the inflected cases, e.g. treo-wes

(*treu-wces) for *tre-wes, through the influence of treo (treu).

Ps. G. sg. ^eowes etc. are to be explained in the same manner.

Ps. D. sg. treo seems to be a new formation on somewhat

different lines
;

probably it represents an earlier ^treu-oe

from N. A. sg. Hreu (cf N. A. pi. 5rea, clea above). The

G. pi. trea may have arisen at an early period from the (still

uncontracted) N. A. pi. ^tre-u, D. pi. Hre-um. The G. sg.

tres is more difficult ; it may come from the G. pi. trea or

possibly it may be due to confusion between treo and streo.

In the Psalter therefore the workings of analogy have levelled

out the inflexion of wa-, wo- stems in two different directions:

on the one hand we have ^eowes, '6eowas etc. with -w- pre-

served and infection of the vocalism from the N. A. sg., on

the other we have in clea, ^rea, treo an inflexion without -w-

proceeding directly from the N. (A.) sg.

Since the distinction in respect to the loss or retention

of -w- between the West Saxon texts on the one side, and

the glossaries together with the Northumbrian texts on the

other, holds good also for the syncope of -a- at the end of the

first member of a compound—the evidence of the Psalter

being here also inconsistent—we might suspect that the

variation was due to the same causes (cf. a. 3, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11,

/3. 9). Yet the words of Bede ii. 5 (Caelin rex Occidentalium

Saxonum qui lingua eorum Ceaulin uocahatur) point to a

dialectical difference (cf. Sievers, P.B.B. ix. 299), and as the

word is quite isolated, any influence from an uncompounded

form is unlikely. W. Sax. ceawlin, ^eowdom etc. may come

from *kaw-, ^\ew- with diphthongisation before -w- at the

end of a syllable. It is to be remembered that (as in Gothic)

regular representative of Germ, -ew- before vowels. I can not accept this

theory as gesewen remains as before unexplained ; for that it contains -e^-

(i-umlaut) as Sievers suggests (§ 73. Anm. 1.) seems to me in the highest

degree improbable
;
gesawen does not occur at all in early texts. If Sievers'

theory Avere right we should also expect -eaw-.
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the syncope of -a- in this position took place later than in an

absolutely final syllable (cf. p. 77 f.). Whether the develop-

ment in Northumbrian and in the dialect of the glossaries

took place as in West Saxon, but with subsequent loss of -w-,

is uncertain. There appears to be a loss of -w- in a similar

position in Ep. treule : snis etc. (cf. p. 38), but on the other

hand -w- is retained in Cp. gleaunisse. In the Psalter the

regular forms are probably those without -w-, ^eowdome etc.

being due to the influence of the uncompounded form.

The greatest importance attaches to those forms which

show syncope of -{-, viz. a. 4, 5, 13, 14, 15, /9. 1, 3, 6 and

perhaps 5, 7 ; for this syncope can not be regular unless the

preceding syllable had previously undergone lengthening.

Now with the exception of a. 4, 15 and possibly the doubtful

/3. 5, 7 these forms all belong to nominal or verbal stems

which originally had forms with -ja- or -jo- beside forms

with -i-, the latter being partly of Indogermanic and partly

perhaps of later origin (cf. p. 75 f ). Such ja- (jo-) forms are

found in Ps. heg (: Goth. D. sg. hauja), W. Sax. D. sg. iege etc.

( : O.N.G. sg. eyjar), glige ( : O.N. gly)^ gliiman, nicealt, Ps.

cegan etc. (cf. p. 55), Bede el-ge etc. (cf p. 55), Cp. 175 tui-

gendi, Lind. Conj. getuiga (: O.N. tyja, cf. Noreen, Urg.

Lautl. p. 76). It is evident that—whether one takes Ps.

heow, heg as compared with Goth, hiwi, hawi, or North, eu as

compared with W. Sax. ieg—the irregularities in the inflexion

of these stems have been levelled out by analogy in different

directions, heg, ieg may without difliculty come from the

oblique cases ; on the other hand the forms with -w- must

come from the N.(A.) sg. This does not however necessitate

our assuming spontaneous gemination of -w- in ^hiwi, *awi

(*cewi), cf Sievers, § 73. 2f. There is the following alterna-

tive : through the influence of *hi-wi the G. sg. *hiu-jws etc.

may have been transformed to ^hi-wjces whence regularly

*hiwwws > *hmw(jes\. In the same way the N. sg. *am

t Sievers appears to have subsequently modified his opinion on this

question, cf. P.B.B. xx. 508, note.

X Gemination of -w- before -j- is disregarded by Sievers § 226 ff. (cf. §

250 n. 3), but there seems to be no reason for doubting that such a change
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(cf. Ziipitza, Germ. Gutt. p. 62) may have brought about a

transformation of the A.G.D. sg. *au-jd- (W.S. Tege) to

*CB-wjce (> ^e^www). Then by reaction from the oblique

cases the double consonant thus arising before -j- may have

been introduced into the N.A. sg. ^hiwwi, N. sg. *ehuwi (or

perhaps *e^wwu after sibbw : *sibbu etc., cf. p. 74 f.), whence

after diphthongisation and syncope of -i (-u) arose hiu{w),

eu{w). The other words of the same type, Cp. streo, glio,

probably leu etc., may be explained in the same way, the

absence of -w being due probably to the same causes as its

disappearance on the loss of interior -a- (cf. p. 45 f ). The

irregularities of the W. Sax. verb cet-iewan seem to admit of

a somewhat similar explanation. We have probably to start

from Infin. *-aujan-, 3 sg. *-am)?(^) etc. Then contamination

between the two stems produced on the one side a 3 sg.

*-auwip, (whence -ww]>), on the other an Infin. ^-awjan

(whence ultimately -eowan). The Infin. -%ewan may be due

to the 3 sg. -%ew{ey^ ; the Infin. -eowian (and the consequent

partial transference to conjugation 2) to the 3 sg. -eowe'6 (a

contamination of *-eV^l? and -eoiuan) on the analogy of

nere^ : nerian. With this is to be compared the verb

streowian which has preserved the regular preterite strewede.

In the Psalter the unumlauted forms (1 sg. -eawu etc.) are

an additional and serious difficulty. If the possibility that

diphthongs did not undergo i-umlaut before immediately

following -j- (cf. p. 83) be left out of account, the un-

umlauted forms must apparently come from 3 sg. *e^wwe'6

could take place. It is true that the type -a-^wja^- seems to have given way
in Germanic (cf. Kluge, P.G. i. p. 356) or at least in Gothic, Scandinavian

and English, to the type -a^u-ja- (cf. Goth. *niuja- beside Sk. *navya-), but

since the first type is phonetically possible, it may have been restored at any

time by analogy whenever (as here) words of the type -a^u-ja^- had come to

stand in close relationship with words of the type -a^-wa^-. That the original

type -a^-wja^- was regularly preserved in English (cf. Kogel, P.B.B. ix. 533 ff.)

I do not believe; for in that case heg, Teg etc. are inexplicable (cf. van Helten,

P.B.B. XVI. 229 ff., XX. 507). The type -a^-wja^- appears to have been restored

occasionally also in East Germanic (cf. Goth. ussTcawjaindau etc.).

The impossibility of Kegel's proposed heg, stregt^ (with g=j<.-w-) is

shown by such forms as strewede, '^iwen (p. 41),
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( : W. Sax. eowe'6) on the analogy of strong verbs ; the

iinumlauted 3 sg. -eawd^ etc. are doubtless late and to be

compared with failed, halde^ etc. The W. Sax. pret. iewde,

participle -iewed, -iewd- are formations like the 3 sg. -iew\
;

Cp. -siowid, -siudi are exactly parallel.

In the W. Sax. forms (N. sg.) eowu (cf. Sievers, § 258,

n. 2.), \eowu (cf. weallipeow) the addition of -u is probably

late and to be compared with the similar phenomenon in

N. A. pi. cneowu, treowu. The most reasonable explanation

of the first word (Germ, ^awi-z) is that it passed early into

the inflexion of Jo-stems ; hence G. sg. eowe (cf. G. pi. eawa^

p. 39) K^e^wwcB. Cp. eouuistras may have eo- (<*e'^wwi-)

in place of *em- through the influence of the uncompounded

form. The syncope in Ps. A.G. sg. eowde (beside G. sg.

eowdes) is difficult to explain, but the formation of the word

and the exact nature of its relationship to O.H.G. ewit,

G. awelpi are not quite clear. It is not impossible that here

also the uncompounded form may have had some influence.

The other form leower (a. 15) is so obscure that it can

scarcely count in this discussion.

There is one word which is free from syncope in the

N. sg. viz. 7iiowe, neowe, niwe etc. Ps. N. sg. neowe may be

due to a contamination of the original form ^niwi (<^niuja-)

through the G. sg. *nimuces (neowes) for *niujces (cf., heowes

p. 46). The change is of the same nature as that in hiu

etc. but took place later (subsequent to the syncope of -i).

The stem *niow- has also spread to the denominative verb.

W. Sax. niwe etc. may be explained on the same hypothesis,

but the rarity of forms with -ie- seems to point to a partial

retention of mwi.

Lastly Ep. cleouuae etc. (/S. 4) demand consideration.

These forms probably have -eo- for -iu-, a confusion not

unknown in the glossaries (cf. Sievers, P.B.B. xviii. p. 414).

The word may therefore be equated exactly with O.H.G.

kliuwa. The appearance of -iuw- (<-iww-) in place of -iuj-

may be due to confusion between the stems ^kliujon- and

*kliwma-; and the vocalism of W. Sax. cliewen may be due

to the same cause.

J
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1

To sum up briefly the results of the discussion we find

that there is no evidence in the earliest texts to necessitate

our believing that diphthongisation took place before inter-

vocalic -W-, The various examples may all be due either to

contraction through the loss of -w- before -u-, or to the

results of syncope, or to gemination of -w- before -j-. In

regard to such forms as meowle which occur in the later texts,

it is preferable to assume that the diphthongisation is due

to irregular syncope of -i- (as in betra etc.). Ps. eowde (cf.

p. 48 above) is possibly to be explained in the same way.

II. After long vowels.

The same distinction which has been observed above

between the West Saxon texts on the one hand and the

Glossaries together with the Northumbrian texts on the

other exists to some extent here also, the former tending to

preserve final -w, the latter to reject it.

In the early W. Sax. texts we find the following forms

with -w : spaw preterite (H.), row, row (C.P.), snawgehland

(Oros.), stow (Oros.), cew (once in C.) ; on the other hand -w

is lost in : a, d, na, nd (all in C.P. Oros.), see, see (Oros. H.j,

ce, de (C.P. Oros. frequent), hi-red (H. 3), hio-red (C. 2),

hie-red (H. 2, C. 2, Oros. 2). In the glossaries we find

Ep. 529. a, 200 lytesna, 663. tiig (: O.N. Tyr<Hlwa-z), 767.

hriig (: O.H.G. hrlo), 1015. sli (: O.H.G. sZio)—Erfurt and

Corpus showing the same forms in every case—probably

also Cp. 986. gig (beside giw in later texts ; c£ Zupitza, Germ.

Gutt. p. 203) ; on the other hand with -w we find Cp. stou

(2, 540)f. Among the Northumbrian texts the Alphabet

+ Certain forms whose history is obscure are omitted from the above list

:

(1) Ep. 1005 Ef. Cp. iuu is probably, in accordance with the general ortho-

graphy of the glossaries, to be read huu—a new formation to be compared

with Ep. tJirauu. The same variation which exists between this form, W.
Sax. iw and the form ih in the Alphabet [eoh in the Runic poem) is found

also in the other Germanic languages (O.N. yr, O.H.G. iwa, igo, iha, O.L.G.

ich etc., cf. Kluge, Wb.^ p. 84, Zupitza, Germ. Gutt. p. 74). The treatment

of intervocalic -xw- is not yet satisfactorily made out ; but in the meantime

the assumption of double stems *lx{w)-, *lw- seems to me less probable than

that all these forms may come directly or indirectly from a Germ. *lxwi-z.

(2) For Ef. 610 men (Ep. men), Cp. meau, Cp. 135 meau, 955 me{a)u beside

11
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has ti (=Ep. tiig), Bede has tio-uulfinga (11. 16), L.V. has

tiuuald (1. 207), tiouald (1. 334), snahard (1. 346), saeuald,

saered, saegyth etc. The glosses in Bede C. have hra

(: O.H.G. reo). The Psalter has snaw, stow and ^ew (once)

against ae (frequent—also cee, aee), sae (see), a, na ; heoredas

also probably belongs here (: G. heiwa-, O.H.G. Inwo etc. cf.

Zupitza, Germ. Gutt. p. 184, Noreen, Urg. Lautl. p. 21)*|-.

The presence of the form d (: Goth, aiw) in West Saxon

as well as in the other dialects seems to show that -w which

became final through the syncope of final -a was regularly

lost in all dialects alike, and that in W. Sax. spaw etc. -w

has been re-introduced from forms in which no syncope had

taken place (cf Sievers, § 1*74. 3). There is no reason for

supposing that the treatment of final -wa in English differed

in principle from its treatment in other Germanic languages.

In Old High German -w- became vocalic upon the syncope

of -a (hence hleo, grdo etc.) and subsequently disappeared.

The same vocalisation has probably taken place in Goth.

aiw, lew, gaidw etc. That the same development took place

in English is made probable not only by the fact that the

treatment of those stems in which -w- was preceded by a

short vowel was identical with their treatment in the conti-

nental languages (cf. p. 44), but also by the form gad

(: G. gaidw) where the development *}ai^wa > *}ddu > }dd

appears to be the only one possible
J:.

At the end of the first member of a compound the case

is different, as appears from North, tio-, tiu~ (beside the

uncompounded ti) etc. After the syncope of -a- (which was

O.H.G. 7neh, O.N. vidr, double stems *viaixwa-, *maiwi- are likewise assumed

(cf. Kluge, Wb.5 p. 262, Zupitza, Germ. Gutt. p. 6G). But in view of sa, a
etc., men, mean, must have -w restored from the inflected cases on any hypo-

thesis. Here again it seems to me that the evidence for a form without -x-

is inconclusive.

t Ps. N. A. pi. hregas is omitted because the nature of its relationship to

W. Sax. brcsivas (C.P.) is not quite clear (cf. Kluge, Wb.^ p. 52). As regards

Ep. (473) grei etc. Kluge's explanation (Wb.^ p. 144) is by far the most

probable.

X med on the other hand has probably undergone loss of -w- before -u

(cf. p. 43 f.). The regular forms are N. sg. med G. sg. medice (Chart. 42) etc.
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later in this position, cf. p. 77 f.) -w- was no doubt vocalised,

and contraction seems to have subsequently taken place.

L.V. sna-hard, if it is not due to the influence of the

uncompounded snd, is probably to be explained by the loss

of -u- before -h- (cf p. 86) ; this must have taken place

before contraction could set in.

The treatment of final -wi- is in Gothic and Old High

German identical with that of -wa- (e.g. Goth, saiws, O.H.G.

seo < ^saiivi-z). w, sw may obviously have arisen by the same

process, but this does not apply equally well to the com-

pound forms sae-red etc. These might indeed in themselves

be regarded as new formations from sw, but the question

' what happens in the group -wi- when -^- has undergone

syncope ?' affects a number of other words. Sievers (§ 173.

2) holds that -w- regularly disappeared before -^-, a theory

which makes forms like W.S. strewede etc. (cf. p. 41) very

difficult to explain. For this he gives the following ex-

amples : i. w, sw, hrw < ^aiwi- etc. ii. 3. sg. giere'6, wiele^,

pret. gierede, wielede. iii. pyle < Lat. puluimim. These

series of forms must be examined separately, i. sw has no

forms with -w- in the early texts ; some of its forms however

(e.g. G. sg. sws) are certaioly new. In w also the forms

without -w- are far the most frequent. In West Saxon C.

has N. sg. CBW once (p. 124) against H. ce; while D. sg. cewe

occurs. C. 174 = H. 175, C. 180 = H. 181, H. 439 against

far more frequent ce (cf Cosijn II. p. 38) ; in the Psalter

N. sg. §ew occurs in 18. 8 ; otherwise the forms without -w-

are universal. It is obvious that analogy has been at work

in these stems ; if the loss of -w in the N. sg. is regular, its

absence in the remaining cases may be due to this. ii. The

forms which need discussion in these verbs are : a. the

Present Indicative 2, 3 sing.; /3. the Imperative sing.;

7. the preterite ; S. the past participle. In West Saxon we

find: a. -sire'6 (H.). /3. C. gegierwe (p. 372) =H. gegier.

7. giredon (Oros.), gered-on, -e (Oros.), gierdon (once in H.,

cf. Cosijn II. p. 162), smirede (C.P.) -si{e)rede (CP. Oros.),

-syred-e, -on (Oros.). In the Psalter : a. -gere'6, smire'6.

7. gerede(s), herwdun, smirede. S. 1. uninflected form

:

11—2
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-gered, generwed ; 2. inflected forms : -gered-, generwde. In

the glossaries : S. 1. Ep. 730. gigeruuid Cp. gegeruuidy Cp.

676. gesmirwid ; 2. Ep. 534. bismiridae, Ef. bismirida, Cp.

bismiride. In Northumbrian : 7. Ruthwell -}eredce. Lind.

-smiride, -srumdon (gearuade etc. after Conj. ii.). A com-

parison of these forms leads to the following conclusions : in

a, <y and S 2 the regular form of the stem was geri(d)-,

smiri{d)-, W. Sax. g{ere(d)-, smiere(d)-. The only exceptions

are Ps. herwdun, generwde, and these may have their -w~

from the 8. 1. forms '^herwed, generwed] on the other hand

gerede was kept because there was no -gerwed ; so also in all

probability with smirede. In S. 1. the regular type is not

quite so obvious. On the one hand we have Ps. -nerwed,

W. Sax. -nierwed, on the other Ps. -gered, W. Sax. -giered,

-si(e)red. Yet when the following series are compared

:

A. Ps. nearenissum (< Germ, ^narwa-): *nerwan: -nerwed :

-nerwde ; B. Ps. gearu (< Germ, stem *}arwa-) : gerwende :

-gered : -gerede, there is a prima facie case for supposing

that the inflectional differences between the two series are

due to levelling. It has already been suggested that -nerwde

has taken its -w- from -nerwed ; it seems equally likely that

-gered has lost its -w- on analogy of -gerede. In that case

the regular uninflected form is preserved in Ep. gigeruuid,

and the variation seen in Cp. gesmirwid : bismii'idae is also

regular and corresponds to the variation in (e.g.) -droefed :

-droefde. This hypothesis is put forward also by Sievers

§ 408, but it is obviously inconsistent with the theory that

-w- was lost before -i-. In order to arrive at a satisfactory

explanation of these verbs it is necessary above all not to

lose sight of the corresponding forms in Old High German.

The Infin. gar(a)wen, pret. (3. pi.) garotim, part. -gar(a)wit,

-garoter may directly represent Germ. ^}arwian-, *}ar-

wi'SunQ}), *}arwi'6-. On the other hand 0. Sax. pret. gerwida

must be due to the analogy of the Present and of the

uninflected participial form (S. 1.). Now there is obviously

no difficulty in equating W. Sax. gierwan with O.H.G.

gar(a)wen or Ep. gigeruuid with O.H.G. gigar(a)wit; but

what English form would regularly correspond to O.H.G.
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garotun (< *Tfarwi'6imy) ? gearu corresponds to O.H.G. garo,

but that does not prove that a form ^gerudun (W. Sax.

^gierudon) would regularly correspond to O.H.G. garotun,

for in the first case the syncopated vowel was -a-, in the

second it was -i-. So far as I can see there is no adequate

reason for doubting that geredun (< *}eridun) may come

regularly from Germ. *}arwi'Qu7ip and that -e- (earlier -^-)

may represent the vocalisation of palatalised -w- which took

place consequent upon the regular syncope of -i- after a long

syllable, iii. As regards the explanation of -e < Lat. -ui- in

pyle the difficulty is the same as in gerede and may be solved

in the same manner. There is nothing therefore to prevent

us from supposing that in sae-red etc. samprasarana of -wi-

and consequent contraction have taken place just as in

tio-uald etc., but that here the -w- having previously under-

gone palatalisation, the result of samprasarana was a palatal

vowel which in its earliest stage may be written y but which

probably underwent delabialisation at a very early date.

The uncompounded see, w may Ifkewise be due to contrac-

tion. After a consonant final -y (-i) seems to have been

syncopated like -u, e.g. perhaps in Ing (in the Runic poem)

< ^Ingu-i-z beside Ingui (Chron. 547) < ^Ingwia-z ; but in

compounds it appears to have been preserved (probably

because samprasarana took place later in the case of -wi-

than in the case of ~wa-), e.g. Geneal. 1. 81 ingi-hrand (cf.

p. 58); L.V. ingu-burg represents a different form of the

stemf.

The results of the enquiry may be briefly summed up as

follows : on the syncope of final -a and of -a- at the end of

the first member of a compound, a preceding -w- became

t There is some difficulty in accounting for the retention of -iv- in the

Pres. 2, 3 sg., preterite and participle of weak verbs whose stems end in a

long vowel + -w-, and in the Pres. 2, 3 sg. of strong verbs of the same type

(cf. Sievers § 174. 3). The former class is not frequent and examples of forms

without -w- are found at least in Northumbrian. The latter class is confined

to West Saxon but is common there (cf. Cosijn, ii. p. 149) ; -w- is usually

kept, though C7ice'^ occurs once. In both classes it seems probable that -iv-

has been restored on the analogy of those forms (Infinitive, Conjunctive, etc.)

in which it was regularly preserved.
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sonantal ; in the former case this vowel subsequently dis-

appeared ; in the latter it underwent contraction with a

preceding long vowel, -w- was not lost before -i- but

became sonantal on the syncope of -i-, the result being a

palatal (and at first no doubt labial) vowel. Before -u- on

the other hand -w- was no doubt lost as after short syllables

(cf p. 43 f.), being restored in stow etc. from the inflected

cases.

5. The Loss of Intervocalic -j-.

According to Sievers (§ 176) -j- "when medial" is pre-

served ''only occasionally between vowels as mfrlgea beside

frea ; frige (N. pi. masc.) beside freo ;
freogan ; clegan etc."

This list is of course far from complete ; several examples of

-j- preserved have already been mentioned, e.g. D. sg. glige^

lege (p. 46), and in particular it should be noticed that -j-

in Germ, -dja- is regularly^preserved in verbs of the Second

Weak Conjugation. Again one of Sievers' examples of

contraction is in all probability to be struck out
;
frea and

frigea cannot both be the regular equivalents of Goth,frauja,

unless they belonged originally to different dialects. But

there is no evidence for a dialectical difference in the treat-

ment of -j-,freo—frige, ceS

—

cegan etc. occurring side by side

in the same texts, frigea can scarcely come from anything

else than a stem ^fraujan-, but frea is quite capable of being

otherwise explained. According to Van Helten (P.B.B. xv.

470 footnote) the Ace. sg.frean comes regularly from *fra-un,

the stem being ^frawan- {^frawon-, van Helten) whence also

0. Ssix.fraho etc., O.H.G. fro (cf. also Kluge, Wb.^ p. 117).

This loss of -w- in 'i^-stems is supported by pea beside Ep.

(826) Ef. Cp. pau'ita, though on the whole I am more inclined

to takeyrea as having been originally an a-stem standing in

the same relationship to ^frawan- (O. Sax. fraho etc.) as

O.N. Freyr to Goth, frauja. For the transference to n-

flexion the case of W. Sax. 5rea may perhaps be compared,

though here there has been also a change of gender.
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Under what circumstances then was Germ, -j- lost ? As

there is no evidence for any dialectic difference in this

respect, the preservation or loss of -j- can only depend on the

nature of the preceding or following sounds. Now Ps. 3 sg.

-ceS, pret. -cede, part, -ced beside 1 sg. -cegu, pi. -cegojS, part.

'Cegendum etc. clearly point to loss of -j- before -i a change

which is exactly parallel to the loss of -w- before -ti- (cf p. 43).

In W. Sax. gecieged (C.P.) beside cig(g)ende on the other

hand, the consonant has been restored probably on the analogy

of forms like gehieged. Another example of this change is

afforded by the equivalents of Goth, gawi (D. sg. gauja).

The following forms of this word occur in the oldest texts

:

N. sg. elge regio Bede Iv. 19 ; in loco qui dicitur limingae

Chart. 5 (Kentish) ; in loco qui dicitur liminiaee (Locative ?)

Chart. 7 ; Ace. or D. sg. ad eastr^ge Chart. 36 ; D. or Loc. sg. in

liminiaeae Chart. 7, easierege—eosterege—eostorege— eosterge

Chart. 35 (all Kentish)
; wt elige Chron. 673, on su\rige

Chrori. 851. Derivatives of the same word occur in: in

regiojie sudergeona Bede iv. 6 (M.B.N., suthriena C), in

regione eastrgena Chart. 18, suprigea Chron. 836, 855, sup-

rigium Chron. 853. The regular N. sg. ^^e'^wi seems to have

been displaced by a form *}waji {*}WQJi) through the influence

of the oblique cases (:Goth. gauja); the loss of -j- which

took place regularly in this form, seems to have spread

subsequently, in Kentish at least, to the oblique cases; hence

D. sg. -iaeae (and later -ge with contraction) in place of the

regular ^jdejce. West Sax. D. sg. -ige seems to point to a

retention of ^}wjce. The history of Lind stre, stre{: Cp. streo),

G. sg. strees was probably identical with that of Kentish -ge.

The combination -ji- was probably never original—ceS, -ge,

stre having *-waji for -c6^wi-{-e^wi-) through the influence

of forms with ^-ceaja but when the forms were established

;/- seems to have been regularly lost. This loss of -j- must

have taken place before the syncope of -i- after a long

syllable ; on the other hand in W. Sax. -gecieged, Ps. heg -j-

has been preserved or subsequently restored through a re-

petition of the same process.

The contraction seen in freo (< ^frija-) may likewise be
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regarded as a result of the loss of intervocalic -j-. This word

does not stand alone (cf. below) ; the forms of the verb heon

are especially to be compared. The most remarkable point

however in all these words is the history of the diphthong,

and this requires notice in a separate section. The preser-

vation of -j- in N. p\.frige seems to show that the Conjunctive

bio cannot regularly come from *hijai. The Indie, plur, 6ioS

on the other hand can scarcely be a new formation (cf p. 57).

Possibly the loss of -j- after -i- took place before back vowels

(whether long or short) but not before diphthongs or front

vowels (excluding -i- of course).

6. The History of the Diphthong in freo etc.

Sievers (§ 114. 2) says that contraction of "West Ger-

manic l-\-a seems to give eo" e.g. beot < %i-]idt, deofol < Lat.

diabolus,freo < ^fTi(j)a, but in § 130 holds that in unaccented

syllables ''-0- has been retained in case of early contraction

as mfrw,freo st. *frijo-" The two statements are hardly

consistent. Forms like beot also must be left out of account

in the present discussion, since the contraction there belongs

to quite a different period (cf. p. 13). Now assuming that

the diphthong in f7^eo has arisen through contraction the

difficulty obviously lies in explaining the form of its second

member. That at the time when contraction took place Idg.

-0- was still preserved in unaccented syllables seems to me
improbable, since (except possibly before -m-) Idg. -0- appears

everywhere in Germanic as -a- is unaccented as well as in

accented syllables. The assumption is also unnecessary, for

deofol undoubtedly shows a change -ia- > -eo- (earlier -w-

which is preserved in Cp. 1457 -diobul). The oldest form of

the diphthong in freo seems indeed to have been -iu-, e.g.

Leid. 153 friulactam (for -laetum), L.V. friumon, friubet',

later -io-, L.Y. frio-uini, Cp. 1218, 1224, 210 4f fr{oleta(n)

parallel to diobul. Vs. frea (87. 6) heside freolice (93. 1) is

probably due to that confusion between the diphthongs eo

(io) and ea which is not very rare in the Psalter (cf. Zeuner
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pp. 23, 50 efc). In the verb the West Saxon texts have

Infin. freogean (Oros.), Ind. pi. freog{e)ojS (C.P.), 3 sg. frio6

(C.P.), pret. /reoc?e (Oros., Chron.). All these forms may be

perfectly regular, coming from ^friujan (< *frijdjan-), ^frw]>,

*fr%u\ (< ^frijd\i) etc. In the Psalter the 1 sg. -frigu,

pi. -friga'6, part. pres. -frigende, ipret. friode regularly corre-

spond to the W. Saxon forms (cf p. 10) ; but the pres. 3 sg.

frea'6, fria^ seems to represent an earlier *fri-a]} transformed

through the influence of the forms with -vj-, the original form

freo'6 being perhaps preserved in 36. 40. The same remarks

apply to W. Sax. feogan, Ps. figdQ, figende, fiode, fia'6. The
pres. ^\. fia'6 (34. 19, 96. 10) beside figa'^ is perhaps only a

graphic variant ; but the pret. fiede, beside fiode, may be due

to the analogy of forms like -nerede. The substantive W.
Sax. N.A. sg. freond, N.A. pi. friend, Ps. N.A. sg. pi. freond,

likewise represents an earlier *frvund- (: 0. SsbX.friund, O.H.G.

friunt) <*frijdnd-. So also W. Sax. feond, fiend, Ps. fiond

(: 0. Sax. fiund) which have probably been influenced by

*friund-.

It is further probable especially on account of the forms

in the Psalter that the verb beon belongs here. In the W.
Saxon texts we find Infin. beon, beonne, Indie, pi. beo^, Conj.

beo, beon and bion, bionne, bM, bio,bion (all in C.P., cf Cosijn,

II § 136. 3). The Indie, pi. bioQ occurs in Cp. 180 and in the

Leiden Riddle. The Infinitive occurs as bion in Chart. 37

and as bian in Chart. 41 (both Kentish). The glosses to

Bede C. have Indie, pi. 6iO(5. In the Psalter the usual forms

are Infin. bion, Indie. 1 sg. beom, pi. 6io3, Conj. (?)6^o (=esto)
;

on the other hand we find Indic. pi. 6m3 only three times,

and bia (= esto) once, while the 1 sg. beam also occurs once.

The few forms with -aS may be due to assimilation to the

normal ending of the Indic. pi., or—which is more likely

—

they may have undergone delabialisation through loss of

accent (cf. p. 89) ; but the verb as a whole remains quite

distinct in the Psalter from those verbs which show con-

traction through the loss of intervocalic -h- (cf p. 15 n.).

A similar diphthong seems to have arisen from contrac-

tion of 1 4- a in Ep. 20, 657 bio-uuyrt, Ef. 20 biuyrt, Cp. 181,
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1289 hio-wyrty so also Ps. bio-bread (18. 11); on the other

hand bia-bread (118. 103) and N. pi. Man (cf. W. Sax. beon)

seem to have been affected by some non-diphthongal forms

;

possibly there was originally an a- or 0- stem (cf. O.N. by)

beside the ?i-stem. Probably also the contraction i + a took

place also in unaccented syllables; thus L.V. inguburg (1. 19)

seems to point to an earlier *ingwiu- : Tacitus' inguiomerus.

This contraction did not take place when -a was final, if

ingui (Chron. 547) represents a Germ, ^ingwia-z.

Now, if we are justified in considering -lu-, whence later

-lo-, to be the normal form of the diphthong which arose

through contraction of 1+ a, the change la > lu here exhibited

is analogous to the treatment of the Germ, diphthong au.

The latter seems to have passed through the stage wii to ceQ,

whence (by delabialisation of the second element) cea and

later ea (cf. p. 29). So likewise North. N. sg. ea < *wu < *cehu.

The change -ceu- > -wg- is due to assimilation, the second

element being lowered to a level with the first, and is pro-

bably due to the lengthening of the first member and the

consequent loss of stress in the second. Similarly in frlu,

*duidul etc., the second element has been raised to the level

of the first.

7. The Verb W. Sax. ^reag{e)an, Ps. Qregan.

According to Sievers (§ 416, note 4) " the original in-

flection of ^reagan... is more clearly perceptible in the Psalter

than in W. Saxon." He then refers the forms of the Psalter

to groundforms ^'^raujan, *^rauju, *^rauais, *^rauda etc.

This theory is objectionable because it necessitates the

assumption of complicated processes of analogy in W. Sax.

^reagan etc. (in place of the regular *(Srwgan). It is also by

no means certain that the verb is to be immediately con-

nected with O.H.G. drouuen, dreuuen ; for the latter belongs

not to the ja- : ai- (e-) class, but to the ja- : i- class. The -e-

of the Psalter forms may just as well represent -ce'^' (by palatal

umlaut) as -w^- (by z-umlaut). Then Ps. Conj. '6rege, part.
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^regende etc. will be identical with W. Sax. ^reage, iSreagende.

The verb must then be a denominative like O. Sax. githroon

(Gallee, § 46). The original form of the English verb will

have been ^]frawdja- (based on *])rawd-), whence *])ra(w)ujan

> ^^rceajan which was originally common to all dialects. In

the Pres. 2, 3 sg. and in the preterite -awa\ (Ps. -eawa\) etc.

have been displaced by *-(jea-a]> etc. (whence -eaj; etc. by con-

traction) through the influence of the forms with -ceaj- (cf.

Ps. /reaS etc. p. 57).

This explanation rests of course on the assumption of a

stage ^yrawuja-, *luduja- intermediate between ^Iprawoja-,

^lu'daja- and ^reagan, lufian. The medial -o- in all verbs of

this type on its way to -i- must have undergone shortening,

delabialisation, palatalisation and raising. Both the palata-

lisation (with the consequent delabialisation) and the raising

are probably due to the influence of the following -j-, but

there is nothing to prevent us from supposing that the raising

chronologically preceded the palatalisation. The shortening

was perhaps the earliest of all, but this is uncertain, and

hardly material.

If this explanation is correct it enables us to date approxi-

mately the loss of -w- before -u-. Ps. ^rege etc. show that

the diphthong was already established before the operation

of palatal umlaut, while on the other hand W. Sax. ^reagean

etc. show that i-umlaut was no longer operative when the

diphthong came into existence.

8. The Treatment of Germ, -a- before Nasals.

In the Epinal glossary -a- in this position is always (with

one exception) represented by -a- (cf. p. 108). This however

is either an orthographical peculiarity or (more probably) is

due to a later and dialectic partial delabialisation of -q-; for

that the change of a> q belonged to a much earlier period is

shown by such forms as ^o3, gos, brohte etc., and especially by

tod^, goes etc., which make it clear that the change of ^ > o

took place before the operation of i-umlaut, and consequently
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that the change of a> q, and probably also the loss of the

nasal, must be still older.

In connection with this change there are two points which

deserve consideration.

i. The treatment of -q- when affected by i-umlaut. In

the Epinal glossary this sound is represented in the great

majority of instances by -ae-, and similar forms occur also in

Erfurt and Corpus, though here they are exceptional (cf. p.

112 ff.). In the remaining early texts -e- is almost universal.

Bede C. however is a notable exception. In this MS. -e-

appears only in the ioxva penda] elsewhere -ae- (-^-) is written

consistently. Thus i. 15 haengist, ii. 5 haengest, ill. 1 d^nises,

d^nisi, III. 22 paente, raendles, raendili. In all these cases

M. has -e-. So also in III. 21 middil^ngli, v. 24 middilaengli,

where N. has -engli in both cases (so also B. in ill. 21), while

M. has -angli. Now, since C. is a later MS. than M., the

distinction between them in this respect w^ould seem to be

due to a difference of dialect. C. appears to be the work of

a Southern scribe f, and the dialect may possibly be identical

with that of Epinal. It appears therefore that in certain

Southern dialects the ^-umlaut of q was an oe-sound (ce^)

during the eighth century. Yet the peculiarity of these

dialects seems to have been merely that they preserved the

sound longer than others, for its previous existence in West

Saxon is shown by the preservation of -cb- (through meta-

thesis of -r-) in wrnan, bcernan. Ps. bernan, North. (Lind.)

berna may also show later developments of the same sound

(cf. p. 6). It is not unlikely therefore that ce^ was originally

a sound common to all dialects. At first this sound must

have been labial, as is shown by the labial umlaut in Ps.

fearende, tosaecendes (for ^to-scaecendes), and probably in

beorende etc., but the delabialisation must have taken place

t The orthography has Southern characteristics e.g. the frequent use of

uu- and the occasional use of iv- in place of the Northern u- { = iv). So also

the glosses in this MS. (published in O.E.T. p. 180 ff.), though written

considerably later than the text itself, belong to a Southern (hardly Kentish)

dialect which may quite well be a later form of the same dialect which

appears in the English words in the text. Plummer {Baedae Opera Historica,

I. p. xciii f.) has come to a different conclusion.
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very early, and except in the dialect of the Psalter has left

no traces f.

ii. The change of a > ^ was not originally limited to

accented syllables. The former existence of -q- in unaccented

syllables is shown by various cases of labial umlaut in the

dialect of the Psalter, e.g. -weafran, fearan, feara^ from

earlier ^-wd^rgn, '^fargn, ^farQ\ etc.

9. The Change of a>ce\

This change is common to English and Frisian. That it

took place at a very early period is shown by the fact that it

preceded the palatalisation of Germ, k, 3 and the operation

of i-umlaut. It has also been suggested (p. 33) that it may
have preceded the breaking of Germ, -a- before r + consonant.

The change is found both in open and in close syllables, but

the conditions for its appearance are not all equally clear.

In open syllables the change appears to have taken

place when the following syllable originally contained -^- or

-j-, and certain of the various sounds which are represented

in the oldest texts by -ce- (-ae-, -§-). In the former case

(before ^, j) the change appears to have been universal, but

here w^ underwent a further change to e^ by i-umlaut. Before

-ce- on the other hand there is considerable variation. The

change (a > ce^) is found (i) before final -ce when this corre-

sponds to O.H.G. (final) -a representing probably a Germanic

non-final -o-, e.g. in the A.G.D. sg.J N.A. pi. of o-stems :

-faerae (Leid. Rid., Bede's Death Song), Ps. wrece, swe'Qe.

W. Sax. wrwce (C.P.) ; in West Saxon -a- is usual, but this

is probably due to the influence of the N. sg. (and N.A. pi. ?)

where -a- was regular. So also in the N. sg. of o?i-stems, e.g.

Cp. 25 raece, though in this case -a- has usually been restored

on the analogy of the A.G.D. etc.; (ii) before -ce- < Germ, -e-,

e.g. feeder, hcele
;
perhaps also in some adverbial forms, e.g.

t Labial umlaut before palatalised labial vowels appears also in Old

Norse, e.g. Jiorgyn.

X Tbe Dative is included here because there is complete levelling between

the Genitive and Dative in all classes of feminine stems.
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Cp. AraeSe, Ps. hre'^e; (iii) before -cs- < Germ, -e- before nasals,

e.g. Cp: slaegen, gegaelen, gedaeheni, Ps. slegen, he/en, -scecen,

-scepen. -a- has frequently been restored in these participles

through the influence of the Present stem, e.g. in Ps. agalene

against Cp. gegaelen ; in this case the difference in the initial

consonant was probably a factor. In West Saxon the forms

with -a- are very frequent ; -scecen, -slcegen, -^wwgen, -hcefen

are however frequently found in the oldest texts (cf Cosijn

II. §98 ff.)i*. On the other hand -a- appears to be preserved

before -ce < Germ, (final) -ai. The early West Saxon texts

give the following examples : N. pi. masc. hrade (H. 5, C. 4)

against hrwde (C. 1), late (H. 3, C. 3), ware (H. 1, C. 1), but

strcece (H. 1), strece (C. 1), cf. Cosijn 11. § 38 ; Conjunct.

-fare, -sace without exception, cf. Cosijn ii. § 98. The Psalter

has N. pi. masc. strece, hre^e, probably on analogy of the N.

sg. masc. etc. In regard to the treatment of Germ, -a- in

the G.D. sg. of a-stems there are not sufficient data for

forming an opinion. The forms uilfar§s M., uilfaraes N.,

uilfares C, against uilfaeraes B, in Bede ill. 14 deserve

notice.

In syllables which became or remained close after the

syncope of final -a, -e, the change of a>m^ appears to be

general, except before a double consonant (cf. p. 31). Two
points require notice : (i) The change does not seem to have

taken place regularly after the syncope of final -a- in the

first member of a compound (cf p. 31 f.). In a-stems indeed

the type with -w- (arising through the influence of the un-

compounded word) is almost universal (dceg-, stoef-, hce'6-,

crcet-, stw'Q-, wcel- etc.) ; but in o-stems we find such forms as

sac-leas, sac-fid, car-ful etc. (beside cear- with diphthongisa-

tion through the influence of the A.G.D. sg. ceare)\ (ii) Germ.

-a- before two consonants—excluding of course combinations

t Since -aen in the participle cannot be identified with O.H.G. -an, -ce-

can only represent Idg. -e-, which must therefore have been preserved in

this position in Germanic. Originally there may have been a variation

between e.g. -cena- (< -ena-) and -inu-, the latter of which may be preserved

in Ep. 744 forsleginum (cf. Erf. 336 gedebin), Ep. 104 binumini, Cp. 37

binumine, 76 gebinumini.
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of which the first member was ;)^, r, ^ or a nasal—when affected

by i-umlaut appears sometimes as -e-, e.g. gest, gerestan, but

more frequently as -w-, e.g. fcestan (: O. Ssix. festian), hcsftan

(: Goth, haftjan), mcestan (: O.H.G. mesten), hlcestan, rwfsan

(: O.H.G. refsen), wcefs (: O.H.G. wefsa), befw^7nan, mw'Qlan

(: Goth, mapljan), cesc (: Lat. asciburg{um)f etc. It is to be

observed that the latter type is especially frequent in verbs

of the First Weak Conjugation, in which -a- must originally

have been followed by -i- in every single form. That the

apparent absence of umlaut in such cases is due to its

suppression through the influence of kindred words which

originally contained no -i- (e.g. -fce'Qman for *-fe'6man through

f<Mm), is rendered improbable by the regularity with which

the new ablaut is preserved in the case of -u- : -y- (e.g. ful :

fyllan), -o- : -oe- (e.g. ofi^st : oefstan) etc. Identity of vocalism

between the verb and the noun is practically limited to the

forms with -ce-. It appears to me by no means impossible

that -ce- may be quite regular here. Only guttural and

semi-palatal vowels seem to have been affected by 2-umlaut.

The absence of umlaut in W. Sax. deed, Icece etc. (as compared

with mete, -weccan < ^mceHi, ^wce^kjan etc.) can only be ex-

plained on the hypothesis that w was too palatal for i-umlaut

to take place, and consequently that between ^dwdi and

^mceti there was not only a quantitative but also a qualitative

difference, the latter being less palatal. But it is quite con-

ceivable that, at the time when i-umlaut began to operate,

the vocalism of Germ. *fastian- etc. had become identical in

quality with that of ^^e^i-z; for since the palatalisation of

-a- took place both in open syllables before -^- (e.g. in *mceti

< *mati-z), and in close syllables (e.g. in dceg), it is likely

enough that when both conditions were present, as here, the

palatalisation proceeded still further. The quality of -ce- in

^fcestian may therefore have been so far palatal as to prevent

the operation of ^-umlaut. In gest, gerestan etc. the influence

of analogy is easier to understand ; ^-rcestiaji may have arisen

from ^rcestu (: O. Sax. rasta), while *'ycesti (whence North.

gest) may have had the serai-palatal -ce- (in place of the full

t O.N. askr does not prove the existence of an a-stem.
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palatal sound) restored from the G.D. sg. where it was

regular.

10. The Syncope of -u- after a long syllable.

The examples of -u preserved in this position are very

few in number.

1. The inscription scanomodu on an imitation of a gold

solidus of Honorius (Wimmer, Runenschrift 87 f ). Wim-
mer's explanation cannot be right; -modii may very well be

N. sg. of an ?/,-stem, since in Old Norse also -rti6'6r in proper

names is declined according to this declension (G. sg.

Asmd'Sar etc.). Since -0- is here expressed by the old letter,

the changes in the Runic alphabet necessitated by the

operation of i-umlaut cannot have been fully carried out

;

the inscription therefore must be very early, probably not

later than the end of the sixth century.

2. Clermoiit flodu. This is an archaism, as is shown by

the absence of -u in unne} and probably also by its wrong

insertion in }iu]>easu. A parallel is afforded by the O.

Swedish inscription of Istaby, where, as a result of syncope,

the old letter a {*ansuz) is apparently used without any

sound-value. Clermont cannot be much older than the end

of the seventh century since it shows e < ^i* in -ne},f< final

5 in wylif Sbud possibly loss of -x- in -walus. The most that

can be argued from flodu is that the loss of -u cannot have

taken place at any very distant date. Its usage here may
be compared with the not unfrequent use of -ae- for -e- in

the MSS. of Bede (cf. pp. 4, 11). In a case such as the

present the archaism would hardly be likely to remain in

usage much more than half a century. The inscription of

Kirkheaton has already eoh, but since the syncope here is

irregular it is not certain that -u after long syllables was

already lost. A parallel case is -frid (= -fri])) in Bede. The

last letter in Bewcastle alcfri^u is not certain.

The Bewcastle form olwfwol\u appears to be simply a

guess (cf Vietor, North. Run. p. 15). Ef. 440 aetgaru, which
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is often given as an example, is far more likely to be a

mistake for -gaeru, which is found in the corresponding

glosses of Epinal and Corpus. This must represent an

earlier *aiziu, and therefore does not come into considera-

tion here.

On the other hand the form ^weorii (N. sg. fem.) in the

Vespasian Hymns (7. 8, 39) beside N. sg. 'Qiierli is very

important. Since ^weoran also occurs twice in the Psalter,

there can be no reason for doubting that in this dialect

Germ. -^- was lost after -r- before the operation of palatal

umlaut. Again there is nothing to show that the loss of -h-

(~X~) 3'fter -r- involved lengthening of the preceding vowel.

Such was not the case with -Ih-, though here the loss of -h-

was subsequent to palatal umlaut (cf p. 8). There is

therefore no need to suppose that ^weoru (i.e. Ipweoru) is a

new formation. Unfortunately no other words of this type

occur in the Psalter, but if the above explanation is correct

we should expect *fu7m, *feoru, ^floras (^feoras) as the

equivalents of W. Sax. furh, feorh, North, firas respectively.

In other words, it appears that -u after a long syllable was

retained in this dialect until after the loss of -h- in the

intervocalic group -rh- (-^%-).

There are several points which tend to support the

supposition that -u was retained till a comparatively late

period.

i. In origioally trisyllaljic words with long first and

short second syllable (especially lo-stems) final -u was

preserved while the penultimate was syncopated (cf. Sievers

§ 135). Thus, whereas in the other Germanic languages the

N.A. pi. ^rlkiu (< *rikid) falls under the same treatment as

the N.A. sg. ^rlkia (< ^rlhia), -n being lost before the

syncope of interior -i- after a long syllable, in English the

reverse was the case, ^rlhiu falling under the same rule as

(pret. 1 sg.) *Som3d; i.e. interior -i- after a long syllable

was syncopated before the loss of final -ii. So also with Ps.

erm'6u, W. Sax. ierm\o (Oros.) etc.f

t Jellinek P.B.B. xv. 296 rejects this law without discussion. The regular

form of the N.A. pi. would, he says, be *rlce not ricu. Since in substantives

12
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ii. In consequence of the complete agreement between

the glossaries in a, na, tiig, hriig (cf. p. 49), we are bound

to infer that the loss of final -ii < -wa was already complete

in the original archetype MS. of Epinal-Erfurt. This MS.

can scarcely have been written after 700 (cf. p- 154 ff.). So

also we have syncope of -u < -wa in gad, apparently also of

-y < -lui in ih etc. (cf. p. 49 n.), and probably of -u < wa^ (the

final vowel being uncertain) in nehy W. Sax. neali ( : O.H.G.

ndho). A considerable interval must obviously have elapsed

between the syncope of -a and that of -u < -wa. But there

is no necessity for assuming that there were two separate

periods during which -ii was lost after a long syllable.

iii. -u at the end of the first member of a compound

was not syncopated before the loss of intervocalic -A-, as

appears from Ps. neolcecan, neoweste, W.S. nealwcan, neawest

(cf. pp. 13, 17). The contraction seen in forms like L.V.

tiouald may also be compared (cf. p. 50 f). Not much stress

can be laid on the Latin auduhaldi (Bede M. 11. 10, 11),

since the name may be given in the form of some conti-

nental dialect (probably Langobardic)f.

How far labial umlaut took place before the syncope of

-u in the dialect of the Psalter is very difficult to ascertain

owing to the paucity of examples, ^aplu- only occurs in the

compound eappultun. The change a > o?^ in close syllables

must certainly have preceded the loss of final -u. Hence

the retention of -a- before a double consonant in cat, sac(c)

etc. ( : O.N. kgttr, Goth, sakkus) is perfectly regular, -a?-

seems to have been frequently introduced (e.g. perhaps in

hwt : O.N. hgttr) on the analogy of a-stems such as sccet,

gncet which would also regularly preserve -a- in the Plural.

Whether analogy of the same kind but in the opposite

direction has operated in Ps. gneat, -sceat (once each) is not

at least the type with -u is practically universal in all dialects, the suggestion

appears very bold; Jellinek's statement of the auslaut laws in English is

however open to very serious objections on other grounds : cf. pp. 71 f., 74.

t In any case the Northumbrian forms with i-umlaut, e.g. aeduini, come

in all probability from a stem *au'^a- ( : ead nt.) with early syncope through

the influence of the uncompounded form.
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clear : more probably they are due simply to the influence

of the plural.

On the whole it seems probable that the loss of final -u

did not take place very long before 650, while the loss of -u

at the end of the first member of a compound can scarcely

fall before 700.

11. The Gemination of Consonants bkfore -j-.

In regard to the gemination or lengthening of consonants

before -j- two questions have frequently been raised

:

(1) what was its chronological relationship to the syncope

of -a, -i, -ul (2) did gemination take place also after long

syllables ?

A. The following is a list of the forms which are

affected by (1), the form which according to Sievers (§ 130

note, § 134 note) existed before the gemination, being

appended in each case

:

i. N.A. sg. secg, cyn, N. sg. m., N.A. sg. n. nyt < ^sa}ja{z),

^kunja, *nutja(2;)'\'.

ii. N.A. pi. cyn, N.A. pi. n. nyt, < *kunju, ^nutju.

iii. N. sg. hel, N. sg. f. nyt < *halju, ^nutju.

According to Sievers the gemination (and the consequent

loss of -j-) took place before the syncope of -a, -u. In secgu

(Ind. Pres. 1 sg.) -u will then be restored on the analogy of

doemu, cwedSu.

B. The following is a list of forms which are affected by

both (1) and (2)

:

i. N.A. sg. ende, rice, N. sg. m., N.A. sg. n. groene

< *andia{z), ^rlkia, ^}rdma{z).

ii. N.A. pi. ricu, N.A. pi. n. groenu, < ^rlkiii, *}rdnm.

iii. N. sg. f. groenu < ^^roniu.

iv. Ind. pres. 1 sg. doemu < ^^orniu.

t Sievers writes *sa^oz, *kunjo; I prefer to write -a- for reasons given

above (p. 14).

12—2
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Sievers takes all these forms to have been originally

trisyllabic and makes no mention of gemination after long

syllables (cf. § 228). In the case of final -ia, -a was lost, -i-

remaining ; but in the case of final -m, -i- was lost and -u

remained (§ 180 note, § 135).

Before passing on to a discussion of (1) it will be con-

venient to touch briefly upon (2). The evidence for gemina-

tion after long syllables in English is very scanty indeed.

According to Kluge (P.G. I.^ p. 426) there is evidence for

gemination only in the groups -ngj- and -Igj-, e.g. hrincge,

spyncge, sencgan, hylcge (cf Swiss rinke^i, hulke). The last

form however (hylcge) cannot be admitted, for there is no

evidence for the existence of such a word in Old English.

The modern bulge is in all probability to be derived from

O. French houlge (cf. Skeat, Etym. Diet, under Bulge).

Again the examples with -ncg- prove nothing since -g- after

a nasal was an explosive ; Kluge's supposition that it was a

spirant is based on an incorrect statement (cf. p. 80 n.). The

change ^>^ is obviously parallel to the change k>c and

like it may be due to a following -i- (or any other front

vowel f) just as much as to -/-. Lastly it may be observed

that in forms like ondettan (which are not mentioned by

Kluge) shortening may have preceded gemination. On the

other hand there are strong arguments against the suppo-

sition of gemination after long syllables. Germ. -^- is lost

after long syllables in Cp. scyend (beside Ep. scyhend),

W. Sax. hean etc., but -hh- arising from Germ. 'X~ ^fter

short syllables is preserved, e.g. in W. Sax. hliehhan. Again

if the sound-shifting in O.H.G. wulpa is an argument for the

occurrence of gemination in High German, the universal

preservation of the spirant (wylf, wylfe, gelefan etc.) is an

equally strong argument against its occurrence in English.

Again the historical development (in later English) of forms

like hyrgan, wyrgan, shows conclusively that -g- does not

here denote a palatal double explosive arising from gemina-

tion. Lastly how is the difference between rice—cyn

(N.A. sg.), ricu—cyn (N.A. pi.) to be explained on this

t Cf. Ep. 203 gimaengiungiae, where -giae is nsed to denote -gee.
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hypothesis, for the first syllable would be long in both series

alike if gemination had taken place ? The evidence there-

fore seems to me to be entirely against the supposition that

gemination took place after long syllables in English. At

an earlier (Germanic) period -j- may of course have occurred

after long as well as after short syllables, but the variation

of -i- and -j- according to the length of the preceding syllable

must have been established in English before gemination

took place.

Turning now to the discussion of (1), Sievers' theory,

which offers a simple explanation of the forms in the series

A, has of late years been generally abandoned, e.g. by

Streitberg, P.B.B. xiv. 183 ff., xv. 494 fif., Urg. Gr. p. 148 f
.

;

Jellinek, P.B.B. xv. 291 ff., xvi. 323 ff. ; van Helten, P.B.B.

XVI. 272 ff.; Kluge, P.G. p. 368, P.G.' p. 427 f. I gather

from P.B.B. xiv. 184 (footnote) that it has been given up

even by Sievers himself The causes for its abandonment

are various ; so also are the theories which have taken its

place.

Streitberg (P.B.B. xiv. 183 ff.) rejected Sievers' expla-

nation on the ground of Kaufmann's gemination theory.

But since in the meantime Kaufmann's theory has itself

been found to be untenable (cf. Sievers, P.B.B. xvi. 262 ff.)

and has been generally abandoned (e.g. by Streitberg him-

self in Urg. Gr. p. 148) this objection no longer holds good.

A second reason is brought forward by Streitberg in P.B.B.

XV. 493 f. and retained by him in Urg. Gr. I.e. (cf. Kluge,

P.G. I.e.). That the West Germanic lengthening of con-

sonants is later than the syncope of -a is, he says, proved

by the existence of such doublets as O.H.G. acchar : ahhar,

apfal : afful. This explanation obviously rests on the curious

assumption that the gemination before -j- and the gemina-

tion before -r-, -1-, were necessarily contemporaneous. But

there is absolutely no evidence for early gemination before -r-

in English. According to Streitberg (Urg. Gr. p. 150) this

gemination was confined to the Germanic tenues. Now in

the early West Saxon texts gemination of Germ, k, t, p
(as of all other consonants except Germ. ^, r) is universal
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after short open syllables before -j-
; on the other hand -ccr-

occurs once in geliccran (H.) against countless examples of

-licr-, -ttr- occurs in dttres (dttor), wmttre, snottra{n), snyttro,

bettra, bettrung, ryhttre (cf. also unnyttre, unnyttra), while

-ppr- does not seem to occur. The examples are given at

length by Cosijn (i. pp. 172, 193). With regard to the

forms with -ttr- it is to be observed that parallel forms with

-tr- are more frequent in every case except snottra, snyttro
;

wcettre occurs only once. It is also to be noticed that gemi-

nation before -r- in these texts is not confined to c, t but

affects -d- also (cf Cosijn, i. p. 173), and -h- (cf Sievers,

§ 229). The lateness of the gemination is shown by the

fact that in most of the examples the group -ttr- etc. has

either arisen through syncope (e.g. in bettra) or follows a

long syllable. Gemination of -h- (-%-) at all events did not

take place before the loss of final -u, if N.A. sg. tear comes

from Germ, ^tax^^u (cf Lind. D. pi. twherum with the stem of

the oblique cases). So also the irregular syncope in betra,

bettra can scarcely be older than the regular syncope of

i- after a long syllable (which was later than gemination

according to Streitberg). But the form cecer is conclusive

against the supposition of early gemioation before -?'-, for

the change a>ai^ in this word shows that the syllable was

close, i.e. cec-er, in other words that the division of syllables

was *ak-ra^-. The N.A. sg. is of course a new formation.

The regular form would be *acor (< *a-kr). The forms with

gemination can easily be explained ; e.g. (G. sg.) snot-res

has been partly displaced by sno-tres (in which form gemi-

nation is probably regular), whence snottres, through the

influence of sno-tor. This shows also why gemination is

especially frequent after long syllables and in forms which

show syncope.

Witli regard to the gemination in wppel (wpl) the case

is ditferent, for here we have forms with -a- e.g. N. pi. ap(p)la

beside forms with -ce-, e.g. C6p{p)las, cep{p)les. But is the

word an a-stem, as Streitberg assumes ? His hypothesis is

not favoured either by O.H.G. N.A. pi. epfili or by O.E.

N.A. pi. ap(p)la, nur again by Ps. eappultun. Kluge (Wb.-^
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p. 15) proposes a Gothic ^aplits which would of course be

fatal to Streitberg's theory, to which the priority of gemi-

nation to the syncope of -i, -u is essential. Whatever may
be the explanation of these forms it is not wise to lay much
stress upon them ; for there is no other example of gemi-

nation before -I- in the early West Saxon texts. Tyttling,

tyttla in the East Anglian genealogy (O.E.T. p. 171) seem

to be examples, but here there has probably also been

syncope f

.

It appears to me therefore that the evidence in favour of

the supposition that gemination took place before -I- con-

temporaneously with the gemination before -j- is of the

most doubtful character, while the evidence against the

same being the case before -r- is conclusive. This objection

therefore against Sievers' explanation of secg, cyn etc. is not

valid.

Jellinek (P.B.B. XV. 295) subscribes without discussion

to the views expressed by Kaufmann, P.B.B. xii. 539 (foot-

note). In the passage quoted Kaufmann says that the de-

velopment of *sa}}joz, *kunnjo to 5^03, cyn is only intelligible

on the hypothesis that -j- disappeared before the apocope of

-0-. This hypothesis he rejects because numerous examples

of the preservation of -j- occur in Old Saxon and Old High

German, although Anglo-Saxon itself furnishes no conclusive

evidence on the point. Again he says that the umlaut in

the N.A. sg. must under any circumstances be due to the

t Gemination of -x- before -I- seems to occur in Erf. 326 thuachl, Cp.

'^uehl, cf. Lind. '^uahles ; so also in geohol in the English version of Bede.

Now it is clear from Ep. Erf. Cp. thuelan, Ep. Erf. Cp. ste{e)U {<*]piuaxlion-,

*staxUa-, cf. Kluge, Wb.^ pp. 4226, 358a) that -h- {< -x-) was lost at an

early period in the group -a^x^^^-' The preservation and subsequent gemina-

tion of -X- in *\>ivcBaxl-, *3eoxZ- can, so far as I can see, be explained only in

the following manner. On the syncope of final -a the forms would be (e.g.)

N. sg. *\)W(Eaxl, ^' ^8' *\>w(Baxl(^s. Now if the division of syllables was

*\>ivaia-xl^ *lpwceax-l(es (parallel to *a-kr, *a;k-rcBs) the latter might easily

undergo a transformation to *\>W(;ea-xl<^s through the influence of *\>ivcsa-xl,

the contrary operation to that seen in cecer. Gemination would then pro-

bably be regular. With geohol : geol- may be compared hweohl- : hweol-

though here the question is complicated by the existence of forms with Germ.
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analogy of the oblique cases. This last statement is in-

correct, for it is quite conceivable that a consonant or group

of consonants might undergo a palatal affection, which in turn

could affect the vocalism of the preceding syllable in a manner

similar to that seen in O.N. gestr (Kock, P.B.B. xiv. 73 f.).

But Kaufmann's entire objection rests on an assumption

which is to be rejected in principle, namely that because

two or more languages show a sound-change, the effects of

which are in some cases identical, this sound-change must

therefore have taken precisely the same form in the several

languages, and that consequently those features in which

a difference occurs must necessarily be due to the operation

of analogy. The results of gemination before -j- are found

in English (Frisian) and in High and Low German. In Old

Saxon and in early Old High German the geminated con-

sonant is followed by -i- (-e-), not however in even the oldest

English. The absence of -j- in English and the absence of

any effect produced by it upon a following vowel show that

its disappearance took place earlier here than in High (and

Low) German. In fixing the date of this disappearance

relatively to the operation of other sound-changes, e.g. the

syncope of -a, -u, the most weight must obviously be attached

to the evidence of English itself. The evidence of the other

languages can at best only furnish an analogy. If the

evidence of the forms which come under consideration in

the various languages agreed, there would be some reason

a priori for supposing that the chronological sequence of

events was not very different ; if on the other hand, as is

actually the case, the majority of these forms exhibit very

material differences, it is scientific to enquire whether the

development of the sound-laws was the same in these various

languages, and not to assume that the forms of a language

a are necessarily new formations, and that regularly they

would appear in the same form which they bear in a

language 13.

I hold therefore that not one of the objections hitherto

brought forward is conclusive. According to Sievers' theory

the forms in each of the series A 1, 2, 3 are perfectly regular,
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and the attractiveness of this simple explanation cannot

be denied. Before going further it will be convenient to

examine the various theories which have been substituted

for it.

Streitberg's explanation is as follows. In A 1, secgy cyn

come regularly from *secgi, ^cynni, the -i being lost con-

temporaneously with -i in *}iest{i). *secgi, ^cynni came from

Urgerm. *sa}iz, ^kunim with introduction of the geminated

consonant from the oblique cases (P.B.B. XIV. 188, Urg. Gr.

§ 146, Anm. 2). In A 3, sib comes from *sibbi for *sidi

(< Urgerm. *s^5^), with -66- from the oblique cases (P.B.B.

XV. 501 f., Urg. Gr. § 175). In view of Goth, sibja etc. this

explanation can hardly be considered satisfactory. The forms

of A 2 (N.A. pi. cyn etc.) are apparently not explained by

Streitberg. But if sib cannot come regularly from Germ.

*sidjd, cyn must also be a new formation—possibly due to

productive syncretism with the N.A. sg. But what form

would Germ, ^sidjo, *kunjd—supposing such forms to have

existed—regularly take in Old English ? The evidence of

the language itself gives us no reason to suppose that they

would appear as *sibbe, ^cynne.

Van Helten (P.B.B. xvi. 273 ff.) explains the forms in

A 1 as follows : secg etc. come from ^saj^i (*se}i) in the

same way as by Streitberg's theory, but ^sa}i (^se}i) was the

regular result of Germ. *sa}joz. Later however (P.B.B. xxi.

475) he has adopted Streitberg's theory in toto. In A 3 he

held (P.B.B. xvi. 279) that sib was a new formation in place

of *sibbi which came regularly from Germ, ^sidjo (cf. above).

Later however (P.B.B. xxi. 474) he has adopted Streit-

berg's explanation here also. In A 2 cyn was explained in

the same way as sib (xvi. 279).

Jellinek's explanation differs widely from the two preced-

ing. The forms in A 1 (secg, cyn) are new formations from

the oblique cases on the analogy of domes : dd7n, etc. The
regular forms would be ^se^e *cyne (P.B.B. xv. 296, xvi.

332 ff.). In A 3 the regular form would be *sife : Goth.

sibja (P.B.B. xv. 296), because the gemination was later

than the loss of -u (xvi. 328 ff.); sib is a new formation from
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the oblique cases on the analogy of are : dr, bende : bend.

The forms in A 2 (N.A. pi. cyji, etc.) are apparently not

discussed, but on Jellinek's hypothesis they must obviously

be new formations. The regular forms would presumably

be *cy7ie, etc.

Jellinek's explanation of sib must be considered in the

light of his assumption (P.B.B. XVI. 831) that the loss of -u

after a long syllable was contemporaneous with the loss of -a.

I have already (p. 65 f ) stated reasons for believing that it was

very considerably later. But Jellinek considers not only

N. sg. sib, nyt (and presumably N.A. pi. cyn, nyt) to be new

formations, but also (xv. 296) N. sg. f. grenu, N.A. pi. ricu,

grenu (and presumably 1 sg. secgu, doemu)—in short every

single English form in which -u preceded by -j- or -i- is sup-

posed to have originally existed. But when all the possible

examples of a rule are exceptions, is it not more reasonable

to suppose that the rule itself is wrong ? Again if gemina-

tion was later than the syncope of -i as Jellinek supposes,

why did not gemination take place in originally trisyllabic

words which preserve their third syllable ? That this did

not take place is shown by the loss of -h- in heart etc. and

by the preservation of the spirant in gelefan etc. (cf. p. 68).

These arguments seem to me to tell strongly in favour of

Streitberg's hypothesis that gemination took place before

the syncope of -^, -u. On the other hand the agreement of

Goth, sibja, halja and O.N. (N.A. sg.) Sif, hel against Goth.

mawi, O.N. N. sg. mcer, ylgr Ace. sg. ylgef supports as

strongly Jellinek's *sibjd (^haljo) against Streitberg's *sidi

(*hali). So also the probability of productive syncretism with

the N.A. sg. in (N.A. pi.) cyn seems to me to be very slight

in view of rice : rwu and of the faithfulness with which the

contrast between geoc : geocu, word : word is preserved in the

early texts; while, apart from productive syncretism, I do not

see what origin N.A. pi. cyn can have had unless it is regular.

The probability therefore seems to me to be very strong that

in sib, cyn etc. we must see the regular Old English repre-

t The corresponding Old Saxon and Old High German forms are obviously

inconclusive.
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sentatives of Germ, ^sidjo, *kunjd. From these groundforms,

whence (after shortening of the final syllable and gemination)

*kunnju, *sibbju, three courses of development are phoneti-

cally possible. 1. -j- might become sonantal after the newly

lengthened syllable. 2. -j- might remain consonantal and

be retained until -u was syncopated. 3. -j- might remain

consonantal and disappear before the syncope of -u. In the

first case we should regularly have ^cynnu, *sibbu parallel to

rwu. This would of course account for 1 sg. secgu, but un

this little stress can be laid since the restoration of -u in the

1 sg. was universal, e.g. (Ps.) arisii, bebiodu. In the second

case we should have ^cynni {*cynne), ^sibbi {^sibbe), of which

we find no examples in English. In the third case w^e should

regularly get cyn(n), sib(b), the forms which actually occur,

the development being ^kunnju > ^kunnu > *kynnu > cyn{ii),

perhaps partly as in Lithuanian (cf. Brugmann, Gr. i.^ § 315),

though there gemination and unlaut are wanting f.

For these reasons I consider that Sievers' explanation, of

N.A. pi. cyn, N. sg. sib is far preferable to any that has since

been proposed. Is his explanation possible also in the case

of the N.A. sg. secg, cyn—in other words is it possible that

N.A. sg. secg, cyn may come directly from ^sa}ja{z), *kunja

in the same way that sib, cyn come from *sidJLi, *kunjii ? I

have tried to show that none of the objections hitherto

brought forward will hold good. On the other hand such

forms as N.A. sg. niene, dile, \ile (beside O.H.G. menni, tilli,

dilli, cf. Kluge, P.G.^ p. 427) give clear evidence for the ex-

istence of forms with -i- during the period when gemination

took place ; it has further already been shown (p. 46 f ) that

t In Old High German and Old Saxon on the other hand -j- seems to

have been retained and on the loss of -it vocalised according to (2). This

stands quite in harmony firstly with the retention of -i- (e) before the endings

-es, -e, -0, -um etc. in these languages ; the relationship O.E. cijn ( < *kynnu)

:0. Sax. kun7ii {< *kunnju) is then identical with that of O.E. c?/nw«s

: 0. Sax. kunnies ; and secondly with the fact that -u seems to have been lost

at a relatively earlier period than in English, as is shown by ^rlkiu falling

under the same treatment as *r'tkia ; the relationship O.E. cyn {<*kynnu
< *kunnju) : O. Sax. hunni (< *kunnju) is therefore parallel to that of O.E.

r'lcu ( < *rlkiu) : 0. Sax. rlki ( < *rik%u).
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there is reason for believing that forms similar to Goth, hiwi,

gawi once existed in English. No objection can therefore be

taken to Streitberg's hypothetical ^sa}i, *kuni. Yet I fail

to see why these forms should necessarily contain Idg. -i-

and represent Urgerm. ^sa^iz, *kun{. For if, as Streitberg

supposes, the syncope of -a took place before gemination,

then ^sa}jaz, *kunja would regularly produce *sa}i, *kuni.

The -i arising thus from -ja would by no means necessarily

undergo the same treatment as the -^ in *rlki (< *rikm),

since in the latter case the preserving influence of the ne-

benton must be taken into account. The evidence for the

existence of Urgerm. i-forms seems to me inadequate,

especially in the case of neuter substantives; for the assump-

tion that O.N. kyn etc. represent Urgerm. *kuni etc. is

rendered improbable by the consistent presence of umlaut.

In the case of adjectives there is more probability in view of

the forms with long stem, e.g. Urn. -mariR, Goth, -mers, O.E.

-mwr^, but by the same argument the universality of -m (cf.

Urn. ardija, Tune) in neuter substantives tells here in favour

of -ja against -i. The loss of the labial in Goth. ni]>jis etc.

beside the feminine O.H.G. O.E. nift etc. may also be com-

pared.

So far as I can see the only means of deciding whether

gemination before -j- did or did not precede the syncope of

final -a is afforded by the following consideration. Inter-

mediate between Germ. ^sa}ja(2!) and O.E. secg there must

have existed a form with -ce-. But there is reason to suppose

that no change a> w took place before the syncope of final

-a (cf. p. 33 n.). Therefore if we are to believe that gemination

preceded the syncope of final -a, we must suppose the develop-

ment to have been *sa}ja > ^saggja > *sagg > ^swgg > secg

—a hypothesis which is at least exceedingly improbable,

especially in such forms as W. Sax. gied (gid, gyd : Ef. Cp.

geddi Instr. sg.), in which diphthongisation appears to have

taken place after the change a>(B but before the operation

of umlaut.

t Goth, midjungards (cf. middungoard in Caedmon's Hymn) offers perhaps

an example of Idg. *medhim.
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Tt seems to me probable therefore that Streitberg is right

in holding that gemination before -j- took place after the

syncope of final -a. His theory in regard to the historical

development of *sa}i, with the introduction of the geminated

consonant from the oblique cases, may be accepted without

reserve ; the history of the stems in -auja- : -awi (p. 46 £)

furnishes an exact parallel. On the other hand Streitberg's

assumption that *dili (dile), *sa}i, ^kuni contain Idg. -i-

seems to me unnecessary. I prefer to regard these forms as

the regular representatives of earlier ^'6ilja{z), *saya(z),

*kunja ; so also *hiwi, ^strawi etc. < ^hiiija, ^strauja.

When ja-, jo- {ia-, id-) stems serve as the first members

of compound words, we find two types among those which

contain a long stem-syllable ; on the one hand forms like

L.V. hildi-herct, Leid. Rid. uyrdicraeftum (for ^uyndi-), on

the other forms like M. haeth-felth, L.V. coen-herct. The

former type doubtless contains Idg. -io- as in Inguiomerus

(Tacitus). In the latter series forms like haeth- might be

due to the endingless Nom. sg. of the uncompounded form

and consequent confusion with i-stems. But this cannot be

the case with such forms as coen-; I do not see how these

are to be explained unless they have Idg. -{-. In ^V/-stems

with originally short stem-syllable also we find two types, on

the one hand Bewcastle cyniburuy, Lancaster cymbal]), L.V.

cyniheixt etc. (the usual type in Bede and in Liber Vitae),

on the other Bede cynuise, L.V. cynhehn, Geneal. cynreow,

Chron. cynric etc., with which agree ecg-frid, uyn-hald etc.

in all texts. Now according to Sievers (P.B.B. xil. 489 ff.,

cf. Streitberg, XV. 497) cyni- represents an earlier *hmjo-,

the reduction of ja > i in this position having preceded the

gemination of consonants before -j-. ecg-, wyn-, cyn- etc. must

then be new formations due to the influence of the uncom-

pounded forms. This explanation seems to me unnecessary,

for the loss of Germ, -a- at the end of the first member of a

compound took place later than when -a was absolutely final,

as is shown by the preservation (with contraction) of -u-

(< -wa-) after long vowels (cf p. 50 f.), and probably by the

preservation of -a- before -I- in the same position (p. 31, cf 62).
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A good parallel is afforded by Gothic where final -a- is usually

preserved in compounds (cf. especially such forms as lubja-leis,

wadja-bokos, alja-leiko etc. Streitberg, Urg. Gr. § 145) though

elsewhere it is everywhere syncopated. In view of Goth.

luhja- : dags etc., Sievers' explanation of Urn. kuni-mundiu

beside hel^au in the inscription of Tjurko—namely that

here also -i- is an early reduced form of -ja- (-jo-)—seems to

me highly improbable. The only other possible explanation

of kuni- is that it contains Idg. -^-, as in Lat. mediterraneus

etc., and the same explanation will hold equally well for L.V.

cyni-. In that case cyn-hehn, ecgfrid etc. may regularly repre-

sent Germ. *kunjo,-, *a}ja-, and the relationship of cyni- : cyn

will be identical with that of coen- : hildi-. It is probably a

mere accident that forms with -^- do not occur among the

Germanic names in early Latin writers, though the type with

-ja- (-10-) was doubtless more frequent. For the parallel case

of -u- beside -lua- we have a probable example in bada-hennae

(Tacitus, Ann. iv. 75). Forms like heri-berct etc. may of

course contain either Germ. *hari- or Germ, ^hmja- (cf Tac.

Charioualda).

12. The Phonetic Value of -g-.

I. Initial. According to Sweet (H.E.S. § 541 ff.) g- in

this position denotes (according to the nature of the follow-

ing sound) a guttural or palatal explosive—the latter repre-

senting both Germ. 5- (before palatal vowels and diphthongs)

and Germ. j-. This theory he supports with three argu-

ments (§ 547). 1. " The W.S. change of ce into cie is the

result of the almost inevitable development of an open front

glide, which we may roughly call j^ between the stopped

front cons, and the vowel, and if we assume that in ge the g
was also a stopped cons, the change into gie is perfectly

analogous and intelligible, while that of ^je into *jje is

unmeaning. The same argument applies equally to g from

Gmc. j : if giung meant simply jung, the development of a

j-glide would be as unintelligible as that of a w-g\\^e in such
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a word as tvilla, the open j and w being themselves practi-

cally glides." 2. "Again L.V. writes Eadgar, Aldgisl etc.

but if the g were really an open cons., we should expect to

find the preceding c?s become t (524), which is not the case."

3. " Another argument in favour of the change of j into a

stop is the loss of the Runic j and the use of gefu—which

must certainly have originally denoted a stop—to represent

both Gmc. ^* and the O.E. fronted Gmc. gJ'

1. The question whether diphthongisation after j- (i.e.

a vowel with consonantal function) is or is not possible is one

which can only be decided by practical phoneticians. I must

confess however that I feel a certain amount of scepticism in

regard to arguments of this kind. At all events the objection

does not hold good against taking g- as a palatal spirant.

2. It is true that in Liber Vitae -t- is usually written

for -d- before voiceless spirants (e.g. eatfrith, altfrith, titfi^ith,

eat^egn, aWSegn, eatSry^, alfSryth, altsuith) though not always

(e.g. ualdfrith, ald^ryth, hlaedsuith) ; so also before voiceless

explosives (e.g. eatcume, altceorl), though names beginning

with a voiceless explosive are very rare in the second member
of a compound. But this only proves that -d- became

voiceless before a following voiceless consonant. It has never,

so far as I am aware, been suggested that -g- in -gar, -gisl

represents a voiceless spirant. I can see no reason for sup-

posing that the change d >t should take place before a

voiced spirant or semivowel (cf. alduulf, earduulf etc.).

3. As a matter of fact the Runic inscriptions contain no

word with initial Germ, j- (nor indeed with Germ, -j- in any

position except possibly Clermont twoe^en), though Latin

(consonantal) i- is expressed by the old 3 -letter in Clermont

-^iu^easu, Bewcastle T^essus. The Germanic letter appears

three times in abcdaria, each time in a different form, and

none of these forms occurs outside England. This might

appear to show that the letter had fallen into disuse. It

seems to me very probable however that the letter which is

found in the inscriptions of Dover (gislhedrd) and Thornhill 3

(gilsuip), representing palatalised Germ. 5- in both cases, may
be a form of Runic j. This form does not occur indeed in
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any of the abcdaria, but it is precisely the form of the

letter {j)dr{a) which appears in the Swedish inscriptions of

Bjorketorp and Stentofta, as well as in some of the earliest

Scandinavian inscriptions in the shorter alphabet (e.g. Vatn,

Kallerup, Snoldelev). At all events it is no doubt true that

j- and 3- had fallen together before the appearance of the

earliest extant texts in the Latin alphabet, for otherwise we
should have had some evidence for a difference in the represen-

tation of the two sounds; but Sweet's statement that the letter

gefu must originally have denoted a stop is petitio principii.-f

There is one serious objection to Sweet's theory. If initial

(palatal) g- represents an explosive, one would naturally ex-

pect that the subsequent history of this sound would be

parallel to that of (palatal) c in other words we should

expect a dz-sound in the later language. This is the case

with medial -g- after nasals (e.g. N.E. singe < sengan), and

here there is reason for believing in the existence of an

explosive at a very early period, probably before the in-

vasion of Britain if; but for dz < (initial) g- there is no

t The question whether "the use of i in inug to denote a stop is in

complete harmony with the late Lt. pronunciation..." is one which cannot

be discussed here as I have not the necessary knowledge, and several ante-

cedent questions would have to be answered first, e.g. was the pronunciation

of Latin adopted in England that of Gaul or Italy or, again, was it that of

the Keltic missionaries? I gather that there is some doubt even in regard

to the Romance pronunciation of (consonantal) i- in cent. vii.

According to the notes contained in Cod. Sal. 140, fol. xx. which seem

to date from the latter part of cent. viii. (cf. v. Grienberger, P.B.B. xxi. 196,

198 f.), the pronunciation of Lat. g before front vowels was equivalent to that

of Gothic j
•

ubi dicit
\

genuit. J. ponitur

uhi gdbriel G. ponunt et alia his sim.

I have substituted the Roman capitals J, G for the corresponding Gothic

letters which occur in the text.

J This last sentence is an inference from the existence of the ng- letter in

the Germanic Runic alphabet, Kluge's statement (P.G. p. 841) that -cg-

does not occur after nasals before the end of cent, x. is incorrect. Examples

of -eg- {-gc-) from cent. ix. are frequent, and there are a few from cent. viii.

(cf. Sievers § 215, to which Corp. 1682 oncgseta may be added). Moreover

-nc- (for -ng-) is found as early as 692, 3 in c§ntinces (Chart. 1, O.E. T.p. 426).

It must be remembered also that there is no evidence in favour of Kluge's

theory (P.G. p. 367 = P.G. 2 p. 426, P.G. p. 843) that gemination has taken

place in sengan etc. (cf, p. 68).
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evidence. Therefore while agreeing with Sweet that Germ.

j- and (palatalised) Germ. 3- had come to be the same sound,

I can not admit that this sound was an explosive. The
choice seems to me to lie between 3 (palatal spirant) and

i (vowel in consonantal function), and it is difficult to decide

between the two. The argument from alliteration is not

altogether conclusive because the influence of tradition has

to be taken into account. The W. Sax. comparative gingra,

superl. gingest are forms which demand consideration. Since

-i- is universal in both MSS. of the Cura Pastoralis, and since

forms with -i- (e.g. Ps. gingrum) occur also in the other

dialects, though confused with forms with -u- (gung-, iicng-,

giung-), -i- can not be regarded as a later development of

-ie-. Again it can not represent Idg. -e-, for the comparative

is obviously a new formation from the positive. It may be

suggested that ^jingra may have arisen from ^ju^ng{i)ra

in the same way as ^wur^i{>wyT'6e), wudu from *m^r)?^,

*wi'^''diL In that case Germ, j- must have remained i-

(parallel to w- =u-) during the operation of {-umlaut. Again

forms like su\rige etc. (p. 55), seem to point rather to ^-jwjce

than to -}iejce, though here the initial consonant is Germ.

-3-. Sweet indeed (as also Sievers, § 212 note) allows that

Rushworth iarwan, early Kent, aethiliaeardi (Chart. 6), may
have i- =j-. It is not easy to see why the same should not

be possible also in Bede iaruman, Cp. ieces, Ef iaces etc.

On the whole therefore it seems to me probable that Germ.

j- preserved its original value, and that palatalised 3- became

j- Sit an early period—not later than the first half of cent.

VIII.

II. At the end of a syllable. The change of 3 > i in

this position is according to Kluge (P.G. p. 842 £) as old as

cent. X. and perhaps even belongs to Alfred's time, still

older examples being found in the Epinal glossary, e.g. grei,

hodei, popei. This early vocalisation of 3 is not however

peculiar to Kentish, as is stated by Sievers (§ 214, 2), for

Liber Vitae also has meiuald, meifrith\. In the West Saxon

t The last word in the inscription of Thornhill II. may be read either as

13
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texts of Alfred's time there can be no doubt that ig, eg, ceg

represent %, ei, cei respectively. Thus -i- occurs for -ig- in

wifery (Chron. 755), w{laf(S28 = wiiglaf 825) ; so also -ig- is

written for ^ (w) in gehiggiean (Oros.), -i^^e (Chron. ^lQ=iege

873) and especially in the Cottonian MS. of the Cura Pasto-

ralis, e.g. ligge, gebigged, gecigged, getigged, torenigge, siwen-

igge (cf. Cosijn, i. § 95). That -ceg- represents -cei- is shown

by hcegerum = O.H.G. heiara (Chron. 891), mcegelan (Oros.) =

O.H.G. meildn (< Lat. medioldnum). The loss of -3- before

dentals (Cosijn, I. p. 178 f ) is less conclusive since -3- seems

also to have been lost after back vowels in the same position f.

The evidence however is enough to show that Kluge has

rather understated than overstated the age of the change

3 >i.

For the value of -g- after guttural vowels and diphthongs

it is sufficient to refer to Sievers, § 214 (cf. Cosijn, i. § 135

;

Kluge, P.O. p. 842).

III. Intervocalic. The regular appearance of -g- for -31-

in Northumbrian texts seems to show that the change 3 > i

took place in this position as early as cent. vil. The oldest

example is Bewcastle si^becn. Bede (M.) has stgheri, sighard,

sigberct, hygbald. Liber Vitae has 60 examples of sig-, 91

of hyg- and 16 of pleg- (cf Langob. placi-mundus etc.) in the

first member of a compound, and 39 examples of -sig in the

second. There are no examples of *sigi, ^hygi, *plegi in

early Northumbrian texts except the doubtful reading in 1. 5

of the Leiden Riddle. The form egsan (Leid. Rid. 1. 13) is

to be compared with pleg- ; so also possibly L.V. (1. 372),

regnhaeg (cf O.N. regin), but Bede, 11. 12, rcegenheri (M. =
raegnheri B.C.), L.V. raegnmaeld (1. 18) doubtless contain

Germ, ^ra-^na-. So far as I am aware, postvocalic -gi- occurs

in early Northumbrian texts only in Ruthwell dce^is, which

eateh'nne or eateinne (cf.the description of this letter in the Cod. Sal. alphabet).

The word is no doubt identical with L.V. eathegn, -\>- having been accidentally

omitted like -r in the line above.

t Forms like Cp. 495 meig ( = Ep. 164 meeg), 728 deid, 850 greig, 1331

eil, so also neid- in Bede's Death-song seem to show that -e- approximated in

sound to -ei-.
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is obscure, and in Clermont m^ili, L.V. egilmimd (11. 109, 163,

272), and twice in the Namur MS. of Bede aegilbericto

III. Pr. and egilherictus ill. 7, though all the MSS. usually

retain the Frankish form agil- ; the apparent absence of

umlaut in cegil- is against the assumption that -i- represents

Germ, -i- in this word (c£ p. 84)-!-.

In the other dialects there is not the same consistency.

Thus both Mercian and Kentish charters have forms like

sigred beside sigihed, sigeno'6 etc. So also in the glossaries

we find Ep. 992 sigbeacn against Cp. (2043) sigebecn, Ef 918

ryg against Ep. rygi, Cp. ryge, Cp. 331, 874, 1856 sigl

against Ep. Ef. (134, 408, 882) sigil, Cp. 608 smyglas against

Ef. 199 smygilas (Ep. smigilas). Loss of 3 before -i- appears

to be shown by Cp. 765, 1023 iil (: O.H.G. igil) though

it might also be explained under (II) above. In West Saxon

texts we find iil, il (C. P.), m, li]> (C. Oros. Chron.), %3 (H.).

Such forms as Ep. 78, Ef. Cp. tilgend-, Cp. 645, seob-

gendum, 1467 geongendi must either show loss of -i- before

-g- (which in that case must in all probability denote -j-) or

else -g- must represent -ij-. nigon (H. Oros. etc.) has been

well explained by Jellinek (P.B.B. xiv. 582) : *niun has

become dissyllabic through the influence of sibun (seofon)

etc. The pronunciation therefore was doubtless nijon.

To conclude, there seems to be no evidence that Germ,

intervocalic -j- ever became spirantal ; otherwise the umlaut

in W. Sax. iege, hieg etc. is unintelligible]:; but -3- seems

to have become -i- at an early period—after the operation of

i-umlaut but (at least in Northumbrian) before the end of

cent. VII. The history of (guttural) -3- presents no difficulty.

13. Dialectic Peculiarities.

Several characteristics common to the Northumbrian

dialect and that of the Psalter and in part also to the South

t Yet the form agilimundus occurs in Amm. Marc. xvii. 12 (cf. also the

umlaut in O.N. Egill).

X This does not apply to Germ, intervocalic -jj- the history of which in

English is altogether obscure ; cf . toag, (wah), ceg, hncegan etc.

13—2
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Eastern dialects—such as e.g. the effects of i-umlaut on

diphthongs, the operation of palatal umlaut and the change

of ^ > e—have already been discussed. It is intended here

only to deal with such changes as seem to be peculiar to

each separate dialect, or to have taken place at some period

or in some form which distinguishes them from similar

phenomena elsewhere.

I. Northumbrian.

1. The change of m > e. In the MSS. of Bede it is

perfectly clear from the consistent -e- of ecg-, heri-, -stedi,

sehhiy eu, cedd etc. (so also before nasals, cf. p. 60) that -e- is

the normal form of the t-umlaut of -ce- (Germ. -a-). On
the other hand there are certain forms with -ae- (-ce-) before

-^- in the following syllable. Of these laestinga, uaetlinga

probably have no umlaut (cf. uiiffingas, tiouulfinga) ; aecci,

aeddi, haeddi again probably have w'^ (2-umlaut of -a-), cf.

acca, adda, L.V. hadda ; the same is perhaps true also of

hlaecca, aebhce. The form aedil- (beside edil-) however

requires explanation on account of the difference between

the MSS. of Bede and Liber Vitae. M. has 42 examples

of aedil- against 6 of edil-, while Liber Vitae has 4 examples

of ae^il- against 68 of e^il- (including a few cases in which

the cross stroke of the -d- is omitted or no longer legible).

Buthwell has ce]>]>ila3 but Thornhill I. has e]>elberht, e]>elwini.

There is no evidence for *ce]}el- in early Northumbrian texts,

though that is the usual form in Mercian and West Saxon.

Again Liber Vitae has egilmund (thrice) against Clermont

CBTfili, while Bede N. has both aegil- and egil- (cf. p. 83).

The change oi m> e seen in L.V. eS^7-, egil- is not altogether

without parallels. Thus Germ, -a- before -%- when affected

by ^-umlaut regularly appears as -ce- in Northumbrian, but

in Lind. D. sg. eher, N. pi. ehras, Ace. G. pi. ehera we find -e-.

The only explanation of these forms seems to be that they

come from a N.A. sg. *ehhir < ^cehhir (where -hh- must

have come from the analogy of the oblique cases). In the
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form alhnectig in Caedmon's Hymn and in Euthwell almelittig

also we seem to have a further development oi ce > e before

-i- in the following syllable. Lind. mwhtig may be due

to mceht, since aya- and i^a- stems had fallen together in

late Northumbrian. The evidence is indeed scanty but it

seems on the whole to justify the supposition that a change

of cs >e took place before preserved -i- in the following

syllable. The date of this change may be determined

approximately by the rarity of -e- in the MSS. of Bede.

It is to be noticed that C. has ae'Sil- {aedil-) in every case

where M. has edil-. About 720—750 then will seem to be

the most reasonable date f.

2. w-umlaut. There is no evidence for umlaut before

labial vowels prior to the operation of palatal umlaut, as was

the case in the dialect of the Psalter. The preservation

of -a- in Bede M. hacanos, hagustaldensis, Alph. lagu etc.

is decisive evidence to the contrary. M. indeed contains no

examples of ^^-umlaut except derauuda (v. 2), while on the

other hand in addition to hacanos, hagu-, we find haduuini,

badudegn, hadulac, cerotws, heruteu etc. ; so also metudces,

-fadur in Caedmon's Hymn. C. has headu^egn (iv. 13),

ceortes (iv. 6), heoriitfo7^da (iv. Pr., iv. 5), but this MS.

is probably not Northumbrian (cf. p. 60). The Alphabet

has lagu, but geofu, and Ruthwell has heafanws. For Liber

Vitae the statistics are as follows : ha'6a- 58, ha'6- (error) 1

against hea^u- 19, hea'^- (error) 1, heo^u- 1, ea'6u- 1 ; hadu-

55, had- 11, hadi- (error) 1 against 6eac?i6- 3, head- 1, heodu- 4
;

alu- 16 ; lagiidi 1 ; -uaru 3 ; but eafu 2 ; total, forms with

-a- 146, forms with -ea- {-eo-) 32. fri^ii- 18, /WS- 4 against

friu'Su- 1, frio^Li- 8; -gifu 1 ; total forms with -?*- 23, forms

with -io- (-iu-) 9. On the other hand against eofor- 2,

-geofu 2 there are apparently no forms with -e-. The

operation of ii-umlaut is therefore far from being complete

in Liber Vitae. From its partial character and from its

almost entire absence in the earliest texts, it seems probable

t Lind. D. sg. feder probably does not belong here but is rather due to

i-umlaut, representing a Germ. */'a'Sr/.
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that its influence was scarcely perceptible (except perhaps

after w-) before the middle of cent. viii. It may be observed

that uudu- occurs also in Epinal, though labial umlaut is there

otherwise unknown.

3. Umlaut of -e- through a following back vowel (other

than -U-) does not occur in the early texts though it is

frequent in Lindisfarne.

4. Loss of -u- in unaccented syllables before -h-. In

Liber Vitae there is no occurrence of final -it in the first

member of a compound when the second member has initial

-h-. The forms which are found are:

—

bad-helm (5), bad-

heard (1), bad-hard (2), bad-hun (1), bead-heard (1), frith-

helm {V),fri'6-helm {2),fri^-hild (1), and probably sna-hard (1),

cf. p. 50. It is to be noticed that the only other cases where

-u- is wanting are baduini (2), frithuini (1), where the loss of

-u- is in all probability merely graphic (against baduuini 11,

fri'6imini 2, frid6uuini 3), and ha'6-berct (1 against ha'Qio-berct

16) and hea'6-frith (1 against hea^u-frith 2), which may
simply be errors. To judge from the absence of any excep-

tions and especially from the absence of diphthongisation in

sna-hard (cf p. 51) the operation of this syncope would seem

to be fairly old (cent. Vii. ?). In that case bead-heard will

be due to a compromise between bad- and beadu- . It would

be unwise however to lay too much stress on sna-hard, as it

may have been influenced by sua-]'.

5. Delabialisation of diphthongs, i. Germ, au seems to

preserve its labial value in M. in three places, aeodbaldum

II. Pr., aeodbaldo ii. 7, II. 9 ; but elsewhere -ea- (rarely -aea-,

-§a-) is the usual form in M. In B. -eo- occurs in eodbaldo

II. 7, II. 9, eodfrid ii. 14; so also in deothdaege in Bede's

Death -song. In Liber Vitae -eo- for -ea- is not unknown

:

against 258 examples of ead-, eat- (including eada 12, eata 5,

ea^ryth 3, ealac 1) we find 5 examples of eod-, eot- (viz.

t This loss of final -u- has of course nothing to do with the svarabhaktic

-u- which arises from -Ix-, e.g. in L.V. aluch-sig (2), aluch-uald, aluch-burg,

aluch-stan against alch-uald (2), alch-sig. This svarabhakti is to be compared
with such forms as -ualach, -berict which are frequent in the Namur MS. of

Bede.
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eoduulf 1 eodbald 2, eoduald I, eota 1), and against 149

examples of ean- we find 5 examples of eon- (viz. eonuulf 3,

eonuald 1, eonmund 1) ; so also we find aeostor-, eostur-uini

against aestur-uini, aestor-hild (once each). These examples

are not sufficient to justify us in supposing that Germ, au

remained labial in Northumbrian longer than elsewhere. It

seems to me probable that the delabialisation was already

complete in Bede's time and that aeod- has been copied

from earlier documents. The comparatively frequent -eo-

for -ea- in L.V. beodu- (4), hed6u- (1), may possibly mean

that the new diphthong arising from -a- still retained a

labial value (cf. georored, 1. 282).

ii. Delabialisation of the ^o-diphthongs (arising from

Germ, eu, Germ, e before r + consonant etc.) occurs in M. in

earpualdo (il. 15),, amfleat (i. 33), probably in streanaes

(ill. 24 etc.), possibly in cearli (il. 14), eappa (iv. 13, 14).

In Ruthwell it is not quite clear whether we should read

heofunces, hed{l)du{n) or Keafanoes, hea(l)du(n), yet the use of

the letter ear shows at least that the sound of -ia- and -eo-

can have differed but little. In Liber Vitae on the other

hand the delabialisation is almost unknown, the only example

of -ea- being beam-hard (1. 464 against 72 examples of

beorn-). The delabialisation cannot therefore have been

complete in early Northumbrian, though this was no doubt

the case in Lindisfarne.

iii. Delabialisation of the m-diphthongs is unknown in

the early Northumbrian texts f.

6. Above all it is to be remembered that the eo- and %u-

(I0-) diphthongs were not confused in early Northumbrian.

Liber Vitae, which according to Thompson (Handbook of

Palaeography, p. 247 f.)J was compiled about 840, is still

t Such forms as irminrici (M. 11. 5), uerlama- (i. 7), bern-uini (iv. 16) etc.,

point to reduction of stress in the second member of the diphthong but not

necessarily to delabiahsation.

X The arguments adduced in support of this date in Cat. Anc. MSS. (Brit.

Mus.) II. p. 84 and Pal. Soc. i. pi. 238 are far from convincing. Practically

the date rests on the identification of uoenan (1. 16) with the Pictish king

Eoghenan (reigned 836—839). This identification seems to me very doubtful.

Judging from the general orthography of L.V., one would naturally read
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quite free from this confusion. The Genealogies (O.E.T.

p. 167 ff.) are not a Northumbrian text, for no Northumbrian

kings are mentioned after Alhred (r. 765— 774; while the

Mercian line is brought down to Coenuulf (d. 819). The

prototype list may of course have been of Northumbrian

origin.

II. The dialect of the Psalter.

1. Labial umlaut (of. Zeuner, p. 28 ff. where full details

are given). That this took place very early is shown not

only by the fact that it preceded palatal umlaut, but also by

the distinction between e.g. hafa'S, saga^ and speara^, cwae-

cade, which shows that -a- < Germ, -ai- and -a- < Germ,

-o- had not yet fallen together in unaccented syllables, the

latter being still labial as also in N.A. pi. daegas. Moreover

-Q- < Germ, -a- before nasals was still labial (e.g. draecan,

-weafre through the influence of ^-weafran), and even the

sound arising therefrom by i-umlaut (e.g. fearende, tosae-

cendes for ^toscaecendes) ; so also the sound arising from Germ.

-an- before voiceless spirants appears to have been still labial

(e.g. pi. gehleada'6) ; so also Germ, -oj- can not yet have

become -i- (cf gleadie). Syncope of vowels which have pro-

duced labial umlaut is seen in ^eosne etc. It is not quite

clear whether such forms as spreocUy steogun are due to a

second operation of labial umlaut or whether they are due

to analogy.

2. Umlaut before back vowels may be old in leofa^

(: G. lihaiy). A later repetition w^ith a different result is

perhaps to be seen in weagas,fealan (cf. p. 7 f.).

3. The change of ce^ > e (cf Zeuner, p. 11 ffT) must have

taken place at an early period, for w^ must still have been

distinct from ce'^,w^ and ce^ which are exempt from the change

(cf. pp. 4 f., 8), whereas the change oi ce >e affects ce^ and ^^

(though not w^) as well as w\ The change of ce^ >e would

uoenan as woenan. From the linguistic evidence I should feel inclined to

date the text not later than the first few years of the ninth century.
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therefore seem to be earlier than the change of <F- {ce^, ce^) > e

and can hardly have taken place much after the operation of

palatal umlaut. It may of course be still earlier. The

change apparently did not take place in words which were

not fully accented, e.g. cet, '6cet (cf. Zeuner, p. 13). Sievers'

explanation of these forms (§ 151, note) is incredible to me.

4. Delabialisation of diphthongs. The confusion of eo

and ea in nominal and verbal forms (other than those of the

substantive verb) is comparatively rare (cf Zeuner, pp. 23, 50

etc.). In pronominal forms however and in forms of the

verb substantive -ea- regularly appears for -eo-, e.g. G. pi.

'^eara (never *Qeora) : O.H.G. dero (cf G. sg. ^ere : O.H.G.

dera) ; G. pi. heara (either from ^hezg or through the in-

fluence of ^eara, cf. G.D. sg. hire, D. sg. m. D. pi. him) ; 1 sg.

earn (: W. Sax. eom)
;
perhaps also pi. earun : O.N. ero"|".

So also -ie- appears for -lu-, e.g. N. sg. f hie (85, 11) : W.
Sax. hio (heo) ; N. sg. f sie (frequent) against seo (25, 10),

W. Sax. sio (seo), cf ^eos ; Conj. sie, siem, sien (frequent)

against sion (60, 5), cf. sio, seo, sion in Chart. 45 (Surrey).

In all these cases the delabialisation may be due to the fact

that these words usually had a subordinate accent ; this is

further confirmed by Ace. G. sg. etc. onsiene (: G. siuns),

where the delabialisation must be due to the chief accent

being on the first syllable. The delabialisation must of

course have taken place before the eo- and lu- {^o-) diphthongs

fell together.

5. The eo- and %u- diphthongs are confused, as to some

extent in West Saxon. They can be distinguished only

t The diphthong -ea- in freamsum is difficult to explain. It can hardly

be due to anything else than labial umlaut of o"^. A somewhat parallel case

is Cp. 286 fre(p)mo beside Ep. Erf. 135 fremu (cf. p. 113). In later texts

freomsum also occurs. The difference between /ream- and /reom- may be due

to a later operation of labial umlaut in the latter case—subsequent to the

change ce^ > e. The cause of the labial umlaut in freamsum is perhaps to be

seen in the second element (sum-) of the compound. In that case fremu will

probably be a transformation of an older *frce^mi (< *frami), and the labial

umlaut in fre{o)mo will be due to the new case-ending. For the combination

of i- and labial umlaut such forms as eosol { < *e^sul < *e^slu < *asilu) may be

compared.
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(1) where palatal umlaut has operated, cf. p. 9 f., (2) where

delabialisation has taken place through lack of stress ; cf. 4,

above.

III. Kentish.

This investigation will be restricted chiefly to Charters

4—8, and 33—44 (in the Oldest English Texts) the Kentish

origin of which is practically certain. The study of this

dialect is beset with very great difficulties, for the differences

between the language of the early charters and that of the

later ones (especially 38—40, and 43, 44) are not all of

such a character as might naturally be expected between

the earlier and later forms of the same dialect. Thus palatal

umlaut prevails in the early charters, but in the later ones

it becomes gradually rarer (see below). But if the monoph-

thongisation had once been complete, i.e. if (^a, So, iu had

become S (e), e, % respectively, as in Northumbrian and the

dialect of the Psalter, it is incredible that the diphthong

should again be restored in the same dialect without any

diphthongisation taking place in the case of original d, e, I.

Again breaking of Germ, -a- before Z + consonant does not

occur in Chart. 4—7 and is rare before Chart. 38, but in

Chart. 38— 40, 43, 44, the examples of -ea- greatly out-

number those of -a-. The Kentish texts of the Middle

English period (cf Sweet, H.E.S. § 645, 740) agree with the

later Charters. They show further that the breaking (or

at least the palatalisation) of Germ, -a- before I + consonant

took place before the palatalisation of initial gutturals, and

consequently that a Kentish form ceald (= ^ceald) of cent. IX.

can not be the direct development of a Kentish form cald

(= *kald) of cent. vili. The evidence of the forms with

i-umlaut unfortunately can not be relied on here ; for since

there is a change of ce^>e in Kentish, there may also have

been a change of ce^ > e, as in the dialect of the Erf. glossary

(p. 107), consequently uelhisci (Chart. 4) might have -e- < ce^

(i.e. *walxisk-) just as well as -e-<cB^ (i.e. ^wceal^isk-). These

difficulties, so far as I can see, can only be solved on the

f
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hypothesis that the dialect of the later charters was from

the beginning distinct from that in which the earlier charters

were written, the latter being closely related to the Midland

and Northumbrian dialects, while the affinities of the former

were apparently rather with West Saxon. Such a change

of dialect might be explained in two ways : i. There may
have been two distinct dialects in Kent from the beginning,

one, which belonged originally perhaps to the Eastern part

(Canterbury and its neighbourhood), at first prevailing but

being eventually ousted by the other, which perhaps belonged

to the districts bordering on Surrey and Sussex, ii. The

dialect of the earlier charters may not have been true Kentish

at all but a literary or court language of chiefly Midland

complexion though modified by local characteristics ; this

may in time have given place to the native dialect, which is

therefore to be seen in the later charters. The latter expla-

nation seems to me the more probable since the time covered

by those charters which show a dialect of the first type coin-

cides approximately with the period of Mercian supremacy,

which lasted (with intermissions) from Wulfhere to Coenwulf.

It is noticeable that the first charter (38) with strongly

marked characteristics of the second type belongs to 831,

only a few years after the fall of the Mercian power (cf.

Chron. 823).

It will be found convenient to divide the later charters

into four groups, the first containing Chart. 33—36, the

second Chart. 37, the third Chart. 38—40 and 43, 44, the

fourth Chart. 41, 42. Of these groups the third shows the

most striking characteristics of the later or strictly Kentish

language,

1. The breaking of Germ, -a- before I -\- consonant.

Charters 4—7 give 9 examples of -a-, none of -ea- (though

aeldredi occurs in Chart. 4) ; Chart. 8 gives one example of

-ea-, none of -a- ; Chart. 33—36 give 14 examples of -a-,

5 of -ea-
; Chart. 37 gives 4 examples of -a-, none of -ea-

;

Chart. 38—40, 43, 44 give 11 examples of -a-, 38 of -ea-
;

Chart. 41, 42 give 12 examples of -a-, 3 of -ea-. After 850
forms with -a- seem to have become quite exceptional, as
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may be seen from Chart. 27—32 which are distinctly Kentish

in their language. In only one of these (Chart. 29) is -a- at

all frequent. Subsequent monophthongisation of -ea- to -ce-

appears in e^elbceld (Chart. 32).

2. Palatal Umlaut. In Chart. 4—7 we find : monoph-
thongal forms 4 {uuiht- twice, leg, aehcha, all in Chart. 5), diph-

thongal none; Chart. 8, monophthongal 1 (^^mA^-), diphthongal

1 (heah-) ; Chart. 33—36, monophthongal 3 (uuiht-, hwh 33,

reht- 34), diphthongal 9 (heah four times, heag 33, wioht 34,

heah twice 35, beag 36)*t*; Chart. 87, monophthongal 6 (aec, cec),

diphthongal 1 (weax) ; Chart. 38—40, 43, 44, monophthongal

1 {reht- 38, cf. also hetwix 44), diphthongal 11 {feoh, reoht,

heah 38, fiah 39, ge^eahte, heah, heag, smeagende 40, meahse

43, heah, eacca 44) ; Chart. 41, 42, monophthongal 3 (sex

twice 4], bceg 42), diphthongal 1 (beag 41).

3. The change of ce > e. No examples of -e- < a^ occur

in the early Charters (4—8). In the later Charters the

occurrences are as follows : Chart. 33 \ ae^el- 5, daeg- 1 ; total

-w- 6 ; -e- does not occur. Chart. 34 ae^el- 5, cet 2, ^wt 3,

hwbbe 2, et 1, hue'Sei- 1 ; total -ce- 12 : -e- 2. Chart. 35

aeM- 4, wt 4, ^cet 2, et 1 ; total -03- 10 : -e- 1. Chart. 36

ae^el- 2, o?ae^- 1, «?^ 1 ; total -w- 4 ; -e- does not occur. Chart.

37 wt 8, ^wt 10, hwbbe 1, ^ces 2, ma?^e 2, hwwder 1, cefter 1,

c^oB^ 3, '6aette 1, Se^^e 1, hueder 1, festen 1 ; total -«?- 29

:

-e- 3. Chart. 38 eM- 5, 3e^ 4, et 3, u'es, Se^ 2, hebfa'6, hebbe,

festnie; total -e- 17; -«?- does not occur. Chart. 39 ^et 2,

et 4, c^e^, (iei, 3^5, hebbe, hwet, seel; total -e- 12 ; -ce- does not

occur. Chart. 40 aeM- 2, Sce^, '6et 2, e^ 3, festnie 2, /ie66e 3,

^^;es, c^ei, -gef\ total -c(?- 3: -e- 13. Chart. 41 ae^el-, wt 4,

^wt 15, hwbbe 2, c^^^er 2, hwwder, dwg, hwwt, begwt, m^ge, et 2,

c?e^ 3, hebbe, festnie 2, e/^er ; total -w- 29 : -e- 9§. Chart. 42

^wt 4, wt, begwt, wfter, eM- 2, ^et 2, dei 5, deg, festnie, ^es,

fere, liffest, befestan, megen ; total -w- 7 : -e- 16. Chart. 43

t The forms heagy^e, h^gy'^e, hcegy^e which occur once each in

Chart. 34 are omitted ; so also forms with herht which alone occur in these

charters.

J In this list slight orthographical differences such as §, ae for <b, u for

w, etc. are not regarded.

§ Cf. also fulgere 1. 65.
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eM- S, '6et, et, deg\ total -e- 11 ; -ce- does not occur. Chart.

44 ^'6el- 9, deg ; total -ce- 9 : -e- \. The absence of -e- (< ce^)

in the early Charters must be simply an accident, for the

confusion is shown by the use of -§- for -e- (< Germ, -e-)

in g^hredi (Chart. 4). Similar cases in the later Charters

are: gcefe etc. (37 thrice), -cuaedenan (37 twice and -cu^denan

once), swcestar, wcergeld (41). So also -ce- (§) appears for

-e- < ^ in tucelf (37 thrice), odles (41), swcelc (41 thrice),

s^lle (41) and perhaps in twcegen (41). It is to be observed

that in contrast to the dialect of the Psalter the change of

ce > e takes place also in words which were not fully accented,

e.g. et, ^et beside cet, ^cet ; so also the change affects ce^, e.g.

allmehtgum (37, 42). Whether uelhisci (Chart. 4), uuelesces

(37), elf- (38) have e < ce^ or e < ce"^ is not quite certain, but

in uelhisci the latter is more probable. The same change is

found in the glossaries (cf. p. 107). Before -rr- and -r- + con-

sonant the cases of cb : e {< ce^) seem to correspond closely to

the cases of ce : e(< ce'^) above : thus cerfe- (cerhe-) occurs

in Chart. 40 (twice), 41 (4 times), 42 (7 times), 44 (once)

;

cer'Se- in Chart. 42 (once) ; 'onccerrende in Chart. 34 (once) ; so

also cerce- Chart. 40, 41 (once each). On the other hand

-e- occurs in erfe {erfe 34 1. 9, erhe 40 1. 19) Chart. 34 (once),

39 (once), 40 (twice), 41 (twice); ferwerne in Chart. 40

(once), gecerran in Chart. 40 (once) ; and eixe- in Chart.

38, 40 (once each). Probably lengthening before r + con-

sonant did not take place so early as in the dialect of the

Psalter and Northumbrian. The conclusions drawn from

the Kentish evidence altogether may be summed up briefly

as follows : the change of ce > e (and consequent confusion

with e^ and e^) began very early, probably before the end of

cent. VII., and was not confined to ce^ as in the dialect of the

Psalter, but extended also to ce^ and probably to ce'^.

4. The change of w>e. i. Forms with -e-<w^ are

frequent in the earliest Charters, though forms with -ae-

(ce, §) are also found. Chart. 4 has -redi (thrice) against

-maeri (once) ; Chart. 5 has 4 examples of -e- (-redus, meg-,

stret, -redi) but none of -ae- etc. In the later Charters the

occurrences are as follows : Chart. 33 -ce- 1 {w§r-) : -e- 2
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(wer-) ;
Chart. 34 -e- 1 (were) ; Chart. 85 -e- 2 (setum,

wer-) ; Chart. 36 -e- 1 {wer-) ; Chart. 37 -ce- 9 (5aer

3, wceron, sc§p, caeses (2), uu^ge, su^senda) : -e- 3 (rec?,

suesendum, arede) ; Chart. 38 -e- 6 {wer-, were, mei, meg,

hegetan 2) ; Chart. 39 -e- 6 {mei, gere 2, cesa, wege 2) ; Chart.

40 -ce- 1 {w^ga) : -e- 4 {wer-, mei-, gere, cesa) ; Chart. 41

-ce- 6 {w§r-, ])cer, sc^pa, m§gas, s§le, seeled) : -e- 12 (me^, ^^ere,

cesa 2, wega 2, seep, t5er 3, gesele, -lese) ; Chart. 42 -ce- 2 (5^r,

swcBsendum) : -e- 2 (ret?, medwe) ; Chart. 43 -e- 5 {medwe 3,

5^ref 2) ; Chart. 44 -e- 1 {mei-). The following forms have

been omitted from this list: (1) suae, swce etc.; Chart. 34

(7 times), 37 (6 times), 41 (6 times), 42 (7 times): swe etc.;

Chart. 38 (4 times), 39 (once), 40 (twice) ; this word may
have undergone shortening. (2) -red in compound names

;

this form appears consistently ; here also shortening is not

unlikely.

ii. Forms with -ae- {§) = w^ are more frequent in the

early Charters : Chart. 4 -^- 1 {§drico) ; Chart. 5 -ae- 1

{-gae) against one probable example of -e- {enfridi) ; Chart. 7

-ae- 2 {-iaeae, -iaee) ; to these examples limin-aee (Chart. 6)

with -w- arising from contraction of ce^ + i is probably to be

added. In the later Charters only -e- occurs : egi in Chart.

33 ; -ge in Chart. 34, 35 (five times), 36 ; and perhaps hei in

Chart. 43.

iii. -e- < w"^ seems to occur in -leg (Chart. 5) ; -ce- occurs

in -hcEh (Chart. 33), h^gy^e, hcegy'Se (Chart. 34), cec, aec

(6 times in Chart. 37), hmg (Chart. 42), possibly also in pcega

(Chart. 33). Elsewhere the diphthong is restored (cf. p. 92).

iv. -e- < ce^ appears first in Chart. 37. There seem

however to be no examples of words with w^ in the early

Charters except probably aes{s)ica in Chart. 5 (cf. aesica in

Bede, iv. 8). Chart. 33 has -haiQ ; Chart. 34 has 8 examples

of -ce- {oeht 2, ncenig 2, '6cem, arceddan, hcem, gedcele)
; Chart.

35, 36 have no examples. In Chart. 37—43 the occurrences

are as follows : Chart. 37 ^cem 3, huaetenra, aegera, gem§-

num, maest, Sem 3, hela, clenra, gedele ; total -ce- 7 : -e- 6.

Chart. 38 Sem, er, enig, neniggra, mest, se- ; total -e- 6

;

there are no examples of -ce-. Chart. 39 Sem 4, awege ; total
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-e- 5 ; no examples of -ce-. Chart. 40 Seem, Sem 3, leste
;

total -CB- 1 : -e- 4. Chart. 41 iScem 3, cer, cenig, cenne, gel^sten,

gelceste, ^em 6, clennisse 2, gedele, hemed, redenne ; total -ce- 8 :

-e- 11. Chart. 42 ^cem 2, oer 2, mest, gerece, leste \ total

-OS- 4 : -e- 3. Chart. 43 has se-.

The change oi w^> e must have taken place before the

end of cent. vil. and the same is probably true oi ce^ > e in

spite of the survival of -gae etc. The change of w^>e on

the other hand belongs in all probability to a somewhat

later period
;
yet not so late as might be inferred from the

absence of forms with -e- before Chart. 37 ; for Corpus

contains several examples while in Erfurt they are frequent

(cf. p. 119 f.). The change of ^^ > e is confined to this dialect,

and the archetype of Erfurt was probably a Kentish text,

while Corpus, though not Kentish itself, has been compiled

in part from Kentish sources (cf. p. 161). Neither Corpus

nor the archetype of Erfurt can very well be later than

the end of cent. viii.

The completeness of the change c^ > e is shown lastly by

the use of -ce- for -e- in haer^ aecan (37), cece (42 twice),

^c (44) : W. Sax. her, ece.

5. Diphthongs, i. One of the most striking character-

istics of the early Charters is the frequent preservation

of -aea-. Thus Chart. 6 has balthhaeardi, aeanherhti, aethili-

aeardi and Chart. 5, 7 have -aea (arising through con-

traction). With the exception of theabul (Chart. 5) -ea-

does not appear before Chart. 8 where as also in the later

Charters it is universal.

ii. Confusion of the eo- and lu- (lo-) diphthongs. In

the early Charters there is no evidence, but in the later

ones it appears to be complete. Thus e.g. Morn (36) beside

beorn (33 twice, 34, 35 twice, 37 thrice, 40 twice), ciol

(36, 41 twice, 44 four times) beside ceol (33 twice, 34, 35,

38, 40 twice, 42, 43); wiorn (34); siolf (41, 42) beside

seolfa (34); 'Qiow (37 twice, 41); liofast (42 twice), liofre

(41 four times)
;
geleornie (34), weor^e (41 thrice), ^reo- (41

twice). In the latest Charters -io- tends to become more

frequent.
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iii. Confusion of the ea- and eo- diphthongs is not very-

frequent. The following examples occur in the later charters

:

eoster- (35 four times), georwien (87), -weord (37), beorn

(38); beam- (37), -bearte (38), bearht (43 twice, 44 twice),

-beade'S (41). The last two examples are probably due to

delabialisation (see below). So also in (relatively) un-

accented words : earan (34), ^eara (36,. 37, 41 thrice).

iv. Delabialisation of the diphthong lo (< earlier io, eo).

Besides the forms with -ea- we find also -ia-, though not

before Chart. 38. These forms are especially frequent in

Chart. 38—40, 43, 44, which altogether have 17 ia against

12 eo, 7 io ; Chart. 38: hia (2), friandiim, biarn (5), cial;

Chart. 39 : bebiade, sia, fiah ; Chart. 40 : bebiade, sia ; Chart.

43 : biarn, diar ;
Chart. 44 : cial. On the other hand

Chart. 41, 42 have onJy 3 cases of -ia- {hia twice, bian

all in 41 ;
possibly also ge^ian) against 16 eo, 18 io f.

6. The confusion of -y- and -e- (< e\ e^, ce^ etc.) occurs

only in Chart. 38 yfter (twice) ; and therefore was probably

only beginning in the first half of cent. IX. A further

example is perhaps afforded by -styde in Chart. 29.

14. The Epinal, Erfurt and Corpus Glossaries.

In tracing the historical development of Old English

sounds I have used the evidence of the Glossaries very

sparingly. This has been done for two reasons, firstly be-

cause there is no decisive external evidence in regard either

to the period or the locality in which they were written

;

secondly because the interDal evidence is obviously very

complicated. Apart from any questions of date or dialect,

I accept Sweet's conclusions (O.E.T. p. 33) on the general

t Examples of -ia- for earlier io, eo arising from back and labial umlaut

(e.g. hiabenlice, wiaralde) are not included in these statistics. The same

remarks apply however here also. •
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relationship of the texts. These may conveniently be tabu-

lated as follows :

—

*A glossary in a-order (Archetype i.)

*EE ( = Epinal Erfurt) a copy of the above (Archetype 11.) *Archetype of Corpus
I

1

, I

Epinal *English archetype of Erfurt i. Corpus

Erfurt I.

That Erfurt is not a direct copy of Archetype ii. (Sweet's

" EE ") will be made quite clear by the following investi-

gation (cf also O.E.T. p. 31). The above table represents

the minimum number of texts necessarily involved. There

may of course have been others ; for example, there may
have been more than one text intermediate between Arche-

type I. and Corpus. The Archetype of Corpus had other

sources besides Archetype I., some of which were used also

for Erfurt ii. and probably for Erfurt III. (cf Sweet 1. c).

The difficulties involved in the investigation of the

English forms are obvious. Any given form (e.g.) in Epinal

may either directly represent a form of Archetype I., or may
be due to a change in Archetype ii. or in Epinal itself

In the following pages I have tried to ascertain (1) the

forms of Archetype I., and (2) the changes characteristic

of each of the three texts. The forms of Archetype I.

may be inferred with some degree of probability when all

the three texts agree ; so also with the forms of Archetype 11.

when Epinal and Erfurt agree. Changes characteristic of

Epinal may be inferred when Erfurt and Corpus agree in a

form differing from that of Epinal. Changes characteristic

of Erfurt may be inferred in the same way from the agree-

ment of Epinal and Corpus. In applying this test certain

reservations must of course be made. The chief difficulty

lies in determining the forms of Archetype I. when the

forms of Epinal and Erfurt differ from those of Corpus.

Glosses in which all three texts show material differences

in English words are not very frequent. Lastly it may be

mentioned that even among those glosses in which all three

texts show identical forms, and which may therefore reason-

14
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ably be regarded as representing the forms of Archetype I.,

the language is far from consistent. The reason for this

is doubtless that in Archetype I. as in the surviving texts

some words were copied directly from much older documents

(whether non-alphabetical glossaries or even from the original

interlinear glosses themselves), while others were modernised

(cf p. 140 etc.).

The following tables do not claim to give an exhaustive

account of the phonology of the glossaries. The discussion

is confined to sounds which are differently treated in the

different dialects and to forms which show archaic or dia-

lectical peculiarities. For the rest it will be enough to

refer to Dieter, Ueber Sprache u. Mundart der altesten

englischen Denkmaler (Gottingen 1885).

It will be convenient to divide the glosses into three

classes : A. Glosses found in Epinal and Erfurt I. B. Glosses

in Erfurt 11., ill. C. Glosses peculiar to Corpus.

1

1. ce\

A. ce^ is usually represented by ae (ce, §) in all the

glossaries. In 30 clear cases of ce^ Epinal, Erfurt and Corpus

agree in ae (ce, §) :

—

Ep. 50 ae«i7=:auellanus Erf.

84 hraecli = a,uiicu\o

90 uuraec = &egit,

110 faestinnum= 8ircihus

157 scaet= hona,

174 naesgristlae= cartilaga

180 aesc (etc.) =^ cercylus

205 gihaeplice = GonipsiY

232 ima{e)terthruch = ca,Y3i.ctis

236 haesil= coYjlus

405 librlaeppan= &hra,e

440 aetgaerii = ira.mesi

450 aesctiirotae — ierulsi

479 aedilra= gregariorum

523 uuaes (etc.) = (interceptum) est

525 gihaen uuaes = inpendebatur

577 staebplegan= \]jLdi litterari

haesl

hraegl

uraec

f^stinnun

scaet

naes-

aesc (etc.)

gihaeplicae

uaeter-

haesl

-laeppan

aetgaru

aesc-

aedilra

-uaes

-uaes

scceb-

Cp. 243 hae{s)l

155 hr^gli

94 ivraec

223 faestinnum

811 scaet

350 naes-

438 aesc

524 gehaeplice

367 uu^ter-

536 haesl

873 -laeppan

922 cBtgaeru

861 aesc-

993 unae'^ilsa

1084 -waes

1086 -waes

1245 staef-
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Ep. 677 6Zaecie7*M= napta

706 Mgaet = dhienM\%

733 fraehraedae= praepropera

741 -ludgaet =-sei\dotevuin.

783 edscaept = ^alingenesean

814 forslaeg^n = iproMGta

830 hunaegaepl= pastellas

848 hraebn§s foot= quinquefoliiim

915 anhaebd ==8U.STpen&ns

939 faetmaendi= sinnosa

1002 uuraec= toYq...

1040 uuinaern

=

taberna

1071 waeffsas= nesi^a,s

Erf. hlaec- Cp,. 1360 blaec-

higaet 1409 bigaet {etc.)

fraehraedae 1633 fraehrae^e

-ludgaet 1538 -ludgat

edscaept 1488 edscaeft

forslaegpi 1662 forslaegen

-aepl 1512 -aeppel

hrafncBS- 1697 hraefnes-

anhcebd 1947 ahaefd

faedmendi 1862 fae'^mendi

uuraec 2033 uuraec

-aern 1983 -aerw

uuaeps 2098 uuaefsas

So also in 5 glosses in which the value of -ae- is not

certain :

—

Ep. 75 sfae/wfwfira t= alternantium Erf. staefnen- Cp. 126 staefnendra

dra

864 pistoe&wgwfirae t= reciprocate gistaebrien 1721 gestaefnen-

dre

87 wwraec= actuaris wraec 62 wraec

587 /iaead= lucius haecid 1247 haecidX

840 ae/inan= quisquiliae cegrihan 1696 aegnan%

Epinal and Erfurt have -ae- = oe^n 2 glosses which are

wanting in Corpus :

—

Ep. 400 /iraew=flustra (etc.)

407 fcecilae= fax

Erf. raew

faecile
||

Epinal and Corpus have -ae- = ob^ in 2 glosses :

—

Ep. 489 scaeptloan — haBtilia telorum Cp. 1005 scaeptloan

1070 steupfaedaer= nitncius (Erf. staupfotar) 2124 steopfaeder

So also in 3 glosses where Erfurt has -a- :

—

1. 416 aesc= fraximus Erf. aastc Cp. 920 aesc

474 smaeZ =: gracilis smal 992 sm^l

742 7i?'aed=percitus hrad 1539 hraed

t These words have ce'^ in all probability. In other texts there occur

forms which seem to point to e^.

X Perhaps a contamination of hacod and *hecid (: O.H.G. hehhit).

§ Probably related to Goth, ahana.

II
Cf. also the doubtful form Ep. Erf. 962 staeg = stagnum.

14—2
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Erfurt and Corpus have 8 examples of -ae- = ce^ in the

glosses wanting in Epinal *(- :

—

Erf. 255 uaeps = QQbxo

273 /ae^few= campos

285 hraehn= coxQ,TL

298 gr§sgro{e)ni = carpassini

336 ged^bin gebil= dehitaj pensio

353 araebndae = expendisse

367 st^b (etc.) = exito

385 b^cdermi =exta,

Cp. 603 waefs (etc.)

543 faegen

553 hraefn

393 graes-

648 gedaebeni-

776 araef(n)de

785 endistaeb

801 baec-

Examples of -e- = w^ are however not wanting. Epinal,

Erfurt and Corpus agree in 9 glosses :

—

Ep. 6 teblae= ale&

7 teblere= a,le&tor

11 reftras= SLmites

106 sceptloum= ^mentis

172 tebelstan= csilcnlus (etc.)

178 ie6Ztt/i = cotizat

633 lebil= msimle

894 ier& = scirpea (etc.)

995 lebil =triTp\i&

tefil Cp. 110 tebl

teblere 111 teblere

reftras 150 reftras

(etc.)

sceptloum 156 sceptloum

tebil- 349 fe6Z-

teblith 497 «e&Ze«/i

lebil 1269 Ze6iZ

lebrae 1804 Ze6r

lebil 2045 ZefeZ

In 1 gloss Epinal and Erfurt have -e- against Corpus

Erf. merae Cp. 1111 maere \

-ae- X
:

—

Ep. 558 mera= incuba (etc.)

In 8 glosses Epinal has -e- against Erfurt and Corpus

-ae-

:

—
Ep. 604 /iMef= licidus§

744 forsleginum= -profLiga.tu8\\

1058 ceb^rtuun= uestihulnm.

Erf. huaet Cp. 1223 hucet

faerlslaeg- 1637 forslaege-

mum num
caeber- 2094 caebr-

t Cf. also the doubtful form Erf. 269 ^aet^=calomacu8, Cp. 383 haet.

X Cf. also Ep. 535 a{n)slegaengrae = mi>&cta.e, Erf. aslegenrce, where

Cp. (1096) has onligenre. Here also possibly belongs Ep. 541 unaseddae=
inopimum, Erf. unasettce, Cp. 1102 unasaedde, but the word may have

i-umlaut.

§ If Sweet's explanation (p. 481) is right ; I do not know the Latin word.

II
The Epinal form is possibly due to i-umlaut, cf. p. 62 n.
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In 15 glosses Erfurt has -e- against Epinal and Corpus

-ae- :

—

Ep. 124

136

523

526

549

572

642

740

772

908

913

930

1006

1017

1042

Erf.hraebrebletae = bicoca

staeblidrae= ballista

r{a)ebsid uuaes = interceptum est

raefsed= interpellari

in maethlae = in curia

haecilae= \&cerna (etc.)

uuaelreab= manubium
/iaeciiag = paludamentum (etc.)

aesc= praxinus

staer= sturnvis

haeg tis = strigia.

maestun= saginabant

aespae = tremulus

baest (etc.) = tilio

faestin (etc.) = termofilas f

hebre- Cp. 294 haebre-

steb- 263 staef-

repsit- 1084 raefsit-

refset 1087 raefsit

-medlce 1110 -maetSle

heeile 1169 haecile

uuel- 1277 wael-

hecceli 1474 haecile

esc 1651 aesc

sterm 1911 staer

hegtis 1913 haegtis

mestum 1782 maestun

esp§ 2048 aespe

best 2022 baest

festis 2006 fae{s)ten

In one gloss (511, wanting in Corpus) Epinal has -ae-

(araepsid = intercaeptum) against Erf. -e- (arepsit).

In one gloss Corpus has -e- against Epinal and Erfurt

ae-

:

—
Ep. 592 &aers= lupus Erf. baers Cp. 1251 bre{r)s

but -e- may be = e with lengthening before r + consonant.

Cf. North. (Lind.) gers^.

Note. Corpus has -ae- against Ep. Erf. -a- in 968

spaeren, Ep. 460 sparaen, Erf sparen ; 1370 haebern = ne-psi,

Ep. 684 hahern, Erf hafern; so also in 379 haebrn against

Erf. 258 hafaern.

B. Erfurt II., III. contain two examples of -ae- = ce^ :

—

1154 scaer =bemer 1158 scaes = h\ins

and four examples of -e- = ce^ :-

1106 ne/erw= cancer

1137 rendegn= aedituB templi (etc.)

1141 tebleri (etc.)=aleator

1142 tejil=alia.

t Cf. also Ep. 660 haecid= mngi\, Erf. hecid, Cp. 1342 haeced (cf. p. 99).

X There are two other doubtful cases of Cp. -e- against Erf. (Ep.) -ae-

:

34 etspe = ahie8, Ep. 37 saeppae, Erf. s^pae ; 619 Zej?ewMince= cucuzata,

Erf. 264 laepaeuinccB (for hleapewince ?).

t
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C. Corpus has 67 clear cases of -ae- etc. = ce^

:

—
25 raece = rastrum

32 scaer = uomev
33 haeselhnutu= abelena

118 spaerhabuc = aMetum

140 fosto7-faeder= altov

167 aetgaere = anssitsie

183 fraetgengian= ai^otQ,&ia.

191 w7Mi/aet= appotheca

202 aespe = arbutus

204 faestin= arx

205 ^^ae^/nel^ixZ^archtoes

230 fraefeli (etc.) = astu

241 aeldra faeder='&\iu8

274 £ZaeZ= baratrum

300 sfeqp/aeder = bitricius

366 craef= carcura (i.e. carruca)

372 waeter'^rum= canalibus

431 J'raefeleo= csi]leo

477 (700cfaej3peZ= citonium

612 gegaedradon= conpactis

711 0^ 5ae«= eatenus

732 sZaece =:egra

759 haegtis (etc.) = erenis

772 haehtisse = enmenides

809 araefndun= exigebant

839 cegtp'o= fala,rica,

859 it?ae/s = fespa

864 ^raes = fenum

881 wce{g)nfearu (etc.)= fiscalis reda

945 haehtis^hxxia,

958 ae6ile= genexoBus

988 /aei/im= gremen

1032 hlaestscip = honeraria

1043 \>aectigilum =imhvicih}JL8

1054 aetioeosendne= mmmente
1068 raepsung = interceptio

1082 r^fsde= interce-pit

1123 gegaelen= mcsint8itSL

1194 ie/ti/aei=:lanteriia

1295 ^e/aesfecZ= macilentus

1318 haet= -mitx&

1365 /cresca^ i=nabulum
1441 stae&=:olastruni

1462 gehaeplice = ordinatus

1482 deadraegelum= palearibus

1494 /aedra = patruus

1495 faedran swnw= patruelis

1497 naegl= -£iai,xi[lum. (etc.)

1510 fae'Sm (etc.) = passus

1555 b i^ slaegeii= ipevcellitur

1565 sZae^ew=percellitur

1574 /irae(^ = perpes

1605 ymb '^(Et= -p\ns minus

1675 /w'ae'Se=propero

1718 sZaec treses

1741 getael= xima,

1745 stae'^su{u)alwe= Yi^&violus

1778 /?ae6= salum

1802 stae{r)blind= scotomaticus

1875 /ae^wi= sinus

1942 ouuaestm (etc.) = surculus

1946 geuuetfaestae = suha,YTCSita.

2061 naescum= tractibus

2109 wcegn= nemcu\u.io[i

2156 nae(;Z(s2JerM) = unguana

2157 fcsgen= uoti compos (etc.)

2165 waetercruce= nrGio\ujn.-f

t To these may be added 579 rae(imsse= concussionibus, if this stands

for hraed- (but cf. Bede C. gloss 75 r^ecZnis = pernicitas). Further -ae- = ce^

is more or less probable in 997 (;rg/= graffium, 1311 scrae& = merga (cf.

O.N. skarfr), 1479 raecedlic =ipQXatm& (perhaps a compromise form between

recid, reced and *racud: 0. Sax. rakud), 1526 ae^«aw = paleae (cf. p. 99),

1769 spraec = sarmentum (possibly for spaec, cf. O.H.G. spahha, spacho

but see also Bosworth-ToUer, p. 903 b); 1148 in b^ce = in catamo. Another

possible case is 1624 /mwceZ= procax. The following glosses are obscure :

—

858 ma^re= faecce, 1529 reo(inaesc = partica, 1618 scaefte = poleo.
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On the other hand Corpus has 8 cases of -e- =ce^:—
145 sceptog= a,mmentnia 484 scohnegl= GlauuB caligaris

193 lebel= Siquemsile 649 gegederung= con^Sigem.

217 uiiyndecreft= axs 'plnWiSbiia. 1823 Ze6er (etc.) = scirpea

899 /ie6er = caper 1993 blesum= tedis

probably also 881 gebellicum- = fiscalis- (cf. p. 135 n.) and

perhaps 190 ge]>rec = apparatum.

From the evidence given above the following conclusions

may legitimately be drawn :

—

1. The change of <je^>e was known to Archetype I.

though the spelling -ae- was usually kept.

2. The use of -e- = ce^ has been extended both in Epinal

and in Erfurt, especially the latter.

3. There is not sufficient evidence to show that the use

of -e- = ce^ has been extended in Corpus in glosses derived

from Archetype I.

4. The change w^ > e is known to Corpus in glosses not

derived from Archetype i.

That ce^ and e had really fallen together is shown by the

fact that -ae- occurs several times for e^ :—Ep. 842 nuaega

against Erf. uuegi, Cp. (1700) wega; Ep. 793 uuaegbradae

against Erf. Cp. (1601) uueg-'f; Erf. 862 cwle = rostrum,

Cp. 1748 caeli against Ep. celae; Erf. 303 aehordrotae = co\i-

cum against Cp. 558 eohurthrote ; Erf. 728 saegaes(^tu = ipro-

maritima against Ep. saegesetu, Cp. 1631 saegeseotu ; Cp.

2050 saes = transtrum against Ep. Erf. 1021 sesX. The last

case is remarkable in view of (3) above. It is best perhaps

to attribute the -ae- to Archetype i. and to regard ses as a

t Cf. Ep. 508 hlaeodrindi against Erf. hleodendri, Cp. 1065 hleo]prendi.

J Forms of basu and mattuc (:W. matog) are omitted from the preceding

lists on account of the great difficulties which they present. Their occur-

rences in the glossaries are as follows :

—

Ep. 411 &aeso= fenicia ]

716 &rw(w)n&esM=:ostriger

565 metfocas = lagones

586 metfocas= ligones

878 mettocas = rastros ligones id

1003 maeWoc = tridens

What is the explanation of -eo- in the Corpus forms and in Erf. 411 ?

beoso C!p. 877 beosu

-besu 1469 beosu

mettocas

metocas 1211 meottucas

metticas 1709 mettocas

mettoc 2047 meottoc
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correction of Archetype ii. In 862 also the -ae- probably

comes from Archetype I., -e- being a correction of Epinal.

11. e\

A. There are 21 clear cases of -e- = e^ common to all

three texts :

—

Ep. 69 /lindfteng= acinum

91 afcridae (etc.) = auehit

168 cetil =cacc&h\im.

182 uuilucscel= conquilium

191 gisettae= condidit

204 arectae = concesserim

243 bedd= Gu\cites

441 goduuebb= fasces

467 ferherg^nd= grassator

542 ]>a gisettan= mdita,s

569 egisigrima = larbula

602 hebild= liQisbtoimJii

702 nettae = oligiai

707 -giset{t)an= OYdma.tissivaa,m

790 berecorn ber^ndae = ptysones

862 neb (etc.) = rostrum

919 herebaecon= simbulum

942 ansuebidum= soipitis

962 meri (etc.) = stagnum

971 6e(i= spatula

1026 wMe6=:telum

Erf. hindbergen Cp. 59 hindberiae

aueridae (etc.) 246 aferide

(etc.)

cetil 346 cetil

-seel 499 -seel

gisette 505 gesette

arectae 523 arecte

bedd 610 bed

-uueb 827 -uueb

ferhergend 990 forher-

gen{d)

-gisettan 1103 -gesettan

egisi- 1168 egis-

hebild 1219 hebelgerd

nectae 1437 nettae

-girettan 1458 -gesettan

berecorn- 1677 berecorn-

neb (etc.) 1748 7ie& (etc.)

herebecon 1873 herebenc

ensuebitum 1882 onsuebdum

meri 1921 7?iere

bed 1899 6ed

uueb 2004 web

e- = e^ is probable also in the following glosses :-

Ep. 147 edisc= hYoel

148 ediscueard= broelarius

714 edischaen= oj:tigomeva,

506 suedilas = instites

925 durhere= sua,ldam.

1053 duerheri= \aXhst>

Erf. e<iisc Cp.

ediscuard

edischenim

suedilas

durhere

durheri

324 edisc (etc.)

325 ediscueard

1460 edischen

1060 sue'^elas

1948 durhere

2075 durheri f

t Possibly also in Ep. Erf. 143 &e^ir=bucina, Cp. 266 feeder:

for 6er<7e ?

: baccinia

;
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There are 3 cases in Epinal and Erfurt in glosses wanting

in Corpus :

—

Ep, 73 ftisceredae = addicauit Erf. hisceridae

443 restaendum {eiQ.) = lex\Q,i\Q restendum

781 ilugsegg = pa.i)il\ins ilugseg (Cp. 1487 wiolucscel)

further 8 cases in Erfurt and Corpus in glosses wanting in

Epinal :

—

Erf. 251 sech= ca.Yix Cp. 371 secg

294 huetistan= cox 555 huet{e)stan

350 cetil= ennnnm 749 cetil

352 hindbrere= erimio 758 hindberge

376 sceZ (etc.) = echinus 716 seel

388 poedibergcB= el\ehorus 736 ivoedeberge

(etc.)

395 egdae= er^ica, 761 eg'^e

396 er/cien= erpicarius 762 eg'^ere

On the other hand Erfurt has -ae- = e^ in 3 glosses against

Ep. Cp. -e- :
—

Ep. 219 eordr^tae = cajUrQ{e)\inisie "Erf. eordraestae C-p. 360 eordrestef

745 cebisae = ipelices caebis 1540 cebise

1030 ww(e)6= textrina wwgfe 2005 i<;e66

Corpus has -ae- in one gloss against Ep. Erf. -e- :

—

Ep. 463 segg=g\adiolnm Erf. secg Cp. 977 saec^r

probably also -ae- = ^ in 1102 unasaedde (c£ p. 100 n.).

In one gloss Erfurt has -a- (doubtless an error) against

Ep. Cp. -e- :

—

Ep. 618 ^ere^rnodae =mendacio con- Erf. geradno- Cp. 1301 geregna-

posito dae {de)X

C. Corpus has 39 clear cases of -e- = e^ :

—

39 wereth=&higet 151 oemsetinne {etc.) = amtes

50 ec^ (etc.) = acies (etc.) 315 meresuin= hsica,rm8

99 ellende (etc.) = afiniculum 405 cetil =calda,nsi

139 recceo= alligeo 464 secggescere (etc.) = cicad

t This case is not quite safe, since vast occurs elsewhere also.

X In Ep. 561 caelith= inhida.t, Erf. ccelid, Cp. 1119 kaeli^ -ae- denotes

not e^ but ce^, ka- having been restored in place of c(b>- before the operation

of i-umlaut.
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509 hergan = cor\Tii\iOii

560 scellum= Qonc\Q

593 musclan seel= conc,di.

606 /le^as= crates

795 5re.9iin(c)cMm= exilia

818 are/iiww— expraesserunt

821 /le^'r/Mm^f =: expeditio

824 /^erem's = fauor

854 gfgresiecZ^feriatus

1017 woidz6er(;g=rhelleborus

1219 hehelgerd= \\c\QXorhim.

1232 /iefeeZd =: licium

1233 hebeld^red = \ic,i2i

1333 heorotherge = morBi

1365 /erescaei = nabulum

1415 ow(7en sefie = obiecte

1416 WMtisefnis= obiectus

1430 egide= occsiha,t

1456 celiwearte = oripilatio

1457 heldiobul (etc.) = orcu8

1478 seWan= pastinare

1487 iviolucscel= Tpa,^iliuiis (cf.

105)

1604 sefin=plataria

1646 7'ecciZeas = praefaricator

1702 egi'^e = rB.steT

1851 onsuebbai = sepeliant

1864 meremenin =Binnia.

1881 suebbo= so-pio

1971 herebceam = symbulum
2038 goduuebbe — toga.

2168 nefZaw = uerticeta

-e- = e'^ is probable also in the two following glosses :

—

831 we^el {{01 sive^el) = i&sci3bS 911 /tere = fornaculum f

On the other hand there are 4 clear cases of -ae- = e^

:

—
582 s^ae^e = conlisio

626 waec^= cuneus

720 asaecgan= edisseie

1231 waebtaeg = lmea,

-ae- = ^ is probable also in

812 2(7raeccaw= extorres 833 swtte^iZa= fasciarum

It is clear that e^ was generally expressed by -e- in

Archetype i. On the other hand it is possible in view of the

Corpus evidence that -ae- = ^ was occasionally preserved

both in Archetype I. and in the other sources of Corpus. If

so it must have been preserved from earlier texts, which

would seem to have been written at a time when ^ and &
had not yet fallen together. The absence of such forms in

Epinal is however somewhat against this hypothesis, at least

with regard to Archetype i. No importance can be attributed

to the Erfurt forms on account of the frequent confusion of

o^ (etc.) and e in this text (cf. pp. 101, 103).

\

t Possibly also -e- = e^ in the mutilated gloss 1519 olectendra = pal-

pantum. Other doubtful cases are 409 heden = casla, 564 scelle = concisium.
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iii. a before I + consonant.

The only example of breaking in the glossaries is Ep. 713

fealga = occas, a gloss apparently peculiar to Epinal (but

cf. Cp. 1^21 faelging = occa). Elsewhere -a- is universal (cf.

Dieter, p. 7 f.).

iv. (je\

A. There are 4 cases of -ae- (ce, ^) = ce^ common to all

three texts :

—

Ep. 454 blestbaelg= fo\\is Erf. -haelg Cp. 910 -baelg

546 bitui{c)n aeldrum— inter Tpvi- -celdrum 1107 -aeldrum

mores

561 caelith = mhidLSit ccelid 1119 kadi's (cf.

p. 105 n.)

718 aelbitu= olor (etc.) ^biiu 1439 aelbitu

In 2 glosses Erfurt has -e- against Ep. Cp. -ae-

:

—
Ep. 769 wnamaeZfi S2>er]3i = pice (etc.) 'Eri. cinamelti- Cp. 1581 unamaelte-

838 o/iaeZ'Si=pendulus oheldi 1572 ohceldii

B. There is one example of -ae- :

—

Erf. 1155 cwcae?/=baccula (etc.) (cf. Cp. 2145).

G. There are 13 examples of -ae- = ce^.

Cp. 28 ftZoesf&aeZ<ji = sublatorium 14,27 faelging= occa, X

30 aeZ6itM= tantalus 1645 a/aeZ=:praecipita

241 aeldrafaeder= &\i.na 1855 (ieZ<ira= senior

677 aeZdm^ = dilatio 2065 ae{l)den= tvicent

934 iaeZgf^fucus (etc.) 2144 caeZ/= uitulus

1147 hindcaelf= innlnB 2145 cucaelf=uitulsi%

1385 /aeZ^iw5f=naualia(i.e.nou-)

-e- = w^ occurs in the mutilated form 303 herbid = biper-

titum.

t Ep. 1079 eZm=ulmus, Erf. elm, Cp. 2149 elm, probably has e^ (Germ, e)

in spite of O.N. almr (cf. O.H.G. elmboum).

t Cf. Kluge Wb.^p. 103 b.

§ The obscure form 697 ascaeZite = disoluerat is perhaps another example.
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There is no ground for supposing that -e- — ce^ occurred

in Archetype I., but the evidence is of course too scanty

to permit of a definite statement that the change ce^ >e was

unknown f.

With the exception of one gloss, viz. Ep. 712 onettae =
occupauit, Erf onete, Cp. 1425 onette, Epinal has -a- uni-

formly. In Corpus on the other hand -o- is much more

frequent than -a- (cf Dieter, p. 9 f.), while in Erfurt -a- and

-0- are about equally distributed. The representation of

-Q- may not perhaps be a matter of great importance for

deciding questions of date and dialect
;
yet it seems worth

while to give an analysis of the forms occurring in A, for

I think that this affords a criterion for estimating the com-

parative trustworthiness of Epinal and Erfurt in reflecting

the forms of Archetype ii. In accordance with the prin-

ciples laid down on p. 97, it might reasonably be supposed

that the variation between -a- and -o- in Erfurt and Corpus

has been inherited from Archetype L, the consistent -a- of

Epinal being an innovation. Such a supposition however is

not borne out by the analysis. The occurrences are as

follows ;

—

9 glosses have -a- in all three texts :

—

Ep. 170 am&ras = cados Erf. amhras Cp. 347 amhras

183 uulfes cam&= camellea -camb 355 -camb

244 /iaam= camisa haam 370 ha{a)m

t The word edwelle has been omitted from the above lists on account of

the perplexing variety of forms which it presents. Its occurrences in the

glossaries are as follows :

—

Ep. 1019 eduella = toreum. Erf. eduelli Cp. 2034 eduuaelle

1068 edwalia =}iertigo edualla 2096 eduuelle

Cp. 137 edi(aelle= alnem:n, 908 edwelle = foitex, 1798 eduuelle = Beyl\a.. Pos-

sibly this variation may be due to a confusion of two originally distinct

stems *welldn- (cf. O.H.G. wella) and *ivallia-, *wallian-. It is perhaps

worth noticing that well- occurs twice in the Psalter beside more frequent

waell- etc. Cf. O.E.T. p. 541 b.
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490 asMfznd= hebesceret Erf. ansuand Cp, 1013 asuand

501 /lawia (etc.) = mluuies secundarum hama {etc.) 1049 hama (etc.)

644 gfranae= mustacia grance 1343 granae

825 cam6= pecten camb 1564 cam&

839 mand= qnaliis mand 1689 mand

866 am&ect= rationato amhaet 1706 ambaect

4 glosses have -a- in Erfurt and Corpus (lost in Epinal):

—

Erf. 370 anlandae = eneitigo (etc.)

377 awseot= extentera

380 handmitta= exa.gmm.

382 candelthuist= emunGtoTisb

Cp. 769 -lande (etc.,

see below)

791 ansceat

793 andmitta

745 candeltuist

One gloss has -a- in Epinal and Corpus (wanting in

Erfurt) :—
Ep. ^22 wawd= cofinus Cp. 532 mand

One gloss has -a- in Epinal and Erfurt :

—

Ep. 915 anhaebd= su8'pensuB Erf. anhcebd (Cp. 1947 ahaefd)-f

In 15 glosses Epinal and Erfurt have -a- against Corpus

-0- :

—

Ep. 41 hoUhana= acega.

43 anga= aquilmm
59 hramsa= a,ctula,

60 hramsa crop= aciteluni

91 an uueg a/mdae = auehit

419 ganot (etc.) = fulix

427 SMamm= fungus

576 uuannan (etc.) = liuida (etc.)

645 handful fteowwas= manticum

700 suan= olor

770 aw^seta =pustula

870 framadoenre = xenioia,

872 andZeac = reserat

885 bredipannae = sartago

1036 asuand =tabuisset

In one gloss Epinal and Erfurt have -a- against Corpus

-oe- (error ?).

Ep. 187 ambechtae= coiAsitio Erf. ambechtae Cp. 501 oembecht

t Another possible case is Ep. 1042 anstigan (etc.) = termofilas, Erf.

anstiga (etc.). Sweet takes an- = dn-.

X written over the first -a-, cf. Sweet, ad loc.

Erf. holtana Cp . 54 holthona

anga 192 onga

hramsa 56 hromsa

hramsa- % 57 hromsan-

an- 246 on-

ganot (etc.) 936 gonot (etc.)

suamm 938 suom

uuannan {etc.) 1215 wonnan

(etc.)

handful- 1278 hondful-

suan 1436 suon

. angreta 1682 oncgseta

fram- 1724 from-

andleac 1725 onlaec

-banncB 1762 -ponne

assuant 1981 asuond
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In 2 glosses Erfurt has -a- against Cp. -o- (lost in

Epinal) :

—

Erf. 361 stone = exaltauit Cp. 782 stone

370 an landae= eVi&ciigo (etc.) 769 on-

In 6 glosses Epinal and Corpus have -a- against Erfurt

-0- :

—

Ep. 4 ftrandrad=andeda Erf. hrondrad Cp. 157 hran{d)rod

193 mand= Qorhen mondi 511 mand

202 anmod = contumax onmod 521 anmood

418 uuananheam= fusarius uuonan- 935 wanan-

1073 amprae = uarix omprae 2077 aOT2)re

1076 am&aer= urna omhar 2166 am&ert i
In 2 glosses (3 examples) Corpus has -a- against Erf. -o-

(lost in Epinal) :

—

Erf. 337 hondgong= ^edi\i\o Cp. 649 handgand

357 bigongum—exeiGitns 779 bigangum

In 19 glosses Erfurt and Corpus have -o- against Epinal

-a- :

—

Ep. 5 fyrpannae (etc.) = aiula. Erf.

51 aw 6a halbae= a\tYinsecus

71 /raam= acris

126 hand{u)yrp= briensis

146 /iran = ballena

153 randbeag= h-aeu.]n8

167 /iam=colobium

188 sandae = com.mea.to8

424 uuorhana= fa,sia,nna

520 an/^riosif/i= ingruerit

624 gespan= muriGa. (etc.)

704 aep^fiman^= ogastrum

732 scamw= pudor

846 aec )?aw = quinetiam

946 framlicae— strenue

987 brand= t\iio

1014 t<;and= talpa

1045 wMa7idaeMm(o)rpae= talpa

1095 huuanan huuoega= \xndiQQun<\\XQ

In 2 glosses Erfurt and Corpus have -o- (lost in Epinal) :

—

Erf. 320 se ort fmow= dromidarius Cp. 708 -eorodmon

394 gebles monung =exa,ctio
^

813 -monung

-^owne (etc.) Cp.208 -ponne

on- 121 on-

from 60 from

hond- 320 hond-

hron 267 horn

rond- 335 rond-

horn 494 hom

sondae 502 sond§

-hona 830 -/iona

onhrisit 1077 onhriose'^

gespon 1336 gespon

-gimong 1435 -gimong

scoma 1679 scomo

-don 1695 -«on

fromlicae 1917 fromlice

brond 2018 ftrowd

uuond 1973 w;owd

uuondce- 1975 wonde-

huuonan- 2155 huonan-

t Cf. Kluge, Wb.^ p. 85 b. a- must have been retained in English.
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In 2 glosses Corpus has -0- against Epinal -a- (lost in

Erfurt) :—

Ep. 112 MuZancZicae= adrogantissime (Erf. gelplih) Cp. 85 wlonclice

784 holopannae= ipsitena, 1489 -ponne

To these may be added :

—

Ep. 32 answeqp= atflarat Erf. asMews(?) Cp. 235 onsueop

635 a(n)sZe^aew<;rae = inpactae aslegenrce 1096 onligenre

Also 2 glosses in which Erfurt has -e- :

—

Ep. 923 am&aer =situla Erf. ember Cp. 1859 om6e?-

942 ansuebidum =so'pitis ensuebitum 1882 onsuebdum

In 2 glosses Erfurt has -0- in forms which do not appear

in Epinal or Corpus :—278 ordoncum (etc.) = commentis

(cf. Cp. 545), 1044 -ond- = -et- (cf the Epinal forms). The

additional gloss in Cp. 769 onlaste (beside on lande, cf p. 109)

is peculiar to Corpus.

The totals (omitting Ep. Erf. 1042 and the additional

gloss in Cp. 769) are as follows :

—

Ep. -a- 58 Erf. -a- 32 Cp. -a- 23

-0- 1 -0- 33 .0- 45

1

Now if the variation between -a- and -0- in Erfurt and

Corpus had been derived from Archetype I., we should expect

that the examples in the two texts would coincide. But it

has been shown that such is not the case. Thus correspond-

ing to the 32 examples of -a- in Erfurt we find in Corpus

13 -a- and 17 -0- (1 -oe- and 1 -a- for -an-) ; again corre-

sponding to the 32 examples of -0- in Erfurt (omitting 712

where all three texts have -0-), we find in Corpus 21 -0- and

9 -a- (the remaining two being peculiar to Erfurt). Arche-

type II. may have had a few examples of -0- but it is evident

that in the great majority of the Erfurt cases the change

from -a- to -0- has been made independently. The following

conclusions may therefore be drawn : 1. Epinal reproduces

the forms of Archetype ii. more faithfully than Erfurt.

2. The changes introduced in Erfurt are due in part to its

English original ; for the substitution of -0- for -a- cannot

t Forms with a- (for an-, on-), -e-, -oe- are likewise omitted.
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be attributed to the carelessness or ignorance of a con-

tinental scribe. When therefore other changes are found

with tolerable frequency (e.g. the substitution of -e- for -ae-,

cf. p. 101), these must not be dismissed forthwith as errors of

the copyist. Such substitutions as -p- for
-J?-

and -w- stand

of course on an entirely different footing.

vi. m^ (cf. p. 60). *

A. Here also there is a remarkable difference between

Epinal and Corpus, the former having usually -ae- while in

the latter -e- is almost universal.

In one gloss all three texts have -ae- :

—

Ep. 419 dopaenid (etc.) = fulix Erf. dopaenid Cp. 936 doppaenid

(etc.)

In 4 glosses Epinal and Erfurt have -ae- against Corpus

-e-

:

—
Ep. 17 aenid= aneta, Erf. aenit Cp. 158 enid

484 aemil= gnYgu\io aemil 1003 emil

111 faengae= Tpro captu faengae 1630 fenge

852 graennung = x\c.inB graemung 1738 grennung

In one gloss Epinal and Corpus have -ae- (-§-) against

Erf. -e-:—

Ep. 860 Zgndmo = rien Erf. lendino Cp. 1740 laendino

In 13 glosses Epinal has -ae- against Erf. Cp. -e- :

—

Ep. 98 aewd sm7cae= adqueue Erf. end- Cp. 75 end-

203 gimaengiungiae= confussione

481 caempan= gladiatores

515 gigr§mid = mrit&t\is in rixam

538 obenmaenidae= insolesceret

540 giuuaeinmid = miiaetus

543 gimaengdae= m&Gi

548 feruuaenid= inBolen3

580 graemid= lacessit

593 gigraemid = lacessitus

714 edischaen= oxiigovaexB,

725 gifraemith= prouehit

759 gifraemid = profetae

gemengiungae 522 gemen-

giunge

cempan 984 cempan

gigremit 1073 gegremid

oheruenedcB 1099 oberuue-

nide

geuemmid 1101 ungeuuem-

mid

gimengdce 1104 gemengde

feruendid 1109 foruuened

gremid 1170 gremid

gigremid 1174 gegremid

-henim 1460 -hen

gifremit 1629 gefremi^

gifremid 1643 gefremid
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Here also probably belongs

Ep. 589 laem'pihalt= \\yxdiViQ FixL lemphihalt Cp. 1250 lemphalt

In 3 glosses Erfurt has -ae- against Ep. Cp. -e- :

—

Ep. 209 stegn= c\a,na, Erf. st^ng Cp. 480 steng

626 anhendi= m&ncuB anhaendi 1266 anhendi

750 gimengidlic^ = -permixt\im. gimaengidlicce 1542 gemengetlic

In one gloss Erfurt has -ce- against Cp. -e- (lost in

Epinal) :

—

Erf. 257 cBmil=cnculio Cp. 613 emil

In one gloss Epinal and Erfurt have -ae-, -^- (wanting in

Corpus) :

—

Ep. 216 l^ndnum= clu.ms Erf. laendum

In 2 glosses all three texts have -e- :—

f

Ep. 570 menescillingas= \\inu\es Erf, vieniscil- Cp. 1242 mene-

lingas

999 lectinadl=iQxiidiXiQ> lenctin- 2001 lenctin-

In one gloss Epinal and Erfurt have -e- against Cp. -eo-

(-0- having been added later).

Ep. 135 /remit= beneficium Erf. /re??m Cp. 286 /re (o)mo (cf.

p. 89 n.)

B. -e- appears in 3 glosses :

—

1136 lehuendi sax. = adfeetuosus (etc.), 1148 cewipa =auctoracius (etc.),

1128 lenlihreda= xen\cM\\x& (cf. Schliitter, Anglia, xix. p. 478).

C. -ae- {-^-) appears in 2 glosses :

—

547 gem^ngan =coxi.%.<ii 583 'wodhae= Goiuxno

On the other hand -e- appears in 24 glosses :

—

99 ellende = SL&mc,\x\ViiQ. (etc.) 565 mew^ei= confundit

166 wyrtdrenc = QMtediO 640 SMencet/i= defatiget

183 /raef^ieTi^fiaw^apotasia 645 -ew^- = -et-

301 u;erwa= birbicariolus 685 m6mM=dilectum (etc.)

+ Sweet (O.E.T. p. 544 b) gives also Ep. 659 me»grto=margo, Cp. 1285

mengi{o). Ep. Erf. 909 emer= scorelus is perhaps a mistake for omer which

appears in the corresponding gloss of Corpus (1810), though Leiden (208)

also has emaer.

15
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785 \endistaeh = e^iio [eic] 1656 /remr(i = prouehit

846 MwZencw= fastu 1864 meremenin= s\rmQ.

1025 naectgenge = hynsk 1895 bene (etc.) = sponda

1055 gemenged= mfestns 1941 ablende'^= sufiundit

1172 genge = latYma (etc.) 1957 aivenide = sns-pendeYa,t

1195 i/remmaw= lacessere 2056 ^eMwewdi« = transfert

1262 lendehrede = \\i-mh}i\os 2097 sew<; = uectis

1649 fremmendu7n= -praestsinte 2106 me?ie?i= uernaciilaj

Since in A Epinal has altogether 21 clear cases of -ae-

(-^-) against 6 -e- (three of the latter being represented by

-ae-, -§- in Erfurt), it seems probable, in accordance with the

conclusions arrived at in the last section (p. Ill), that, not-

withstanding the comparative rareness of -ae- in Erfurt (10

against 16 -e-), -ae- was by far the most frequent type in

Archetype ii. This seems to harmonise with the unumlauted

-a- which appears for -g-^ : while the substitution of -e- for

-ae- in Erfurt harmonises with the substitution of -0- for

-a- (< g).

Note. It is to be observed that in Epinal -ae- appears

frequently also in the stem of the Participle Present {stri-

maendi etc.), though examples with -e- are slightly more

numerous (cf. Dieter, p. 69, where a list of such forms is

given). The appearance of -e- for -a^- here may be due

to the fact that such syllables had only a subordinate accent.

vii. w^.

^

A. In 19 glosses all three texts have -e- :-

Ep. 72 setungae = aucapatione Erf. setungae ep. 244 setunge

94 gerlicae= annua. gernlicae 170 gerlice

109 megsihhi (etc. ) = affectui meg- 103 meg-

114 sirelhora = axci^iex strel- 224 strel-

137 &eer= basterna heer 264 beer

190 reswn^= coniectura resung 504 resung

t This gloss belongs strictly to A; cf. Erf. 367.

X Probably also 1423 ogeiigel= obex.

§ The relationship of -ae- { = a^) -. -a- (< g) may be compared with that

of -ae- {= cb'^): -a- (cf. p. 107).
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». 473 grei (etc.) = glaucum Erf. grei Cp. 981 grei

492 geheru = h.2Lh\tudiUxe& geberu 1006 geberu

494 thys geri= h.oxyxo geri 1028 -gere

500 gredig= \nh.\Q,r\B gredig 1046 gredig

551 ?-ed&oran =:iurisperiti red- 1160 red-

617 threatmeliim= rn2in.v^\x\B,ixm -melum 1265 -melum

640 ormetum= vao\i\)ViB. ormetum 1326 ormetum

I'^l mere uueard — T^exQxehmi mere- 1536 me7"e-

746 Zeceas = phisillos leccas 1578 leceas

751 styccimelum=-^a,rticvlaAXva -melum 1473 -melum

849 Z^c/ifi/?/r^= quiqueneruia leci- 1698 Zeci-

910 heringas = sardinas heringas 1781 heringas

1077 bledrae = uessicsi hledrae 2101 ftZeiZre

Here also belongs in all probability :

—

Ep. 680 wwemoiaw= negotio Erf. unemo Cp. 1371 une[me)Ua

perhaps also :

—

Ep. 124 hraehrebletae = \yiQO(ia,

705 t(/i)res = oresta

Erf. -ftZetoe Cp. 294 -blete

thres 1455 ^res

In another gloss Epinal and Erfurt have -e- in the same

form (wanting in Corpus) :

—

Ep. 583 thres (etc. ) = lembum Erf. '^res

In one gloss Epinal and Corpus have -e- against Erf. -ei-

(cf p. 117 n.):—

Ep. 885 bredipannae = sa,rta,go Erf. breiti- Cp. 1762 brediponne

bannce

In one gloss Epinal has -ee- against Cp. -ei- (erased in

Erfurt) :—

Ep. 164 meegr= contribulus Cp. 495 meig

In one gloss (lost in Erfurt) Epinal has -e- against Corpus

-eg- (for earlier -ce^y)

:

—
Ep. 9 strel {etc.) = a.{u)\ea, Cp. 2i9 stregl

In one gloss Erfurt has -e- (wanting in Epinal and

Corpus) :

—

Erf. 834 /otmeZwm=pedetemptim etc.

-ae- = w^ never occurs in all three texts in the same gloss.

15—2
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In 2 glosses Epirial and Corpus have -ae- against Erf.

-e- :—

t

Ep. 445 6Zaee(i = flamma Erf. hied Cp. 892 hl^d

687 naejj= napi wep 1363 naep

In 2 glosses Epinal has -ae- against Erfurt and Corpus

-e-:—
Ep. 796 mi's wae'SZae (a)stmf?cZ = pictus Erf. -nedlce- Cp. 1591 -nethle-

acu

1061 o^/muaer= uulgo (etc.) oeghuuer 2173 oeghuer

In one gloss Epinal has -ae- against Corpus -e- (Erfurt

-i-y.-

Ep. 1009 felospraeci = txii\x\us (Erf. -spHci) Cp. 2049 -spreci

In 2 glosses Erfurt has -ae- against Epinal and Corpus

-e-

:

—
Ep. 763 coZJ)rg<Z= perpendiculum Erf. -draed Cp. 1548 -^red

800 6i7-e<?nae = prodimur biraednae 1661 birednae

In one gloss Corpus has -ae- against Epinal and Erfurt

-e-:—
Ep. 454 blestbaelg = iollis Erf. blest- Cp. 910 blaes-

In one gloss Corpus has -ae- against Epinal -e- (wanting

in Erfurt):

—

Ep. 89 ef/im= adlitus Cp. 130 aethm

B. Erfurt ii. ill. have three examples of -e- :

—

1104 gregos= &n8er siluatica 1157 6geZ=:bustum (etc.)

1128 lenlibreda sax. = reniculus (for lendi-, cf. Schliitter, Anglia xix. 478)

C. Corpus has -e- = w^ in 34 glosses :

—

66 7ietl (etc.)=:acus 218 /teaZecas = archiatros

98 <j6moe^e = aequipensum 282 &Z£;ti£Z = balatus

146 gredge = 2ivahxone& 419 /er= casus

174 el= Singu\\a. 865 iserngrei — iermgine

t In suae Ep. 843, 844, 865, Cp. 1691, 1692, 1722 against Erf. suue 843,

844 (865 suuaeldae is probably an error) shortening may have taken place.
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876 '^red= ^\xxm

912 cese rr formaticus (etc.)

957 ^fefeero = gestus

967 ^m = gillu8

994 wearnmelum = gregA\,im.

1030 )>ys gere =^horviO

1051 /erm^a= inprouisu

1085 /e?-iw^e=insimulatione

1218 /rioZeiaw = libertabus

1224 /no7eto= libertus

1233 }ieheld^red = \\c,\Q.

1262 lendehrede=^\vimh\Ji\o^

1298 ^eMwgte£Z= madefacta

1341 mec<3 = mucro

1448 7-esif/a?i— opinare

1521 m<?5fcwaZm= parricidio

1528 si^ccimeZitm = passim

1554 t(?eSZ= penuria

1594 /ier= pilus

1731 /i6'5i?'= renist

1737 resunge= retiunculus

1790 edmelu=sa.cYSi, orgia

1907 strel =8tra,gvia,

1986 gierende= taxauerat

2104 /r/oZeto = uernaculus

2135 gebreded{Jiaesc) = (uiscera)tosta

In the following gloss the Latin is obscure:

—

775 gebero= exegest\is

-e- = w^ is probable also in 1228 Sres (etc.) = limbus,

1264 Sresi = lymbo, 1829 goduureci = sceuum, 2136 lelan =
uibice

;
perhaps also in 1818 uuebung = scena.

In 3 glosses -ei- appears for -e- (w^)t'-—
728 deid= efieGtnm

850 ,9rei^ = feruginius

1331 eiZ= morenula (i.e. mur-)

On the other hand Corpus has -ae- (-§-)= ce^ in 4 glosses:

—

164 waede= smtemne {' sails'?) 1852 spr^c = seiiao

633 swwgr= desis 2083 aethvie = naipore

So also 1958 glaeres = sucini according to Kluge, Wb.^

p. 140, but it seems equally likely that -ae- here = w^.

In 2 glosses -oe- appears (perhaps simply mistakes):

—

28 bloestbaelg = sublatorium (cf. 108 suoesendo^agsiipem.

910)

It is clear -e- must have been the usual type in Arche-

type I., though a certain number of examples with -ae- were

t But possibly h- is a mistake for a-.

X This is in all probability purely an orthographic variation. It may
be due to diphthongal pronunciation of -e-, though such an assumption is

hardly necessary. Similar cases are found in Northumbrian texts, e.g. deiri

beside derorum (originally diphthongal) in Bede, neid- (with ei = e<S^) in

Bede's Death-song.
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probably preserved from older documents ; so also in the

other sources of Corpus *[•.

Ep.

viii. ce\

A. In 12 glosses all three texts have -ae- (-?-):-

192 obaer{s)taeIeiidi = conuincens Erf . -st^lendi Cp . 506 -staelende

194 obaerstaelid= Gonmcta. -staelid 515 staeled

560 Jii'giiigaett= ihiGes -gaett 1037 -gaet

704 aeggimang= oga,sirnm. aeg- 1435 aeg-

728 saegesetu= -pioiiia.ritim.ai sae- 1631 sae-

731 sume daeli= -pa,vtim. -dali 1471 -daeli

752 na&tendnae = proterentem naetendnae 1641 naetendne

785 faehit= ipingit faethit 1582 /aeM«

797 faedun= -pangeba,nt fcedum 1504 faeduii

845 aengi \>inga= quoq\iom.odo ae{n)gi- 1701 aen^fg

938 /aecwt= subsciuum fae{c)ni 1950 fraecni

1007 haeth ^thymus haedth 2012 /laet

I

Very probably -ae- = ce"^ also in the following :

—

Ep. 499 uura(e)stendi= indvntica,ns lEiri. uraesgendi 01^.104:5 wraestendi

979 huaeg = &eru huaeg 1847 hw<£g

The last gloss is repeated (with additional Latin) in

Epinal and Erfurt :

—

Ep. 982 /maf^ = serum (etc.) Erf. huuaeg

In two glosses Erfurt and Corpus have -ae-, -^- (lost in

Epinal) :

—

Erf. 356 au^gdee = elu.dieret Cp. 734 auucegde

366 arg(icZM7i= expedier' . 784 araeddun

In one gloss Epinal has -ae- (wanting in Erfurt and

Corpus):

—

Ep. 429 aegergelu=fii\\.\Mra

t Under si^ should perhaps be classed certain forms from an obscure

stem hlcec-, blec-, * tetter.' They occur as follows :

—

Ep. 139 blec thrustfel= hitiligo Erf. blec- Cp. 296 blaec-

1069 blectha= uitila.go blectha 2123 blectha

Cp. 2117 bleci= uitiliginem.

Cp. bleci together with the W. Sax. D. sg. blcece (frequent in the Leechdoms)

seems to point to an earlier N.A. sg. ^blm^ci. Ep. blec etc. are perhaps

adjectival forms. It is not likely that these words are related either to

blcec ('black') or bide. A connection with (pXiyen^ etc. is possible.
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In one gloss Epinal and Corpus have -ae- against Erfurt

-a-

:

—
Ep. 440 aetgaeru ^framea,

In 9 glosses Erfurt has -e-

Ep. 212 raedinnae= condiGiones

403 toem7— fiscilla

539 baedendrae — inpulsore

576 -aetrinan = -toxica,

679 unfaecni= non subsciuum

681 sc{i)nlaecean = nebulonis

747 staegilrae= ipra.eru})tsi

835 wm-ae?ii = petulans (etc.)

1035 raedinnae = taxatione

against Ep Cp. -ae-\—

Erf. redinnae Cp. 529 raedenne

tenil 868 taenil

bedandrce 1100 baeden{d)re

etrina{ni) 1215 aetrlnan

unfecni 1386 unfaecni

scinlecan 1372 scinlaecan

stegelrcR 1638 staegilre

ureni 1569 ivraene

redinnae 1980 raedinne

C. Corpus has -ae-

amples) :

—

81 wraene = ad libidines

105 aegmang = Siga,strnui

147 ymbsuaepe = a.mhsiges

167 aetgaere = a,nsa.tae

251 haelsadon= a,ns-pica.ntnr

253 haelsere = SLUgur

408 ly blaecan — csirsigios

490 caeghiorde — clauicularius

548 -daele = -portiunculas

588 oberstaelid = Gonhitat

634 onsaelid= deso]utu.s

669 geraedit= degesto

675 ioda?ZdMm= dilotis

805 haelsent = extipices

822 baedde= exactnm.

839 cE(;igro = falarica

926 faecenlice = fraudulenter

1024 hnaeggiung = hinnitus

{-§-) = ce^ in 35 glosses (36 ex-

1036 fegmedo= hymeneos

1120 raesde= inruit

1134 <7emg(d/(Z)=ineptus

1397 naenge (earbe^e) = nnllo (nego-

tio)

1401 smaete gold= ohrizum

1419 folclaemid= oht\ira,t

1433 claemende = o^vmans
1438 ae^^f/mojiy^olgastrum

1444 hael= omen
1446 /o?'cZaem(ie= opilauit

1660 heor'^suaepe = pronuba

1929 gehncegith= sternit

1931 astaenid = stellatus

1935 aera, aeren scre{op) = stngi[\us

2083 gejuaeded= ueinus

2135 -^a,esc = uiscera-

2143 u{n)maelo= uirgo

Perhaps also in 1297 ob^aenit = raadidum, 2112 faec-

num = ueterno.

t Epinal 206 liaetendae - caXentes against Erf. hattendae, Cp. 357 hatende

is probably a mistake. The verb seems to have belonged originally to the

ai-class, cf. O.H.G. heizen. Ep. 544 taecnaendi (etc.) = index, Erf. taec-

nendi against Cp. 1105 tacnendi (etc.) is perhaps a mistake of Archetype 11.
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On the other hand -e- appears in 4 glosses :

—

574 to gelestunne^^QoxoiioMexQ 860 wwe^fi'S = fefellit

799 scultlieta = exdidior 872 s<ictgnei= fiscillus

There is no evidence that -e- = ce^ occurred in Archetype I.

Neither have any substitutions of -e- for -ae- been made
by Corpus in the glosses derived from Archetype I. It

is probable therefore that the four cases of -e- = w^ which

occur elsewhere in Corpus are so copied from older docu-

ments and not due to the scribe of Corpus. In Erfurt there

has been frequent substitution of -e- for -ae-. The follow-

ing gloss seems rather to point to a substitution of -e- for

-ae- (= w"^) in Archetype ii.:—Ep. 610 men= laris, Erf. meUj

Cp. 1183 meau, cf. Cp. 135 meaw=alcido, 955 me{a)u=g3ihea.

The form of Archetype ii. seems to have been men, probably

a mere mistake—not recognised by the scribe of Epinal ; the

form in the Corpus dialect was clearly meaw < ^rnw^w. In

Cp. 955 there may have been an alteration from -e- to

-ea- f.

There is one w^ord which presents great difficulties. It

occurs as follows :

—

Ep. 221 haeuui = Qexu\Q. Erf. haul Cp. 444 heawi

473 h^uui (etc.) = glaucum hauui 981 heauui-

Erf. 1152 hauiblauum — hlatsi, pigmentum. (Cf. also Leid. 62, 64.)

It is clear that the differences between the three texts are

due to deliberate alteration, but I dare not risk a conjecture

as to the original forms. The absence of umlaut in the

Erfurt and Corpus forms is very curious.

ix. The (^a-diphthongs.

The representation of these diphthongs before guttural and

palatal consonants requires separate treatment (cf. p. 129 fif.).

Otherwise the only fact that needs mention is the absence of

t The N. sg. *mmo seems to have had -w restored from the obhque cases

and the plural. There is no reason for separatmg this word from O.H.G.

meh, O.N. mor, mar, since *mmw could no more come from *maiwi-z than

from *maihv)i-z. Probably the latter was the original form in all the

Germanic languages, in spite of the absence of i-umlaut in Old Norse.
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any trace of the older forms -aeo-, -aea-, the spelling -ea-

being practically consistent j*.

X. ^^

A. In 4 glosses all three texts have -e- :
—

Ep. 605 githuornaejleti = lectidicla- Erf. -Jieti Cp. 1205 -Jlete

turn J

981 sceolhegi= -strahvLS (etc.) sceolegi 1939 scelege

1075 /eiz=:uerberatrum fletu 2100 Jlete

1089 gilebdae= neiicnndiae concesserim gilepdae 2080 gilefde%

In one gloss Erfurt and Corpus have -e-

:

—
1|

Erf. 371 giheldae= exsiUGtoramt Cp. 788 geheende

C. In 8 glosses Corpus has -e-:—
71 gebegdum= aduncis 1239 a^ie^e = luscus

420 ned= ca,sis 1399 e^ung= oho\itio

605 Jlete — CTc&msi 1558 clifhlep = 'pess\im

1011 geheres thu = h.ens 1776 scefe (etc.) = sandalium

In one gloss -ie- occurs :

—

774 alieset= eximet.

Though the evidence is limited it is clear that w^ was

usually represented by -e- in Archetype I. and there is no

evidence of any change being introduced in any of the texts.

There is nothing to prevent us from supposing that the history

of w^ was the same as in Northumbrian and the dialect of

the Psalter (cf. p. 4 f.); namely that it fell together early with

w^ and with it underwent the change to e.

t An archaic form seems to be preserved in Cp. 1117 (7e?iaeo^ = inquilinis.

X Perhaps for lacte iactatum.

§ The Latin is wanting.

II
It is not clear whether Erf. 899 streida (Ep. stridae) = stri\ere, Cp. 1910

streide belongs here (with preterite transformed through the influence of the

Pres. stregan) or to stregdan.
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xi. ce^.

i. Before r + consonant.

A. In one gloss all three texts have -e-:—
Ep. 18 sercag = armilausia Erf. sercae Cp. 210 serce

In one gloss Epinal and Corpus have -e- (the Erfurt form

being perhaps High German) :

—

Ep. 730 gigeruuid = praetextatus Erf. gigarauuit Cp. 1632 gegeruuid

In one gloss Erfurt and Corpus have -e- (lost in Epinal):

—

Erf. 318 uuergendi = deuota,turns Cp. 632 wergendi

In one gloss Epinal and Corpus have -e- against Erfurt

-ae- :

—

Ep. 186 herimendlicae = conteni-ptnm. Erf. haeruend- Cp. 500 heuuend-

In one gloss Erfurt and Corpus have -e- against Epinal

-ae-

:

—
Ep. 1091 auuaerdid =mtia,tnm. Erf. auuerdid Cp. 2131 awended

In one gloss Epinal and Erfurt have -e- against Corpus

-ae- :

—

Ep. 196 gegeruuednae = conpa.Y&iitem. Erf. geger- Cp. 517 gegaer-

uednae wendne

In one gloss Erfurt has -e- against Corpus -ae- (lost in

Epinal):

—

Erf. 373 /eric^= expeditio Cp. 790 faerd

C. In 5 glosses Corpus has -e- :

—

302 erdling -hitorius 810 /er(Zw?i= expeditionibu8

581 seruuende = connementes 1434 werdit = o&icit

764 huerhende = errabiles

Probably also in 2108 huerh = uertil (? for uertex), cf.

Cot. 59 (Lye) hwyrfepole = uorago, syrtis (B. T. p. 576 b).

In one gloss -ae- occurs :

—

572 geuaerpte = conuSi\mt

The rarity of the forms with -ae- in C makes it probable

that there has been no substitution of -ae- for -e- in the

A glosses of Corpus, but rather that these -ae- forms were
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taken from Archetype I. It is likely therefore that in

Archetype I. there was a variation between -ae- and -e-.

The latter seems to be the natural spelling of Corpus.

Note. Since breaking before Germ, z is found in mearg

(cf. p. 33) : O. Bulg. mozgu etc., it is probable that gerd,

gaerd{ci. Kluge, Wb.^, p. 136 a) also contains -of-; the word

occurs as follows in the glossaries :

—

A. Ep, 111 segilgaerd= smtem^na. Erf. -gaerd Cp 165 -g^rd

614 toch gerd= lentnin uimen -gerd 1207 -g^rd

C. 319 simdgerd (etc.) = bolides, 1219 hebelgerd — liciatorium, 2134

gerd= uirgultum.

ii. Before (immediately following)
-'x^-.

CB^ is here very difficult to separate from ce^.

A. In three glosses all three texts have -e-:—
Ep. 187 ambechtae = conl&tio Erf. ambechtae Cp. 501 oembecht

49 steeli = aceearinm steli 55 steli

1060 thuelan = mtsiS thuelaii 2120 thuelanf

In one gloss Erfurt and Corpus have -ae- against Epinal

-e-

:

—
Ep. 866 am&eci = rationato Erf. ambaet Cp. 1706 ambaect

In one gloss Epinal and Erfurt have -e- against Corpus

-ae- :

—

Ep. 851 nectaegalae = Yo&cima FiyL necegle Ct[). IIAQ naectegale

In one gloss Epinal and Corpus have -ae- against Erfurt

-e-:—
Ep. 673 naecht{h)raebn= n.octua, Erf. nect- Cp. 1384 naeht-

In the same gloss Epinal and Erfurt have additional forms,

Ep. nectigalae, Erf. nact/iegelae.

In one gloss Erfurt has -§- against Corpus -e- (Epinal

being mutilated):

—

Ep. 26 iictigalae= ac,h.&\antis (etc.) Erf. n^ct^gela Cp. 52 neht^gale

t In the last two cases there has probably been lengthening through loss

of -h- before -1-.
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In one gloss Epinal has -ae- against Erfurt -e- (wanting

in Corpus) :

—

Ep. 674 naechthraehn^nyciicoxors. Erf. nethhrcehn

C. In 6 glosses Corpus has -ae- :

—

1025 naectgenge = hyna 1857 gesca slaet {etc.) = singa\ta.t

1257 naectegale = \u6cima. 1955 waexit= s\Jirgit

1431 staeli = ocearium. 1991 '^uaelum = ta.enis

In one gloss -ie- appears, 11S5 forsliet = intrinicio, if this

stands for ^for-slieht.

I have included forms of naecht- in this list chiefly be-

cause the corresponding forms in West Saxon have t-umlaut.

But in some at least of its compounds it is perhaps equally

likely that -ae- {-e-) = cb^. On the whole it seems probable

that 03^ was represented both by -ae- and -e- in Archetype L,

though the former seems to have been the prevailing type.

It is worth noticing that while Archetype I. seems to have

had -e- for lengthened m^ in two cases, the same sound

is represented three times by -ae- in C (Cp. 1431, 1857,

1991).

xii. The diphthongs eo and lu {%o).

Sievers (P.B.B. xvill. 414 ff.) has shown that the dis-

tinction between the eo- and %u- diphthongs is in general

well preserved in the glossaries.

Since Sievers has given a full list of the forms which

occur in Epinal and Corpus, it will not be necessary here to

discuss the question at length.

A. According to Sievers Epinal has 23 examples of -eu-y

-eo- < Germ, eu, e-f. The list is not quite correct: 1099 sueor

seems to belong to Erfurt, but against this may be put

780 -steor which Sievers seems to have omitted. I am also

very doubtful about 795, 960 eorisc ; since the word occurs

elsewhere as earisc, it seems more probable that it contains

^ce^X^'"' (< G^ei'tn- '^f^x^^o^-) than *e%M-. In one gloss Epinal

t It is worth noticing that in 4 glosses (32, 107, 211, 780) Erfurt has -eu-

against Epinal -eo-. This seems to point to the retention of an archaism.
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has -aeo-: 508 hlaeodrindi. In the corresponding glosses of

Erfurt there are no examples of -io-, -iu-. In the corre-

sponding glosses of Corpus there is one example of -io- :

1780 cniorisse against Ep. 903 cneorissa, Erf. cneorissae. On
the other hand Epinal has -io- for -eo- (< Germ, eu, e-) in

4 Qflosses ; in two of these the confusion is common to all

three texts : 696 criopungae, Erf. cr{i)wpungae, Cp. 1405

cr(i)opunge ; 879 cnioholaen, Erf. cniolen, Cp. 1759 cnio-

holen. In one gloss Epinal and Erfurt have -io- against

Corpus -e- (regularly, through palatal umlaut, cf. p. 9 f.)

:

817 -fliogae, Erf. -fli{o)go, Cp. 1507 -flege. In one gloss the

mistake is peculiar to Epinal : 1045 uuandaeuui{o)rpae, Erf.

-uuerpe, Cp. 1975 -uueorpe.

Again Epinal has, according to Sievers, 8 examples of

-iu-y -io- < Germ, iu, l-, besides two doubtful cases. One of

the latter (97 gitiungi, Erf. get{o)ing, Cp. 185 getiunge) I feel

inclined to admit ; contraction seems probable, at least in the

Erfurt form, although the reading in not quite safe. On the

other hand 12 Jiio (Erfurt and Corpus 112 have the same

form) can scarcely be separated from W. Sax. fleah {fleah ?).

The relationship may be the same as between wtgdr and

wtgceru. In that case flio will represent an earlier ^fle{h)u

< ^jiw^'yu. Among the remainder I should prefer to exclude

76 gihiodum (Erf. gaeadun, Cp. 78 geeodun) as being etymo-

logically obscure. The other seven seem to be free from

objection. The corresponding glosses of Erfurt and Corpus

have no examples of -eu-, -eo-. On the other hand Epinal

has -eo- for -io- (< Germ, iu, i-) in two cases : 620 hurgleod,

472 cleouuae. The former is wanting in Erfurt, while

Corpus (1334) has -Hod correctly. In the latter case Erfurt

has cleuuiie while Corpus (979) has clouue ; Sievers does not

regard it as a safe example, but the word is probably identi-

cal with O.H.G. kliuwa (cf. p. 48).

Lastly Epinal has four examples of -ie- (as i-umlaut of

w, io according to Sievers). In one of these cases 595 fierst

the corresponding glosses of Erfurt and Corpus have -i-

(Erf. firt, Cp. 1176 firsthrof). In 990 geo7muierdid, Erfurt

agrees exactly with Epinal, while Corpus 2042 has georuuyrde.
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Against 983 hunhie(ri) Erfurt has unhyri, Corpus 2040 un-

hiorde. Lastly against 933 orjiermae, Erfurt has orfermae,

Corpus 1902 orfeormnisse.

C. For these glosses it will be sufficient to refer to

Sievers (I.e.). The cases in which -eo-, -io- are wrongly used

seem to be slightly more numerous than in the A glosses
;

one or two of Sievers' examples however might reasonably be

doubted.

It is probable therefore : (1) that the confusion was

known in Archetype I. (cf. Ep. 696, 879); (2) that it has

been extended both in Epinal and Corpus. In all the three

texts however it is still quite exceptional.

xiii. Palatal Umlaut.

The partial appearance of this change in the d- (S-)

diphthongs presents a most complicated problem. It will be

convenient therefore to begin with the e-, i- diphthongs in

which the evidence is more consistent.

eo. i. Immediately before -%-.

A. In one gloss all three texts have -e-:—
Ep. 738 \>orgifect

—
-perAuellium Erf. dorhgife- Cp. 1537 ]>orhgefeht

cilae

To this may be added in accordance with the theory

propounded on p. 19 f. :

—

Ep. 1062 suehoras = nitel\i ErL sueoras Cp. 2121 sueoras

In one gloss Erfurt and Corpus have -e- (wanting in

Epinal) :

—

Erf. 349 ceapcnext = em.ipticiu.a Cp. 742 ceapcneht

There are no examples of -eo-.

ii. Before r + (guttural or palatal) consonant.

A. In 5 glosses all three texts have -e-:—
Ep. 132 &erc = beta (etc.) Erf. berc Cp. 285 here

686 duerg= na,nnB (etc.) duerg 1362 duerg

699 -uuerci = opere- uerci 1450 werci

831 duuergaedostae = pu\mm duergae- 1686 duerge-

881 thuerhfyri^BoXebxa.e, thuerh- 1761 \>uerh-
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In one gloss Erfurt and Corpus have -e- against Epinal

-eo- :

—

Ep. 556 aZ^iww(eo)rc = ignarium Erf. algiuerc Cp. 1040 aalgewerc

B. In 2 glosses Erfurt has -e-:

—

1175 hergas — coWe^ 1176 cZwerTi= humiliamanus

C. In 4 glosses Corpus has -e- :

—

298 6e?'c= bitulus 1426 baangeberg= ocreis

1164 midferh= mnentns 1715 ^e&er^ = refugium

perhaps also in 1994 duerc = teter (or for deurc ?).

On the other hand Corpus has -eo- in 1771 licbeorg =
sarcofago and -io- in 1672 hriostbiorg = propugnaculum.

iii. Before I 4- consonant (x, c).

A. In 2 glosses all three texts have -e-

:

—
Ep. 233 elch= cern\i8 Erf. elch Cp. 443 elh

1001 eZc/i = tragelafbus (etc.) elch 2054 elch

In one gloss Epinal and Erfurt have -eo- against Corpus

Ep. 981 sceolhegi = Bceuus (etc.) Erf. sceolegi Cp. 1939 scelege

C. In one gloss Corpus has -eo- : eola = damma (etc.)

after 627 (omitted in O.E.T.), cf. Leid. 139.

eo.

A. In one gloss all three texts have -io- :

—

Ep. 879 cnioholaen= Tuscns Erf. cniolen Cp. 1759 cnioholen

In one gloss Epinal and Erfurt have -io- against Corpus

Ep. 817 buturjiiogae =^pa.^^ilo Erf. -fli{o)go Cp. 1507 -fiege

In one gloss Erfurt has -eo- against Corpus -e- :

—

Erf. 295 theoh =co-2L& Cp. 556 thegh

C. In 2 glosses Corpus has -e-

:

—
1194 lehtfaet= \a.nterna, 1^5i fiege = musca

On the other hand Corpus has -eo- once: 1832 \eohsaex —

semispatium.
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iu (io). i. Immediately before -%-.

A. In one gloss all three texts have -i- :
—

Ep. 10 frictrung = anolsitus Erf. frictung Cp. 196 frihtrung

C. In three glosses Corpus has -i-

:

1391 rihteb7'{ed) = nom.a, (cf. O.E.T. 1728 wrixlindum = Teci^rocis

p. 667) 1736 uurixlende =ieciT^roca.tu.

ii. Before r + consonant.

A. In 2 glosses all three texts have -^- :

—

Ep. 560 jirgingaett = ibices Erf. firgin- Cp. 1037 firgen-

792 ftiVciae = populus hirciae 1609 hirce

iii. Before I + consonant.

A. In one gloss all three texts have -i- :

—

Ep. 628 miZciJ? = morgit Erf. milcid Cp. 1323 milcit

Here also probably belongs Ep. 781 ilugsegg = papiluus,

Erf. ilugseg (Cp. 1487 wiolucscel) ; the word is identical with

eolhxsecg in the Runic Poem, and that -u- is svarabhaktic

is shown further by the form ilcs in the Alphabet.

C. Corpus has -i- in one gloss : milcit = mulgit (after

1347, cf. O.E.T. p. 667).

m.

No cases of Germ, m before gutturals or palatals happen

to occur. Germ. ^ (with breaking according to p. 18 f.)

occurs in the following glosses :

—

A. Ep. 546 bitiii{c)n- = inter- Erf. hituichn Cp. 1107 hitun

1043 dislum= ievaGmh\i^ dixlum 2007 \>ixlum

Erf. 384 sM'iZ = excolat Cp. 800 slid

B. Erf. 1147 (?ia;Z= arquamentum

C. Cp. 205 ivaegne);>ixl= aichtoes, 1118 '^iendi {etc.) = mdolis

probably also in 1310 hituihn = mentagra, a gloss which

seems to be due to a misunderstanding.

-i- is therefore universal except in Cp. 1107 hitun which

may be due to a change similar to that in widu > wudu
operating before palatal umlaut took place.

It is clear that in the case of these diphthongs the type

with palatal umlaut was the prevailing one in Archetype I.

Omitting all doubtful cases and glosses which may show con-

traction through loss of intervocalic -h-, we find 13 examples
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of -e-, -i- common to the three texts, besides one (Erf. 349)

which is lost in Epinal. On the other hand there is but one

gloss with -io- which is common to the three texts (Ep. 879),

and this is not a safe example in spite of Leid. 127, 250, for

the compound may have been re-formed ; cneowholen is the

regular form in later (West Saxon) texts. It is noteworthy

that this gloss also has -io- for -eo-. Epinal and Erfurt have

-eo- in two glosses against Corpus -e-, Epinal once has -eo-

against Erfurt and Corpus -e-, and Erfurt once has -eo- against

Corpus -e- in a gloss lost in Epinal. Corpus always has

-e-, -i- except in the two glosses 1107, 1759, neither of which

is a perfectly safe case. It would be rash to assume that the

-eo-, -io- of Epinal and Erfurt represented the forms of

Archetype i. in every case better than the -e-, -i- of Corpus.

Palatal umlaut was no doubt a characteristic of the dialect

of Corpus, yet in the C glosses 4 examples of -eo-, -io-

have been preserved against 11 of -e-, -i-. It is also to

be noticed that while palatal umlaut always gives e < eo,

i < %u (Io), in fliogae (as also in cnioholaen) the diphthongs

are confused
; fliogae and flege are obviously forms of diffe-

rent dialects, but it seems to me just as likely that the

latter represents the form of Archetype I. as the former.

The -io- may be due to Archetype II., as also the -eo- in

Ep. Erf. 981, Erf 295, while in 556 it may be no older than

Epinal.

cea. i. Immediately before -x--

A. In 2 glosses all three texts have -ae- :
—

Ep. 13 aex= a,xiB "Erf.aex Cp. 259 aex

836 aecia(f) /t= perpendit aechtath 1570 aelita^

In one gloss Epinal and Erfurt have -e- against Corpus

-ae-:—
Ep. 928 brectme (etc.) = strepitu Erf. bretme Cp. 1916 braechtme

In one gloss Erfurt has -a- against Corpus -e- (lost in

Epinal) :

—

Erf. 326 th{u)achl =delumeiitem. Cp. 641 Muehl

In one gloss Epinal has -ea-, Erfurt -e-, Corpus -ae- :

—

Ep. 555 leax — 'miG Erf. lex Cp. 1155 laex

16
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In one gloss all three texts have -ea- :

—

Ep. 247 Zeactrocas= corimbus Erf. leactrocas Cp. 540 leactrogas

but the word is obscure and is possibly a compound of leac.

Emendations are suggested by Schltitter, Anglia, xix, p. 118 f.

B. Erfurt contains one example of -ae- : 1149 aex = axis,

and probably one of -e- : 1167 echtheri — censor etc.

C. In 7 glosses Corpus has -ae- :

—

186 aeaj/arw = aparatu 896 hlodsaex= fiehotoma.

364 /aeicm's= capillatur 943 waexcondel= fnnaiiia, (etc.)

625 saex ^Gulter 1832 \>eohsaex= semisTpatium

767 laex = e8sox

perhaps also in 1029 gelaechtnad (for gelaechtr^ad ?)=hoctatus,

though the Latin is obscure. For 1576 sloAae, cf, p. 139.

Here also may belong some at least of the forms of naecht-

(cf. p. 123 £). Contraction is found in Cp. 659 Jlean = de-

globere, 1892 ear = spicas ; the first vowel before the con-

traction could be either cea (ea) or ce.

ii. Before r + consonant.

A. In 2 glosses all three texts have -ae- :

—

Ep. 588 maer/i= lucanica Erf. mcerh Cp. 1249 mcerh

811 /aer/i = porcellus faerh 1616 faerh

In 2 glosses Erfurt and Corpus have -ae- against Epinal

-ea- :

—

Ep. 409 uue{a)rgrod= iuYca. Erf. uaerg- Cp. 930 waergrood

( = furcimeii)

547 /ristmearc= intercapido -maerc 1108 -niaerc

In one gloss Erfurt and Corpus have -e- against Epinal

-ea-

:

—
Ep. 227 mearisern = caviteri\im. Erf. merisaen Cp. 362 merciseren

In one gloss Epinal and Corpus have -ea- (wanting in

Erfurt) :

—

Ep. 652 ft^arw^r = maialis Cp. 1284 bearug
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C. In 5 glosses Corpus has -ae- :

—

1121 gemaercode {Qic.) = in^\ng\t VJl'i /ia<'rf/a= sacellorum

1191 6aerca^ = latratus 1827 sjpcerca= scintella

1255 haerg = \\y^exca\

-e- occurs once: 1308 merg = meduWsi ; -ea- once: 153

mear/i = amilarius (cf. Schllitter, Anglia, xix. p. 111.)

wa.

A. In 2 glosses all three texts have -ae~ :

—

Ep. 64 laec= Simhila, Evi. laec Cp. 154 laecf

846 aec |ja?i = quinetiam aec- 1695 aec-

In one gloss Erfurt and Corpus have -ae-, -§- (lost in

Epinal) :

—

Erf. 265 (jfec= cuculus Cp. 518 gaec

In one gloss Epinal and Corpus have -ae- against Erfurt

-e- :
—

Ep. 62 hynnilaec = ascolonmm. Erf. -lee Cp. 229 -laec

In 2 glosses Erfurt and Corpus have -e- against Epinal

-ae- :

—

Ep. 16 garI§c = aMum. Erf. -lee Cp. 113 -leee

919 herebaecon= sim.hubim -hecon 1873 -bene

In one gloss Epinal and Corpus have -e- against Erfurt

-ce- :

—

Ep. 1093 -egan= -OQxxlo Erf. cegan Cp. 2133 eganX

In one gloss Corpus has -e- against Erfurt -a- (lost in

Epinal) :

—

Erf. 263 iaees sura= calciculium Cp. 380 ieees surae

In one gloss Erfurt has -e- in a form peculiar to that

text :

—

Erf. 676 leceressae = naBtuYcmm. (Ep. tMwnc7-essa, Cp. 1359 tuuneressa)

t Schllitter, Anglia, xix. p. 469 f. suggests caee, ampul(l)a.

X Erf. 316 ae.flwr = dodrans, Cp. 702 egur is obscure; cf. Schllitter,

Anglia, xix. p. 471.

16—2
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In 2 glosses Erfurt and Corpus have -ae- against Ep.

-ea- :

—

Ep. 153 randheag=h\xQ\x\.ViB Erf. rondhaeg Cp. 335 -baeg

591 leag =\exiua. Iceg 1175 laeg

In 2 glosses Epinal and Erfurt have -ea- against Corpus

-ae- :

—

Ep. 872 andleac = r:esera.t Erf. andleac Cp. 1725 onlaec

964 teac = sceda. teag 1821 taeg

In one gloss Epinal has -ea- against Corpus -^- (the

Erfurt form being mutilated) :

—

Ep. 813 ^ea/i= pulix Erf. ^oc Cp. 1683 ^g/i

In 2 glosses Epinal has -ea-, Erfurt -e-, Corpus -ae- :

—

Ep. 63 geacaes surae = accitulinm. Fivf. gecaes- Cp. 58 g^ces

895 hradae Zeac= serpillum -lee 1835 -laec

In one gloss Epinal and Erfurt have -ea- against Corpus

-e- :

—

Ep. 992 sigheacn= tYO-pea, (etc.) Erf. beanc Cp. 2043 sigebecn

B. Erfurt has one example of -ae- : 1156 randhceg =
bucula, umbo. Cf. also 1101 acacso?"^ = acid us.

C. In 9 glosses Corpus has -ae-

:

—
19 <a^^ = mantega 1339 fta^^f= munila

176 caecbora= ?intulus 1667 hae}isedlum= -pYOY08tn3

448 ynnilaec = ceipsi 1960 under haehnisse= snh cono

1231 waebtaeg = lmesi 1971 herebcecun= 8ynihul\im.

1300 fa^"^= mantega

Corpus has -ea- in 218 healecas = archiatros
;
probably

also in 965 geac = geumatrix ; -e- perhaps in 2010 tegum

(etc.) = tehis(?).

Omitting all doubtful forms the results of this analysis in

the A forms may be tabulated as follows : In the short

diphthong cea (i) before -%- we find in Epinal 1 ea, 2 ae,l e\

in Erfurt 2 ae, 2 e, 1 a ; in Corpus 4^ ae, 1 e
;

(ii) before

r + consonant (where perhaps lengthening may have taken

place) Epinal has 4 ea, 2 ae ; Erfurt 4 ae, 1 e ; Corpus 1 ea,

4 ae, 1 e. In the diphthong wa Epinal has 8 ea, o ae, 1 e

;

Erfurt 3 ea, Q ae, 6 e, la; Corpus 11 ae, 5 e. In the C
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glosses of Corpus we find :—for cea (i), 7 ae ; for cea (ii),

1 ea, 5 ae, 1 e ; for cea, 1 (probably 2) ea, 9 ae.

The question how far palatal umlaut prevailed in Arche-

type I. depends obviously on the relative importance

attached to the evidence of the three texts. It is difficult

for three reasons to resist the suspicion that the number of

cases with -ea- has been increased in Epinal. 1. There

can be no doubt that in the case of the e-, i- diphthongs the

forms with palatal umlaut were in the majority in Arche-

type I. 2. It is clear also that forms with -ae- existed in

Archetype I. Now c§ (c§'') can arise by palatal umlaut

from (^a but not from ea. If these forms had been retained

by Archetype I. from earlier texts we should rather have

expected to find -aea-. It does not seem to me very likely

that -ea- was written for c§a, for -aea- is common in early

Kentish charters (cf p. 95). 3. To judge from the C glosses

the regular form in Corpus seems to be -ae- ; the proportion

in A is 19 ae '.^ e, in C 21 ae : 1 e. This rather points to

the presence of -e- in an older textf. Lastly it may be

mentioned that in Erfurt -e- is a rare substitution for -ea-

(though it occurs occasionally), while for -ae- it is exceed-

ingly frequent.

To sum up, I am inclined to think that the number of

forms which showed palatal umlaut in Archetype I. was

greater than the evidence of Epinal would lead one to

believe. Forms with -ea- no doubt existed (e.g. probably in

bearug, Ep. 652), but their number has been increased both

by Archetype ii. and by Epinal ; so also with -eo-. At the

time when palatal umlaut operated in this dialect the three

diphthongs da, eo, lu {lo) must have remained quite distinct,

but it is not unlikely that Archetype I. had examples of -e-

for ce^. The number of examples of -ea-, -eo- does not seem

to have been increased either by Erfurt or Corpus. The

former has, as usual, frequently substituted -e- for -ae-. In

Corpus the regular form for c§* seems to be -ae- ; the docu-

t The form eorisc in Ep. 795, 960 (and the corresponding glosses of

Erfurt and Corpus) seems to point to a change oi ce.^> e in the dialect of

Archetype i. earlsc occurs in later texts (cf. B. T. p. 233).
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ments from which the C glosses of Corpus were drawn

probably contained at least as great a proportion of forms

with -eo-, -ea- as Archetype i.

xiv. Labial and Back Umlaut.

In regard to the effect produced on -e^- by a following

back or labial vowel there is a remarkable difference between

Epinal and Erfurt on the one hand and Corpus on the other.

In the two former texts with the exception of one gloss

which is not quite clear, Ep. 1064 ^eo/^i=uenetum, Erf.

geholu, Cp. 2095 geolu, -e- is retained consistently. On the

other hand in Corpus -eo- is more than twice as frequent as

-e- (cf Dieter, p. 39 f.), the proportion being about the same

in the A and in the C glosses. That this umlaut must have

operated at an early period in the dialect of Corpus is shown

not only by the consistent appearance of -e- (through palatal

umlaut) before -c-, -g-, but also by the presence of -eo- in

such forms as 751 beorende, 1054 aetweosendne.

The same is true on the whole in regard to the umlaut

of -^-, though the proportion of forms with -i- in Corpus is

somewhat greater. The initial group wi- is however (as in

early Northumbrian, cf. p. 85 f ) affected by a following -u-

even in Epinal in one gloss, 430 uudubil = falces, but the

corresponding gloss in Erfurt has uuidu-. Possibly Erfurt

has a form of the same kind in 169 u(ii)slucreud = coccum.

bis tinctum, where Epinal has uuiloc-. Erfurt has some

curious examples of -y- in this position : 182 uuylucscel =

conquilium, Ep. uuiluc-, Cp. 499 wiloc- ; 559 uuydiiblindce =
inuolucu, Ep. uuidu-, Cp. 1116 uudu-\ 347 uuydumer = echo,

Cp. 715 wudu-.

It is difficult to ascertain whether labial umlaut of -a-

was known in Archetype I. It is clear that -a- occurred

frequentl}^ before -u-. On the other hand, -ea- occurs only

in Ep. Erf. 978 hreathamus =sti[io uel uespertilio, Ep. 1098

hreadaemus, Erf Areac?(xm,'5= uespertilio. Corpus has in both

cases (1924, 2103) hrae^emuiis. But the etymology of the
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word is not clear (cf. hreremus), and -ea- may be -ea-;

Corpus seems to have taken the gloss as two words hrae^e

mus. Greater importance is to be attached to certain forms

with -ae- which may represent ce^ from earlier cea by palatal

umlaut, as in the dialect of the Psalter. Such forms occur

in four glosses.

Ep. 19 haeguthorn = alhsi spina Erf. hagudorn Cp. 114 hea{go)^orn

956 /me<7r/i/io?'n= spina alba heguthorn 1897 haegud'orn

Erf. 321 hraedlaestu aesc = daXa,tura,e 703 hraadlast-

§cus

Ep. 603 s/0M= lihargum slcegu 1230 slaegu

The last gloss is obscure and probably corrupt (cf.

Schltitter, Anglia, xix. p. 109 f.). In Erf. 821 -u aesc may
possibly be a mistake for aecus, and this form (as also Cp.

§cus) may be identical with Ps. ^cesum (73. 5) which seems

to have ce^ But the identification is scarcely necessary, for

originally there seems to have been a stem * akSs- (cf. Goth.

aqizi) beside ^akus-, so that ce'^ is not impossible. The two

remaining glosses probably have a common origin. The

existence of haegu- beside such forms as (Ep. 629) ragu

would seem to show that there were dialectic differences in

the sources of Archetype I
;
yet for such a hypothesis there

is otherwise surprisingly little evidence, -ae- =ce'^ is not

however absolutely certain, for in other texts we find

hceg^orn (cf. hcegsteald- beside hagtistald-) ; it is possible

therefore that haegu- may be due to a confusion of haeg-

and hagu-. In addition to the cases mentioned above,

Corpus seems to have an example of -ae- = ce^ in 1559

ha(e)ca = pessul against Ep. Erf 803 haca. Corpus has also

an example of -ea- against Ep. Erf. -a- in 1999 bord'^eaca,

Ep. 997 borohaca (etc.), Erf. brodthaca (etc.) f. Another

possible case is 599 cleadur = crepacula (etc.) against Ep.

218 claedur, Erf. cledr (perhaps <*kladr, ^klwdr-), but the

t The same explanation would be possible in the case of the following

forms: 96 geahuli = d,exe alieno against Ep. Erf. 115 gaebuli; 648 -geabuU =
-pensio against Erf. 336 gebil; 813 geabules monung = exactio, against Erf.

394 gebles-. But it is more probable on the whole that geabull is due to

palatal diphthongisation ; the inflection would regularly be *^a5l, *T,(xdlces

etc.; this has been levelled out by the transformation of *^aol to *}abl

(whence geabul) etc.
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word is obscure. In the C glosses of Corpus there are

forms both with -ea- and -ae- (= ce*) : 283 reagufinc =
bariulus, 665 o?^5eaco?^ = detestare, 881 w(je{g)nfearii = ^^^caM^

(etc.), 914 geadiding = ivs,i\xQ\i^, 1188 weagat = lahsit, 1496

geaduling = patruelis, 2086 geuiie(ada) = uada breuia ; 693

aslaecadun = dimisi», 807 naec(a)d tunge = exert-d lingua and

perhaps 317 hlaegulendi = bombosa, 1853 rcegu = sedulium

(cf. also beosu, meottoc, p. 103). It is very hard to arrive at

any definite conclusions on the evidence. The forms with -ea-

seem to show that labial umlaut had operated to some extent

in the dialect of Corpus ; this umlaut seems to operate even

before guttural consonants. On the other hand the forms with

-ae- in C are probably copied from earlier texts, in which -a-

before -gu- -ku- etc. was treated as in the Psalter.

On the whole it seems probable that labial and back

umlaut were very rare in Archetype I. It may reasonably

be doubted whether that text contained any examples at all.

XV. Palatal Diphthongisation.

This occurs rarely and apparently only before back vowels.

The following examples are found in the A glosses :

—

Ep. 736 uuicingsceadan = ^\ra.i\c\xva. Erf. -sceadae Cp. 1579 -scea'^an

853 scea?>a (etc.) =runcina sceaha 1755 sceaba

902 sceadu= scena. sceadu (1801 scadu)

Erf. 991 sceadugeardas = tem.i)e (Eip. scaedu-) 1998 sceadu-

f

In Corpus 1954

—

sceadu seems to have been substituted

for suadu, which occurs in the other two texts (Ep. Erf 972).

It is probable also that geabuli etc. belong here (c£ p. 135 n.).

In the C glosses of Corpus we find 1424 geocstecca =

obicula
J.

+ Epinal seems to have substituted a form with -ae- = ce^ which may

come regularly from *skcedwa-.

X In such forms as Ep. 203 gimaengiungiae = confussione, Erf. gemengi-

ungae, Cp. 522 gemengiunge, Ep. Erf. 792 6imae = populus, Cp. 183 fraet-

gengian= £i^otsiS,isi, the -i- is probably used simply to denote the palatal

value of -g-, -c-. That it cannot be compared with O.Sax. -i- from Germ.

-j- (after geminated consonants) is clear from its use in the last syllable of

Ep. gimaengiungiae.
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xvi. The loss of interior -h-.

Under this heading it will be convenient to discuss the

treatment of -h- (< Germ. ;^) between vowels, after r, I before

vowels, and after vowels before voiced consonants. In all

these cases the loss of -h- is due to the same causes, though

the reduction may not have taken place at the same time.

The loss of -X- in such forms as Ep. 1043 dislum is a different

question.

A. In 2 glosses all three texts have -h- (including forms

in which -h- has been transposed or other letters added) :

—

Ep. 785 /ae/iii= pingit 'Ert faethit Gp. 15S2 faehit

799 nihol — -pvon\is nihol 1659 nihold

The latter form was originally a compound but was in all

probability no longer felt to be such at the time when inter-

vocalic -h- was lost. On the other hand in the following

three glosses -h- may have been restored through the in-

fluence of the uncompounded forms, though dureras occurs

elsewhere :

—

Ep. 925 du ' rhere = snaldam. 'Erf. durhere Cp. 1948 durhere

1053 du{e)rheri = ua,lha, durheri 2075 durheri

1063 f/ioZicae = uscidae tochtlicae 2170 tohlicef

In 5 glosses -h- is preserved in Epinal and Erfurt, lost in

Corpus :

—

Ep. 546 bitui{c)n- = inter- Erf. hituichn Cp. 1710 MtunX
884 /wr/iMm= scrobibus furlium fnrum (after

1793, omitted in O.E.T.)

1066 uulohum = mlli8 uulohum 2122 uuloum

1080 r?//iae =:uillosa ryhae 2126 rye

1081 linnin ryhae — uilla -ryhae 2128 ryee

Here also may be mentioned a form with -h- after -5-:

—

Ep. Erf. 854 flitere in ehhatis = laJoulns Cp. 1705 -eobotum

t Erf. 326 th{u)achl — delnmentem., Corpus ^huehl probably contain -xx->

cf. p. 71 n.

X It is possible however that there may have been a form -*tioixXQ'

originally beside •*twlxn. Its origin would be due to the same causes as

*)>w<2axxh cf- P- 71 n.
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In one gloss (wanting in Erfurt) -h- is preserved in Epinal,

lost in Corpus ; but the Latin is obscure :

—

Ep. 654 scyhend= ma,Vi\iQiiQ Cp. 1286 scyend

In 3 glosses -h- is preserved in Epinal, lost in Erfurt and

Corpus :

—

Ep. 3 thohae = Sirgil\us Erf. th{o)^ Cp. 207 thoae

981 sceolhegi = stTa})ns (etc.) sceolegi 1939 scelege

1062 suehoras= mte\li sueoras 2121 sueoras

In one gloss (wanting in Corpus) -h- is preserved in

Epinal, lost in Erfurt :

—

Ep. 240 c%ae = cornicula Erf. ciae

In one gloss -h- is preserved in Erfurt, lost in Epinal and

Corpus :

—

Ep. 1020 ryae= ta.Tpetsi Erf. hryhae Cp. 1977 rye

In 8 glosses -h- is lost in all three texts :

—

Ep, 49 steeli = Siccesinura. Erf. steli Cp. 55 steli

97 5fiiiMW5ft = apparatione get{o)ing 185 getiunge

106 sce'ptloum= diraeni\^

795 eor/sc = paperuni

797 /a^(iM?i = pangebant

881 thuerhfyri = salebrae

960 eomc = scrirpea

1060 thuelan= \iita.s

Probably also in the following gloss :— "j*

Ep. 12 ^/o = albugo Erf. /to Cp. 112 Jiio{cLflea h

in Cura Pastoralis)

Indirect evidence for the loss of -h- is given also by the

following glosses :

—

Ep. 610 men=lai.na Erf. meu Cp. 1183 meau (cf.

p. 120 n.)

1005 mw= taxus iuu 1972 iuu (cf. p.

49 n.)

t I have omitted several words, on the etymology of which I was in

doubt, both in A and C. A careful investigation would probably bring other

examples of contraction through loss of intervocalic -h- to light. The above

list is however sufficient to show that the loss of -h- was known in Arche-

type I.

-loum 156 -loum

eorisc 1503 eorisc

fcedum 1504 faedun

-fyri 1761 -fyri

eorisc 1823 eorisc (etc.)

thuelan 2120 thuelan
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1

In one gloss -h- is lost in Epinal and Corpus (wanting in

Erfurt) :—
Ep. 489 scaeptloan= \iQ.^i\\\2i telo- Cp. 1005 scaeptloan

rum

In 3 glosses -h- is lost in Erfurt and Corpus (wanting in •

Epinal) :

—

Erf. 320 se orifmon= dromidarius Cp. 708 se eorodmon

384 su'c? = excolat 800 siid

1099 sweor= uetellus 2107 sueor

B. -h- is lost in Erf. 1161 raa = capriolus and probably

in 1114 s^oae = fisuras, scisuras. A possible case of its pre-

servation is 1129 thrahit= ringitur (die hoo more canum).

C. In 2 glosses -h- is preserved :

—

141 tahae= Si\lox

403 raTia — capria

Perhaps also in the obscure gloss 1310 hituihn = mentagra

(but cf p. 137 n.). In 1960 under haehnisse = sub cono -h- has

probably been restored from haeh, c£ hehnisse twice in the

Psalter, beside the regular heams{se) which seems to show

that -h- was lost before -n- before the operation of palatal

umlaut. In 46 ??2^^/ia = aceruus -h- seems to represent -3-

since mugan occurs elsewhere (cf O.N. mugi). A more

certain example of -h- = -}- is 1576 slahae = ipecticsi. The

forms which occur elsewhere are siege and sice. The original

forms were no doubt : N. sg. ^slcejce, A.G.D. sg. ^sla^an ; the

modern form comes regularly from *slce)w, while the Corpus

form slahae (i.e. ^sla^ce) is a transformation of this through

the influence of *sla}an.

In 13 glosses -h- is lost :

—

372 waeter'^rum= ca^nsblibvis 1118 '^iendi (etc.) = indolis

218 healecas = a,YGh.iaitros 1234 _/iiZ= lima

552 sweor= consobrinus 1431 staeli = ocea,rmm

656 sules reost = denta.lia. 1892 ea?-= spicas

659 Jlean= deglobere 1962 scoere= sutrimator

1033 tolice = husGide 1991 '^uaelum= tsiems

1061 7iiol= in^raa.

Cf also 135 meau = alcido, 955 me(a)u = gabea (cf p. 120)
;

1878 sur = socer is probably mutilated.
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The absolute agreement which exists between all three

texts in several glosses (e.g. Ep. 106, 795, 960, 1060) is

explicable only on the hypothesis that these forms are

faithfully copied from Archetype I. Consequently the loss

of -h- must have taken place before the compilation of Arche-

type I., and the forms in which -h- was preserved must be

due to copying from older documents. On the whole it

seems probable that the cases of retention and of omission

of -h- in Archetype I. were about equal ; for even where -h-

occurs in only one text it is more probable that it has been

lost by the other two texts independently than introduced

afresh by one. The treatment of -h- in the three texts

gives valuable evidence as to their comparative trustworthi-

ness in representing the forms of Archetype I. Omitting all

doubtful cases (including Ep. 610, 1005) we find in Epinal

12 cases of -h- preserved against 9 of -h- lost; in Erfurt

preserved 8, lost 15 ; in Corpus preserved 2, lost 21. This

analysis confirms the conclusion arrived at on p. Ill, namely

that Epinal is a more faithful copy of Archetype II. than

Erfurt ; it may now be added that in one respect at least

Archetype ii. must have been a far more faithful copy of

Archetype I. than Corpus.

It is clear that -h- must have been partly retained in the

documents from which the C. glosses of Corpus are drawn.

So far as one can judge from the materials the proportion of

cases in which -h- was retained may have been as great as in

Archetype I.

xvii. The 7'epresentation of medial and final Germanic -f- "f.

A. In 8 glosses all three texts have -/- :

—

Ep. 142 wM/=bubu Erf. wm/ Cp. 334 ww/ (: O.H.G. ?7/o)

150 ce(/)r= bruchus cefr 326 cefer (: O.H.G. keuar)

183 uulfes camb = ca,me\- uulfes- 355 wulfes (: O.H.G. loolf)

lea

t Cases of -/- before voiceless consonants are omitted except where the

group has arisen through syncope. All words in which it is doubtful

whether /, b represent Germ, f or t are put together on p. 146 f.
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Ep. 1^1 giroefan= cen- 'ErL geroefan Cip. iS9 geroefan (cf. O.H.G.

sores ruoua)

223 giroefa—commenta- geroefa 533 geroefa

riensis

1022 scq/Z= trulla scolf 2051 scoJi){G{.O.B..G.scuuala,

1065 gloedscofl= uatil\a, -scofi 2076 -scojVi Nthl. schoffel)

1046 o/r= tuber o(/)r 2074 /io/(?r (: O.H.G. Iiouar)

In the following glosses Erfurt has mistakes which are no

doubt due to the continental scribe :

—

Ep. 459 /io/r = gibbus Erf. hosr Cp. 969 hofr (see above)

768 ^/aMae = papilio uiualdra 1484: Jifaide [O.H.G. Jifaltra)

In one gloss Epinal and Erfurt have -/- (wanting in

Corpus) :

—

Ep. 161 wM/=bufo Erf. uuf

B. One gloss has -f-
:

—

Erf. 1134 Jifeldae = s^alsigins (etc.)

C. In 5 glosses Corpus has -f-

:

—
2S0 fraefeli (etc.) = astu (: O.H.G. 997 gr^f= grsiffium. (probably from

frauili) the same Latin word)

431 fraefeleo = csl\Qo 1259 i{jwZ/= lupus (cf. 355)

1674 greroe/aw = proceres (cf. 439 etc.)

On the other hand Corpus has -h- in 6 glosses :

—

48 folcgeroebum = actionaris (cf. 1483 sco&Ze = palas (cf. 2051 etc.)

439 etc.) 2011 uuicgeroebum = telonisiYis (cf.

214 ce6er= arpia (cf. 326) 439 etc.)

1271 o&r= margo (cf. Kluge, Wb.^ 2081 isemsco6Z= uatilla (cf. 1483)

p. 385 b)

xviii. The representation of medial and final Germanic -t-.

A. In 28 glosses all three texts have -b-

:

—
Ep. 7 teblere= &\ea.toy: Erf. teblere Cp. Ill teblere (: O.H.G. zabal

< Lat. tabla)

30 sc^afoas= areoli scebas 197 sceabas (: O.H.G. scoub)

124 hraebrebletae= hiGOGa, hebre- 294 haebre- (: N.H.G. haber-

geiss)

166 clibecti= c\ibosnm clibecti 478 clibecti (: O.H.G. klep)

172 tebelstan= calculus tebil- 349 tebl- (cf. Ep. 7)

(etc.)

178 teblith= cotiza.t teblith 497 tebleth (cf. Ep. 7)

192 obaer{s)taelendi= ober- 507 ober- (: O.H.G. ubar, ubiri)

conuincens
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Ep. 194 obaerstaeUd=
conuicta

399 6e6r= fiber

405 libi'laeppan — fibrae

421 obtt= hag9i,

468 sceabas = gsirha.s

497 uualh{h)ebuc = horo-

dius

525 gibaen uuaes = in-

pendebatur

538 oberuuaenidae = in-

solesceret

619 earbetlicust = m.ole-

stissimum

625 nabae= modio\i

633 lebil = rasimle

718 aelbitu= o\or (etc.)

724 sc7'i6w?i=promulga-

runt

745 cebisae= i>elicea

853 scea&a (etc.) =runcina

^b^ filtere in ebhatis=
rabulus

927 eborthrotae= scasa

942 ansuebidum= sopitis

995 lebil =tYiplia,

1052 eboi'spreot= i\enQ,hula,

1057 libr= (EvL nicsitum)

Erf. ober- Cp. 515 ober- (: O.H.G. w6ar,

ubiri t)

foe&r 867 &e&r (: O.H.G. bibar)

libr- 873 libr- (: O.H.G. Zeftam)

o6ea 919 obet (: O.H.G. ofea^)

sceabas 951 sceabas (cf. Ep. 30)

-haebuc 1016 -habuc (: O.H.G. habuh)

geben- 1086 geben- (: Goth, giban)

ober- 1099 o&er- (cf. Ep. 192, 4)

easbedlicust 1320 earbetlicust (: Goth, ar-

6ai}>s)

1322 /ia6ae (: O.H.G. iia&a)

1269 Ze&iZ (: O.H.G. Za&ei)

1439 aeZ6i«w (: O.H.G. albiz)

1628 scribun (: O.H.G. scrlban)

nebce

lebil

^bitu

scribun

caebis

sccaba

-ebhatis

ebor-

ensuehitum

lebil

ebor-

libr

1540 cebise (: O.H.G. kebisa)

1755 sceaba (: O.H.G. scaba)

1705 -eobotum (cf. Goth, iftw/cs

etc.)

1816 gftor- (: O.H.G. e6wr)

1882 onsuebdum (: O.H.G. zwt-

swebben)

2045 Ze6Z (cf. Ep. 633)

2089 eobor- (cf. Ep. 927)

2119 libr (cf. Ep. 405)

In one gloss Epinal and Erfurt have -h- (wanting in

Corpus) :

—

Ep. 674 naechthraebn= Erf. -hrcebn

nycticorax

In 8 glosses Erfurt and Corpus

Erf. 272 bebir = ca.storma Cp.

293 gabelrend - civcinno

303 aebordrotae= colicnm.

310 uiiibil= ca,nta.ina

319 afyrid obbenda = diovaidius

322 dobendi = decrepita

336 ged^bin gebil = d.ebiiB.

pensio

367 s«g?> = exito (etc.)

have -h- (lost in Epinal):

—

385 beber (cf. Ep. 399)

469 gabul- (: O.H.G. gabala,

gabal)

558 eobur- (cf. Ep. 927)

398 wibil (: O.H.G. wibil)

707 -olbenda (: Goth, ulbandus)

638 dobgendi (: M.H.G. fo;?

648 gedaebeni- (: Goth, gadaban)

785 -siae6 (: Goth, stab-im)

t These two examples are not quite safe, cf. Goth, tt/ar.
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In one gloss Erfurt and Corpus have -h- against Epinal

-hf- (no doubt a correction)

:

Ep. 1010 nahfogar= i&i:xe- Erf. nahoger Cp. 2002 nabogaar (cf. Ep. 625)

bellus

In 8 glosses Epinal and Erfurt have -h- against Corpus

Ep. 51 an ba halhae= Erf. -halbe Cp. 121 halfe (: Gotla. halba)

altrinsecus

ISe staeblidrae = hsi\\ista steb- 263 sfae/- (cf. Erf. 367)

577 staebplegan= ludii lit- scaeb- 1245 staef-
( ,, )

terari

635 saZ& = malagna salb 1212 salf {: O.U.G. salba)

642 wMaeZrea& = manu- -I'eab 1277 -reaf {: O.Il.G. roub)

bium

673 naecht{h)raebn= -hraebn 1384 -hraefn (: O.H.G. raban)

noctua (etc.)

880 thebanthorn= YSimnn8 theban- 1710 deofe:— {: O.H.G. depan-

dorn)

931 ha{l)bclungni= s,emi- halb- 1844 AaZ/- (cf. Ep. 51)

gelato

probably also :

Ep. 864: gistaebn^ndrae= Erf. -stoeftnew Cp. 1721 -staefnendrae (cf. Erf.

reciprocate 367?)

SO also according to Sweet (O.E.T. p. 516 b.):

Ep. 6^0 thebscib^miuio- Fivf. thebscip Cp. 1316 ^^o/sctp (: Goth Hw6s etc.

paro but the Latin word is unknown to me).

In 2 glosses Erfurt has -6- against Corpus -f- (lost in

Epinal) :

—

Erf. 285 hraebn= coY&x Cp. 553 hraefn (cf. Ep. 673)

363 erabedlicae= egve 729 earfedlice (cf. Ep. 619)

In one gloss Epinal has -b- against Corpus -f- (wanting in

Erfurt) :—

Ep. 656 geormantlab (etc.)= malua Cp. 1288 gearwan leaf (: Goth.

laubos, N. pi.)

In one gloss Epinal has -h- against Erfurt -p-, Corpus

-f--
Ep. 1089 gilebdae= \ieri- Erf. gilepdae Cp. 2080 gilefde{:Goth.uslaubjan)

cundiae concesserim
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In one gloss Epinal and Corpus have -h- against Erfurt

Ep. 6 te6Zag = alea Y^xL tefil Cp. UQ tehl

In 3 glosses Erfurt and Corpus have -f- against Epinal

-h-:—

Ep. 52 faerscribaen= Erf. -serifen Cp. 69 -serifen (cf. Ep. 724)

addictus

848 hraebn^s foot = qum- hrcsfnces- 1697 Tirae/wes- (cf. Ep. 673)

quefolium

1047 sinimrbul= teves sinuulfur 2008 siunhuurful (: O.H.G.

sinhwerbal) f

so also in all probability :

—

Ep. 915 anhaebd = snsj^ensns, Erf. anhcebd, Cp. 1^47, ahaefd (: hebban

related to Goth, hafjan etc. Two originally distinct (but re-

lated) verbs seem to have been confused in English).

In 2 glosses Epinal and Erfurt have -f- against Corpus

-b-:—
Ep. 536 unofaercumen- Erf. unofer- Cp. 1097 unober- (cf. Ep. 192)

(ra^ ) — indigestae

762 si/wnsfem = pliadas fun- 1599 sibun- (: Goth, sibun)

In one probable case all three texts have -/- :

—

Ep. 75 staefn^ndra= Erf. staefnen- Cp. 126 staefnendra (cf. Ep. 864)

alternantium dra

In 2 glosses Erfurt and Corpus have -/- (lost in Epinal):

—

Erf. 300 ?m^^= caldica Cp. 482 weji (cf. O.H.G. weban)

392 ifeg = edeTa. 718 ifegn (: O.H.G. ebaheivi,

ebawi, ebah)

In one gloss Epinal has -/- (v^anting in Erfurt and

Corpus) :

—

Ep. 1084 /irae/naes /oi= quinquefolium (Cf. Ep. 848)

In one probable case Epinal and Erfurt have -f- against

Corpus -u- :

—

Ep. 653 cZo/ae = morda- Erf. clofce Cp. 1327 clouae {ct M.H.G. Mobe)

cius

f -b- over -/- in Epinal, cf. Sweet's note ad loc.
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In one probable case Epinal and Erfurt have -u- against

Corpus -f-

:

Ep. 428 siuida= inriures, Erf. siiiida, Cp, 940 sifi^an (probably connected

with O.H.G. sih, cf. Cp. 597, below).

B. Erfurt has -h- in two glosses :

—

1136 ie6wen^i = adfectuosus (etc.) 1141 fe&Zm (etc.) = aleator (cf. Ep. 7)

(: Goth. Hub-)

Erfurt has also two examples of -f-
:

—

1142 fe/iZ= alia (cf. Ep. 7) 1155 crtcae//=baccula (: O.H.G. /cai6)

C. In 27 glosses Corpus has -h-

:

30 aelbitu= ta.ntsi\us (cf. Ep. 718)

98 ebnwege = aeqm-pensnm. (: Goth.

ihns)

179 eo6or= aper (cf. Ep. 927)

193 ie&eZ = aquemale (cf. Ep. 633)

303 /ier6/(Z ^bipertitum (cf. Ep. 51)

399 heber= ca,i>ei (cf. Ep. 124)

452 «?/r& = cespites (: O.H.G. zurba)

597 s/6i cerebrum (: O.H.G. sib)

631 obgibeht = destituit (: Goth.

giban)

658 sm6e7t= decern! (cf. Ep. 724)

740 gesuirbet = elimat (: O.H.G.

siverban)

764 /iMer&ende = errabiles (: O.H.G.

hivarbian)

1180 hebenhus = lacunar ( : Goth.

himins)

1210 afroebirdun = lenirent (cf.

O.H.G. Jluobara)

1397 -earfoe-Se = -negotio (cf. Ep. 619)

1413 -Z?/&sw = obligamentum (: Goth.

lubja-)

1441 staeb = olastrnui (: Goth, stab-

im)

1457 -heldiobul= orcus (: Lat. dia-

bolus)

1464 ebur'Sring = orion (cf. Ep. 927)

1622 M?iZa6=:posthumus (cf. Goth.

laiba)

1498 ivibl = psinipila, (cf. Erf. 310)

1694 geeblicadun= quadYSire (cf. 98)

1712 gabulrond= rsidio (cf. Erf. 293)

1778 haeb = salum. (: M.H.G. hap)

1930 lybe.sne= strensiS (cf. 1413)

2164 stebn= uox (: Goth, stibna)

2176 Zoo& = ymnus (: O.H.G. lob)

probably also in 2108 hiierh = uertil (cf. O.H.G. hwarblih,

cf. p. 122) ; and perhaps in 216 sibaed = arbatae (cf. Ep. 428),

cf. also 376 cae^es^r = capistrum (probably from the same

word).

In 19 glosses Corpus has -f-

27 eofor\>rote = scisca (cf. Ep. 927)

92 e/7mwt = aequatis (cf. 98)

173 aid uuif=anus (: O.H.G. wlp)

281 stofa = balneum (cf. O.H.G.

stuba)

299 seoZ/6ortan= biothanatas(:Goth.

silba)

474 oefsung = circinatio (cf. Goth.

ubizwa)

482 o«;e/(etc.) = cladica (cf. O.H.G.

weban)

489 /iai/= clima (cf. Ep. 51)

699 o/5fe/e7i=distitutum (cf. 631)

1147 /im^caei/=inulus(cf.Erf. 1155)

17
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1260 ii??/Z/=lupa (: O.H.G, wulpa) 1644 ascji^lS = praecipitat (cf. Goth.

1499 mte^= panuculum (cf. Erf. 300) -skiuban)

1558 clijhlep = -pessnm. (cf. Ep. 166) 2016 uuejl = iitica (cf. Erf. 300)

1583 co/a= pistrimum(:M.H.G./l;o&e) 2144 caeZ/= uitulus (cf. Erf. 1155)

1587 cqfincel= i>istYil\& ( ,, )
2145 cucaelf=zmtulsi

( ,, )

Cf. also 430 caefli = csiipistro (probably <Lat. capulum).

Note. Forms in which the etymological value of h,f is

uncertain.

A. In 3 glosses all three texts have -f-
:

—

Ep. 517 riscthyfil= mnge- Erf. -thyjil Cp. 1159 -^yfel

turn

647 scaZ/r= mergulus scalfr 1304 scalfur

996 hrofuuy{r)cta= tig- hrof- 2020 hrof- (: O.N. hrof)

narius

In one gloss Epinal and Erfurt have -f- (wanting in

Corpus) :

—

Ep. 609 hrof=\&Guna. Erf. hrof {cl Ep. 996)

Id one gloss Epinal has -/- (wanting in Erfurt and

Corpus):

—

Ep. 662 scaZ/r= mergus (cf. 647)

In one gloss Epinal and Corpus have
-f-

against Erfurt

-b- :—

Ep. 5S scaldthyflas = Blga.,'E,Tci. -{t)hyblas,C-p. 128 -hyflas

In one gloss Erfurt has -f- against Corpus -b- (Epinal

-h)—
Ep. 613 cZ/]?ae = lappa Erf. clifae Cp. 1184 clibe

In one gloss Erfurt has
-f-

against Corpus -b- (lost in

Epinal) :

—

Erf. 258 /ia/ae?-n= cancer Cp. 379 haehrn

* In 2 glosses Erfurt has -b- against Corpus -f-

:

—
Erf. 250 rede cZafcre= calta Cp. 375 clafre (cf. Nthl. klaver)

254 hultti clabre =^caiestsi 377 clafre
( ,, )

In one gloss Epinal and Corpus have -b- against Erfurt

Ep. 684 Z/flZ^^rn= nepa Erf. hafern Cp. 1370 haebern
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In 4 glosses Epinal and Erfurt have -h- against Corpus

-/--
Ep. 179 ;iMaZ6= coii- Erf. /iaZ& Cp. Am hualf (: O.N. hualf,

uexum O.H.G. welben)

627 sc?/6Za = mafortae scyhla 1261 scujla {: O.'i^.skupla, sky

-

pill ?)

631 gloob = manica. glob 1268 glof

832 sca6/ooi = pan sa scaab- 1513 sea/- (: O.N. skeifr)

In 5 glosses all three texts have -b- :

—

Ep. 115 gaebuli=:a,eYe Erf. gaebuli Cp. 96 geahuli (: Goth, giban?)

alieno

602 /ieftiM^liciatorium 7te&i7^ 1232 /ie&eM (: M.L.G. hevelte)

757 }>orc/i o&sf= per anti- -obust 1546 o&st (: 0. Sax. Obast)

cipationem

864 ier6 = scirpea (etc.) lebrae 1804 Ze6r

1058 ceb^rtmm = uestibu- caeber- 2094 caebr-

lum

In two glosses Erfurt and Corpus have -b- (lost in

Epinal) :

—

Erf. 336 ged^bin gebil = debita Cp. 648 -geabuli (cf. Ep. 115)

pensio

394 gebles monung= exsictio 813 geabules-
( ,, )

B. Erfurt has one example of -f-
:

—

1106 nefem= ca.ncer (cf. 258)

C. Corpus has -/- in 3 glosses :

—

133 %^ = aluearia (: M.L.G. huue, cf. Zupitza, Gutt. p. 128)

1956 sue{f)l sueart= snliorisi (: Goth, sivibls, O.H.G. sivebal, siveual)

2013 /iro/= tholus (cf. Ep. 996)

- -b- occurs in 10 glosses ;

—

645 seobgendum (etc.)= querelis (etc.) (cf. M.H.G. siufzen, siuften, Kluge,

Wb5. p. 347 b.)

803 aswafe = exorbitans (: O.N. sulfa, cf. O.H.G. sweben, sweibon)

881 gebellicum wa{g)nfearu= fi&c&Ms, reda (cf. Ep. 115)

1219 hebelgerd — lidaXovmiQ. (cf. Ep. 1818 uuebung = scena (: O.H.G.

602) weban?)

1233 hebeld'^red = lici& {cf. Ep. 602) 1823 leber (etc.) = seirpea{cL'Kp.Sdi)

1311 scraeb= raevga. (: O.N. skarfr?) 1879 slebescoh (etc.) = soccus

1317 hlibendri = mmsici

17—2
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The results of this analysis may be briefly summed up as

follows

:

1. The representation of Germ. 5 in A gives valuable

evidence in regard to the comparative trustworthiness of the

three texts in reproducing the forms of Archetype l. Omit-

ting (Ep.) 75, 428, 630, 653, 864—on which some doubt may
reasonably be felt—the statistics for the three texts are as

follows : Epinal has 44 h against 3/ (omitting 1010), Erfurt

49 h against 8/, Corpus 40 h against 18/. This result con-

firms the conclusions arrived at on p. 140, namely that Epinal

is a more faithful copy of Archetype ll. than Erfurt, and that

Archetype ir. was a very much more faithful copy of

Archetype I. than Corpus.

2. There is no evidence that -6- was used for Germ./
in Archetype I. It is likewise highly improbable that -f-

was used for Germ. 5 in more than three or four glosses at

the most. Indeed there is not one absolutely certain example.

This being so there is every probability that those words in

the " uncertain " lists which appear in all three texts with

-f- or -h-, contain Germ. /and Germ. 5 respectively.

3. In the C glosses Corpus has 6 h against 5 -/- for

Germ. -/- ; 19 -/- against 27 -h- (omitting doubtful cases) for

Germ. 5. Since the proportion in the latter case is greater

than in the A glosses and since these also contain no examples

of -h- for Germ.y, it is probable that the confusion of Germ. 5

andy in C is partly inherited from older documents. It is

noteworthy also that all the examples of -h- for Germ, y occur

in the medial position, while of the examples of-/- for Germ. 5

9 occur in the final position against 5 -6- (including the first

members of compounds), while 10 occur in the medial position

against 22 -h-. This is still more marked in the A glosses

:

of the 40 occurrences of -h- for Germ. 5, 39 are in the medial

position, only one in the final ; of the 18 occurrences of -f-

12 are in the medial position, 6 in the final. These statistics

seem rather to point to a change of (voiced) 5 to (voiceless)

f in the final position beside the change of (voiceless) f to

(voiced) 5 in the medial
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1

xix. The orthography of the Glossaries.

For the purpose of determining the age of the three

texts and if possible the locality to which the scribes belonged,

it is worth while to investigate a few of the points in which

the early texts show orthographical differences. Only those

glosses which occur in Epinal need be dealt with. In the

majority of cases it will be enough to give merely the

references.

1. The representation of the sound-group -%^-.

Epinal has altogether 23 examples of -ct- (including 1093

where -0- is obviously a mistake for -c-), 5 examples of -cht-^

and one doubtful example of -ht- (936. cf Sweet, ad loc).

To these correspond in Erfurt (omitting obvious mistakes)

15 examples of -ct-, 6 of -cht- and 3 -ht- ; while Corpus has

10 -ct-, 3 -cht-, 13 -ht-. The distribution of these is as

follows :

—

All three texts have -ct- in 6 glosses:—85, 166, 204, 247,

868, 999. To these may be added 857 and 866, where

Erfurt has -c- and -t- respectively.

Epinal and Erfurt have -ct- against Corpus -cht- in one

gloss: 513. so also in 928 where Erfurt has -t-.

Epinal and Erfurt have -ct- against Corpus -ht- in 5

glosses:—10, 516, 579, 723, 1093.

Epinal and Corpus have -ct- against Erfurt -cht- in 2

glosses:—509, 544.

Epinal has -ct- against Erf. -cht-, Cp. -ht- in one gloss :

—

836.

Epinal has -ct- against Erf -cht- in one gloss (wanting in

Corpus): 524. (cf also 673.); and in one gloss against Erf

-th-: 674.

In 2 glosses Epinal has -ct- against Erf, Cp. -ht- :—155,

996.

In one gloss all three texts have -cht- : 187.

In 2 glosses Epinal has -cht- against Erf. -ct-, Cp. -ht-

:

—
533, 673.

In one gloss Epinal and Erfurt have -cht- against Corpus

-ht-: 756.
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In one gloss Epinal has -cht- against Erf., Cp. -ht- : 574.

Corresponding to Ep. -ht- in 936 (wanting in Erfurt)

Corpus has -ht-.

-ct- was without doubt the usual representation of this

sound-group in Archetype I. -cht- may also have been used,

but -ht- must be regarded as doubtful. The latter was evi-

dently the representation familiar to the scribe of Corpus.

2. The representation of -gg-, -gg-.

Epinal has -gg- consistently—six examples in all. Cor-

responding to these Erfurt has 3 -eg-, 2 -g-, and one -c-

;

Corpus has 2 -gg-, 2 -eg-, and one -eg- (probably a mistake

for -eg-). The occurrences are as follows :

—

In 2 glosses Epinal and Corpus have -gg- against Erfurt

-eg- :—
Ep. 422 sugga Erf. sucga Cp. 878 sugga

916 Trnjgg mijcg 1814 mygg

In one gloss Erfurt and Corpus have -eg- against Epinal

-99- '-—

Ep. 463 segg Erf. secg Cp. 977 saecg

In one gloss Epinal has -gg-, Erfurt -e-, Corpus -eg-

:

—
Ep. 44 earuuigga Erf. aeruuica Cp. 240 earwicga

In one gloss Epinal has -gg-, Erfurt -g-. Corpus -eg-

:

—
Ep. 966 segg Erf. seg Cp. 1786 seeg

In one gloss Epinal has -gg- against Erfurt -g-

:

—
Ep. 781 ilugsegg Erf. ilugseg (cf. Cp. 1487)

The two occurrences of -gg- in Corpus prevent us from

supposing that this is a peculiarity due to the scribe of

Epinal. It is more likely also that -eg- should have been

substituted for -gg- than vice versa, for -eg- (-ge-) is practi-

cally universal in other texts. It is probable therefore that

in this respect also Epinal has preserved a feature of

Archetype i.

3. The representation of -w-.

In Epinal this sound is most frequently represented by

-?m- though -u- is also used, especially after consonants. In

4
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Erfurt -u- is much more frequent than in Epinal. The

Runic letter w (wyn), which is exceedingly frequent in Corpus,

occurs only nine times in Epinal. Of the corresponding

cases in Corpus 5 have -w-, 4 -uu-: The representation in

Erfurt is as follows :

—

Erfurt has -u- against Epinal and Corpus -w- in 2

glosses :—118, 162.

Erfurt has -uu- against Epinal and Corpus -w- in 2

glosses:—118, 1014.

Erfurt has -p- against Epinal and Corpus -w- in one

gloss :—173.

Erfurt together with Corpus has -uu- against Epinal -w-

in 2 glosses:—1059, 1071.

Erfurt has -b- against Epinal -w-, Corpus -uu- in one

gloss :—1059.

Erfurt has -u- against Epinal -w-, Corpus -uu- in one

gloss :—1068.

Erfurt has another example of p- in 388 (Cp. 736. w-,

lost in Epinal). The extraordinarily small number of mistakes

in Erfurt seems to point to the absence of -w- in Archetype

II. Yet it is possible that the English original of Erfurt

substituted -u-, -uu-, for (Runic) -w-, and this explanation is

favoured by two significant facts : in Ep. 769 sperlpi (Erf.

spreui, Cp. 1581 smeoi^uue) the text from which Epinal is

copied would seem to have had -w-'\", but there is no reason

to suppose that Epinal is not a direct copy from Archetype II.

Another case of the same kind is Ep. 444 \oot against Erf.

puoo{d). Again in 564 Erfurt has the following gloss: lepor,

suhtilitas uel p'uod (Ep. uuol^, Cp. 1196 woo^); the simplest

explanation of this is to suppose that the scribe of Erfurt's

original first copied w- and then wrote -u-, perhaps partly

erasing the former (cf. also 444 above). The appearance of

uu- in the corresponding gloss of Epinal suggests that this

substitution may have taken place elsewhere also. It is at

least remarkable that Epinal has no examples of -w- between

t The mistake is easy to understand, for the word had already been

rendered unintelligible by the earlier mistake of -p- for -m-.
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173 and 1014. I am inclined therefore to believe that -w-

was used in Archetype li. and that in some cases (e.g.

probably 178, 388, 564) it may have been copied from

Archetype I.

4. The use of the Eunic letter \ :

This letter is more frequent than (Runic) w, though the

sound is far more often represented by -th- etc. Alto-

gether (omitting 444 and 769 where it is used for w-) -\-

occurs 19 times. In one gloss (613) it seems to have been

substituted for -h- or
-f-.

The remaining cases together

with the corresponding letters in Erfurt and Corpus are as

follows :
—

In 10 glosses (11 cases) Epinal has -)?-, Erfurt -d-. Corpus

_g.:_118, 162, 564, 741, 75eS, 760, 763, 846, 1037 (twice),

1093.

In one gloss Epinal has -\- against Erfurt and Corpus -t5-:

542.

In one gloss Epinal has -)?-, Erfurt, -d- Corpus -t- : 628.

In two glosses Epinal and Corpus have -\- against Erfurt

-d- : 738, 845.

In one gloss Epinal and Corpus have \- while Erfurt

simply omits a letter : 532 (Erf. ingungae).

The remaining two cases are in 601 : Ep. \u\istil, Erf.

popistil, Cp. 1179 l^fu'Sistel.

The small number of cases in which Corpus has -}>- corre-

sponding to Epinal -]?- makes it doubtful whether this letter

was used in Archetype I., for elsewhere -]}- is not rare in

Corpus. It is probable that Archetype II. had -]>- at least in

532 and 601. The frequent -d- of Erfurt is perhaps a sub-

stitution for 3 due to the continental scribe.

5. The use of the letter -3-.

This letter occurs altogether 8 times in Epinal. In 2

cases (754, 838) we find -d- in the corresponding glosses of

Erfurt and Corpus, but there may have been a sound-change.

In one gloss (796) Erfurt has -d-, Corpus -5- ; in another

case in the same gloss Erfurt has -3-, Corpus -th-. In one

gloss (1039) Erfurt has -t-. Corpus 5-, In 2 other glosses
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(661, 709) Epinal and Corpus have -S- ; of these the first is

wanting in Erfurt, while the second has a mutilated form.

Lastly in 707 Epinal has S- against Corpus ]?-, while in

Erfurt the letter is omitted (the Epinal form also being

mutilated). There are (besides 796) three occurrences of

-S- in Erfurt : 456 against Epinal th-, Corpus 3- ; 583 against

Epinal th- ; 997 against Epinal -d-. The last two forms do

not occur in Corpus.

Since -3- is exceedingly frequent in Corpus, the fact that

Epinal and Corpus agree in -3- in four glosses can prove

nothing for Archetype I. It has already been suggested

(p. 152) that where Erfurt has -d- its English original may
often have had -3-. The rarity of -3- in Epinal however

makes it probable that these cases were substitutions (for

-th-y -)?-, etc.) made in that text rather than copied from

Archetype ii. Erfurt has -d-, -S- beside Epinal -3- in only

four cases, and all of these are in words which are usually

written with -c?-, three of them representing sounds which

underwent a change from \ > d. It is likely therefore that

in Epinal they denote a voiced spirant.

XX. The comparative faithfulness of the three texts.

In order to arrive at a safe conclusion on this question it

is necessary to take into consideration only those points of

language or orthography which certainly involve the pre-

servation of archaisms and which can not be attributed to

dialectic or local peculiarities. Among these six (three

linguistic and three orthographical) may be mentioned :

—

1. The preservation of interior -h-.

2. The preservation of the distinction between Germ.y*

and Germ. 5.

3. The preservation of the distinction between 03 and i

in unaccented syllables.

4. The representation of the sound-group -')(t-.

5. The representation of -gg- (and -gg-).

6. The representation of the sounds w and )?.
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In regard to 1, 2, 4, 5 it has already been shown (pp. 140,

148 ff.) that Epinal is more archaic than Erfurt and that

Archetype ii. (as inferred generally from the agreement of

Epinal and Erfurt) must have been much more archaic than

Corpus. In regard to 6 also Corpus shows a less archaic

orthography than the other two texts. In regard to 3

it may be mentioned that in inflexional syllables -e- (for a?, i)

is much more frequent in Corpus than in either of the other

texts,; again in the prefix gi-, ge- Epinal has according to

Dieter (§ 29) 40 gi- against 14 ge-, while Corpus has only

one example oi gi- against over 150 ge-.

Where differences of dialect are involved, Corpus may
sometimes preserve the forms of Archetype I. better than

the other texts. There is some reason for believing that

such is the case with regard to palatal umlaut (cf p. 133).

On the other hand in cases where all materials for applying

a test are wanting, as e.g. in the representation of q and ce^

(cf pp. Ill, 114), I am inclined to place greater reliance on

the evidence of Epinal and Erfurt, especially the former,

than on Corpus, in consequence of the greater conservatism

displayed in general by those texts.

xxi. The age of the Texts.

1. The date at which the compilation of Archetype I.

took place may be conjectured with reasonable probability

from its treatment of (intersonantal) Germ. ^, /, 5, as also

from certain peculiarities in its orthography. Since inter-

vocalic -h- (as also -h- before -I- etc.) was undoubtedly lost

(cf. p. 140), the compilation can scarcely have been made

earlier than about 670—680. This is further confirmed by

the fact that w^, w^ seem to have been usually expressed by

-e-. Of course it is possible that t he change of ce^, w^> e

took place earlier in some dialects than in Northumbrian

(cf. p. 23 ff.)
;
yet isolated examples of -ae- survive in the

earliest Kentish, East-Saxon and Mercian texts (cf Chart.

1, 4, 13). Oil the other hand the latest possible date may
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be approximately fixed by the treatment of Germ, -f-,
-5-.

It has been shown (p. 148), that the confusion of these sounds

was practically unknown in Archetype I. Now in the Moore

MS, of Bede (737) Germ. 5 is in the majority of cases repre-

sented by -/-: thus aelf- ill. 1, 24, iv. 21, v. 24, against

aelh- IV. 26; gef- iv. Praef. against geb- IV. 12, v. 8; suef-

IV. 11 against suceb- v. 8 ; so also gefrin 11. 14, eafa ill. 24
;

on the other hand cnoh- III. 19. In all these cases C agrees

with M except in 11. 14, iv. 26, iv. Praef., where it has gebriii

^If-, gem- respectively. On the other hand B and N have

-h- against the -/- of M and C in ill. 24, IV. 21, aelh-, IV.

Praef. geh- ; B also has eaba {ill. 24) against M eafa (cf.

also Sweet's note to ll. 14). It would seem therefore that

Bede himself did not write -/- so frequently as M and C
appear to indicate. Yet there can be no reasonable doubt

that the confusion of -5- and
-f- had begun during his life-

time. Another example of -f- for 5 which belongs in all

probability to a still earlier date is Clerm. wylif (cf. p. 24).

But there is no reason to suppose that the confusion of

5 and f took place earlier in Northumbrian than in the

Southern dialects. For the latter we have during this early

period nothing but a few charters, so that the material

is very limited
;
yet in the Mercian-Kentish Chart. 17 (a.D.

742) we find ecglaf (cf. angenlabes in Chart. 1), while o/a

in the same Charter is obviously the same name as oha

in Chart. 9 (A.D. 736). Chart. 2 (assigned by Sweet to

693—731) has aelf, but unfortunately the reading seems

to be uncertain. Chart. 13 (770) has cdfflced ; after 800

examples are plentiful. Limited as it is, the evidence is

enough to show that by about 730—740 Germ. 5 and f
were already confused in all dialects. 720 is therefore the

latest probable date for a composition in which these sounds

were still kept distinct. This conclusion is fully in harmony

with the orthographical evidence. In Chart. 5 (700—715),

6 (732), 7 (740), 9 (736), 17 (742) -xt- is consistently repre-

sented by -ht- (-hit-) and so also usually in all subsequent

charters ; -ct- occurs only in Chart. 1 (692, 3), 2 (693—731),

4 (679). It is true that the Moore MS. of Bede writes -ct-
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consistently, but the Northern orthography is generally con-

servative ; in Liber Vitae also -ct- is by far the most frequent

form, while the Runic letters w and
J?
are altogether unknown

in the early Northern texts. Again, with one or two isolated

exceptions (e.g. wigga Chart. 12, uuigga 49 against uuicggan

19, wicga 47, 48) -gg- is unknown to me outside the glossa-

ries
; Chart. 1 has -gc-, Chart. 17 -eg-, -gcg-, while all the MSS.

of Bede write -eg-. The use of (Runic) w in Archetype i.

is no argument against the assumption of so early a date, as

it occurs in Chart. 1. -S- appears first in Chart. 5, and is

frequent in Chart. 17, but there does not appear to me to be

sufficient evidence that this letter occurred in Archetype I.

The absence of ]> in the early charters is of course incon-

clusive. On the whole there appears every probability that

Archetype i. was compiled between 680—720.

2. Archetype li. seems to have had -f- for Germ. 5,

though only in a very few glosses. Otherwise its dating

depends on the date assigned to Epinal.

3. Most of the arguments used above for fixing the date

of Archetype i., especially those drawn from the orthography,

apply also to the case of Epinal. The use of -ct-, -gg-, the

absence of -ht-, the rarity of -3- and of the confusion of Germ.

5 and f, together with the generally archaic character both

of the language and of the orthography, make it probable

that the interval between Archetype I.—Archetype II.

—

Epinal was comparatively short. The latest probable date

for Epinal seems to me to be about 730.

4. In determining the date of the English original of

Erfurt the following points have to be taken into account :

the confusion of Germ. 5 and f was more frequent than

in Epinal (cf. p. 148), -eg- was substituted for -gg-, -3- was

probably used more frequently (cf p. 152 f.), and -ht- was sub-

stituted, though only rarely, for -ct- (-cht- being also used as

in Epinal) ; the general character however both of the

language and of the orthography is archaic; the comparatively

frequent retention of -eu- may especially be mentioned (cf.

p. ] 24 n.). There are marked differences of language which
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compel us to believe that the scribe spoke a different dialect

from that of Epinal, but none of these are proofs of lateness.

So far as I can see Erfurt contains nothing which would

make it likely that its original was written much after 750.

5. The date of Corpus is very difficult to estimate from

the language and orthography of the English forms alone.

Many of these, as in the other texts, obviously belong to

the seventh century, but the majority have undergone more

modernisation than those of either Epinal or Erfurt. The

orthography (e.g. the very frequent use of -5- and -ht-) does

not necessarily point to a period later than 750 ; but from

the language, especially the changes in unaccented syllables,

I should be inclined to favour a date nearer the end of the

century. This text, like Erfurt, contains marked dialectical

divergences from Archetype I., and in order to estimate its

date accurately one would require to have texts written in

the same dialect. In the absence of these it seems to me
that the text might be attributed to the ninth century with

just as much probability as to the latter part of the eighth,

judging from the English glosses alone i".

xxii. The Dialects.

This question, as has already been shown, is somewhat

complicated. Four dialects have to be distinguished in the

A glosses : I. the dialect of Archetype I. ; ii. the dialect

of Epinal ; ill. the dialect of Erfurt ; IV. the dialect of

Corpus. There is but little evidence (and that of a doubtful

character) for dialectic differences within Archetype I. The

dialect of Archetype 11. again does not seem to have differed

from that of Epinal, though the latter seems to have carried

the process of assimilation somewhat further. Lastly, there

seem to have been dialectical differences in the sources of the

C glosses of Corpus.

t Palaeographists say this is impossible and assign the text to the first

half of the eighth century. But the arguments enumerated above seem to

me conclusive against the assumption of any date before 750. Probably

one will be fairly safe in dating the text about 770—800.
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I. The following is a short summary of the dialectical

characteristics of Archetype I. :

—

1. The change ce^ > e was known, though -ae- was usually

written (cf. p. 103).

2. The change w^ > e was more complete ; the writing

-ae- was exceptional (cf. p. 117 £).

3. a was preserved before I + consonant.

4. ce^ seems to have been preserved (cf p. 107 f.).

5. ce'^ was preserved (cf. p. 120).

6. Q was probably expressed by -a- (cf. p. Ill), which

must denote that the labialism was very slight.

7. CB^ was probably expressed by -ae- (cf. p. 114).

8. The chi- diphthongs seem to have become ea ; -ea-

was written consistently.

9. The change ce^ (i-umlaut of oia) > e was known
(cf. p. 122 fif.).

10. The change w^ (i-umlaut of wa) > e was complete

(cf. p. 121).

11. The confusion of the eo- and m- (I0-) diphthongs

was known, though not frequent (cf. p. 126).

12. Palatal umlaut seems to have been regular, though a

few forms representing diphthongs were probably preserved

from older texts. It is to be observed : i. that e, I (< eo, iu)

remained distinct—i.e. that palatal umlaut preceded the

confusion of the diphthongs eo and iu ; ii. that the changes

oi^ (< wa) > e, and perhaps w* (< wa) > e seem to have been

known, though in both cases -ae- was usually written (cf

p. 133).

13. Palatal diphthongisation took place only before back

vowels (cf p. 136).

14. There seems to have been scarcely any trace of

labial or back umlaut (cf. p. 136).

It is clear that this dialect can have been neither

Northumbrian nor West-Saxon. From Northumbrian it

differs in 1, 7, 9, 11, 12 ii ; from West-Saxon in 1, 2, 3, 12

and perhaps 7, while the sounds w^ (before 1 4- consonant),

of and (P^ probably never existed in West-Saxon. Again, we
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are prevented by 9, 12 ii. and 14 (probably also 6, 7) from

identifying this dialect with that of the Psalter. The change

in 1 also was probably later here than in the latter dialect

(cf. p. 88 f ). The identification of this dialect with Kentish

is on exterior grounds more probable than any of the pre-

ceding. With Kentish also it shares the changes in 1,2, 9,

10, 11, while in regard to 3, 6, 12, 14 it does not differ from

the language of the earliest Kentish charters. On the other

hand there is an important difference between this dialect

and Kentish in regard to 4, 5—a difference which can hardly

be attributed to the greater antiquity of Archetype I. (cf

under ill. below). Again, in regard to 8 this dialect was

decidedly less archaic than early Kentish, while in 7 the

only early Kentish example of cb^ has -e- (tenid, Chart. 4).

The identification therefore can not be considered satisfactory.

On the other hand there is a most remarkable resemblance

between this dialect and that of Chart. 1. Although the

latter contains only 28 English words, these give evidence of

agreement with Archetype I. in 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, while

it does not contain a single form which is at variance with

any of the fourteen characteristics enumerated above. A
resemblance in so many striking particulars can hardly be

accidental. I conclude therefore that the dialect of Arche-

type I. was East-Saxon.

The same (or a very nearly related) dialect is represented

in a somewhat later form by the English words in Bede C.

The agreement is especially noticeable in the representation

of ce^ by -ae- (cf p. 60). In orthography also the resemblance

is noticeable, especially in the use of -cht-, -uu-, -w-, qu-
;

though of course C has more modern characteristics. A
still later form of the same dialect is probably shown by the

glosses in the same text ; the back-umlaut, which appears

here (as occasionally also in the text), is clearly of late date,

since it is not hindered by an intervening guttural. Among
points of detail it may be mentioned that these glosses agree

with Archetype i. (as also with the Psalter) in the form ^orh

against Kent. (Chart. 42), W. Sax. ^urh, North, ^erh ; and

again in the form miS against Ps., Kent., W.-Sax. mid ; miS
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(etc.) however occurs also in a Mercian charter (48) and also

in a West-Saxon-Kentish charter (24).

II. The only important dialectical difference, which I

have been able to detect between Archetype I. and Epinal, is

in regard to palatal umlaut. The dialect of the latter seems

to have used diphthongal forms. This makes it probable

that its geographical position lay further west, nearer to the

West-Saxon border -j-. In this connection it is perhaps

worth noticing that the name haeh/er^, which occurs in (the

apparently Mercian) Chart. 49, appears as heahfer^ in Chart.

51, 59 (cf. also ae6elheah in Chart. 51) both of which belong

to Middlesex.

III. On the dialect of the English original of Erfurt

there can not be the slightest doubt. The change c§^ > I, of

which Erfurt offers numerous examples, is a distinctive

characteristic of the Kentish dialect. The change (e^ >e
appears already in Chart. 4 (679) uelhisci, while the change

w^ > e, though not evidenced in the early charters (examples

of w'^ being there extremely rare, cf. p. 94 f.), can scarcely have

taken place later than the first half of cent. viii. ; examples

certainly occurred in the documents from which the C glosses

of Corpus are drawn. Further the change of ob\ ce^ > e, the

preservation of a before I + consonant and the frequency of

palatal umlaut are all in conformity with the language of

the earliest Kentish charters, though (in regard to the two

last points) reasons have been given (p. 90 f.) for doubting

whether this dialect was in reality pure Kentish.

IV. The dialect of Corpus agreed with that of Arche-

type I. in many important particulars, viz. in 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10,

11, 12 i. and perhaps 13, while in regard to 9 the true forms

of the Corpus dialect are doubtful
J.

On the other hand it

certainly differed from Archetype I. in 1, 6, 7, 14, while in

regard to 12 ii. there was probably no change of d* > e, -ae-

being the regular form both for the short and for the long

t Cf. also the occasional use of -ie- for -io- (p. 125 f.).

X The numbers refer to the dialectical characteristics of Archetype i.

enumerated on p. 158.
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sound (cf. p. 133). It differed from Northumbrian in 11, 12 ii.

;

from early Kentish in 1, 4, 5 ; from the dialect of the

Psalter in 1, 12 ii. and partly in 14, while it had no resem-

blance to West Saxon. The texts which resemble this

dialect most are certain Mercian charters, especially 47, 49

(cf aclaeh, haehfer^ in the latter). In all probability there-

fore it was a Midland dialect, perhaps Mercian, though not

from the south-western parts of the Mercian area.

Among the sources of the C. glosses were some Kentish

texts which knew the change of > e (cf. p. 120). Possibly

also some glosses were drawn from West Saxon sources (e.g.

forsliet, p. 124, alieset, p. 121). In these texts palatal umlaut

could not have been universal (cf. p. 133 f.).

15. Chronology of the Earlier Dialectical

Variations.

I. Reasons have been given (p. 23) for believing that

in the Northumbrian dialect the relative chronology of the

more important sound-changes was as follows : 1. Contrac-

tion through the loss of intervocalic -;^- was preceded by the

change w (= w^, <f^, ^^) > e. 2. The latter change was pre-

ceded by palatal umlaut and by the lengthening of vowels

before r -|- consonant (cf p. 5 ff.). It has further been shown

(p. 25) that the contraction took place in all probability

between 680— 710, the change 6i>e between 650—680, and

the operation of palatal umlaut consequently before 650.

II. The relative chronology of the sound-changes in the

dialect of the Psalter appears to have been identical, except

in one or two details, with that in Northumbrian (cf. p. 25)

;

the absolute chronology therefore can scarcely have differed

appreciably. There were however two important points of

difference between the two dialects : i. the operation of

labial umlaut; ii. the change ce^>e (both in the dialect of

the Psalter). The former of these certainly preceded palatal

umlaut (cf p. 88), while the latter change must have taken

18
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place before ce^ fell together with ce^ or ce^, and therefore was

at least contemporary with (if not earlier than) the operation

of palatal umlaut (cf. p. 88 f.).

III. In the East Saxon dialect also contraction through

the loss of intervocalic -%- seems to have been preceded chrono-

logically by the change w (= ce^, w^) > e. This conclusion is

drawn from the rareness of -ae- in the glossaries. On the

other hand the operation of palatal umlaut does not seem to

have preceded the change ce >e; the change de'^ > e, if indeed

it took place at all, can not have been contemporaneous

with the change w^, w^ > e, the proportion of forms with

-ae- = w^ in the glossaries being too great to admit of such a

supposition. Therefore since the proportion of forms with

-e- = w^, w^ points to this change having taken place in

East Saxon at about the same time as in Northumbrian, the

operation of palatal umlaut is probably to be assigned to a

somewhat later date here than in the latter dialect. Con-

traction through the loss of intervocalic -^- seems to have

been preceded by the change ce^ > e (cf. p. 133 n.). Therefore

since the change ce^, ce^>e is also known, though from the

comparatively small number of cases with -e- it appears to

be comparatively recent, it is probable that oe\ ce^, ce^ fell

together before the change cb> e, and that this change took

place after the change w^, w^ > e. The relative chronology

of these changes may therefore be summarised as follows :

—

J
Change of w (= w^, w^) >e.-
(Operation of palatal umlaut.

2. Change of w (= a?\ ce^, ce^) > e.

3. Contraction through the loss of intervocalic -x--

East Saxon has the change ce >e in common with the

dialect of the Psalter, though in the latter the change took

place earlier and had a less extended range. The lengthening

of vowels before r + consonant seems to have been later in

East Saxon. This dialect also in common with early Nor-

thumbrian seems to have been free from labial umlaut.

IV. Early Kentish (more strictly perhaps Court-Kentish

or Mercian-Kentish) agreed with East Saxon in regard to
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the change w^, ce^ > e, the operation of palatal umlaut and

the change ce> e, though in the last case the change here

embraced ce^ as well as cb^, w^, ce^; the change w'^>e was

perhaps somewhat later.

V. The dialect of Corpus—which may provisionally be

called Mercian—seems to have agreed with East Saxon

(against Northumbrian and the dialect of the Psalter) in

the comparatively later operation of palatal umlaut

—

w'^

being here preserved. On the other hand Mercian agrees

with Northumbrian (against Kentish, East Saxon and the

dialect of the Psalter) in being free from the change ce> e.

Lastly Mercian agrees with the dialect of the Psalter (against

East Saxon and Northumbrian) in the early operation of

labial umlaut, though in Mercian this change, at least in the

earliest period, seems to have affected only e, i. The chrono-

logy of the principal changes in the Mercian dialect may be

briefly summarised as follows :

—

1. Labial umlaut of e, i.

(Change of w (= w^, c^) > e.

[Operation of palatal umlaut.

8. Contraction through the loss of intervocalic -^-

These considerations may perhaps give us some clue to

the geographical position of the dialect of the Psalter. Its

affinities lie on one side with Northumbrian in regard to

the date of palatal umlaut and the lengthening before

r + consonant ; on another side with East Saxon in the

change of ce> e, though there is a difference in date and

consequently in the extent to which the change is operative

;

lastly it agrees with Mercian in the early operation of

labial umlaut, though only e, i are affected thereby in the

latter dialect. With Kentish and West Saxon it appears to

have no common features which are not shared by one at

least of the other three dialects. The dialect would seem

therefore to be either East Midland (Peterborough, Ely, etc.)

or East Anglian ; the latter appears to me more probable, as

the connection with Mercian is not very close. This con-

clusion however would of course require to be substantiated

18—2
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by investigations into the later history of this dialect, for

which I have not the necessary knowledge.

16. Chronology of the Earliest English Sound-

changes.

For the period anterior to the operation of palatal

umlaut (which for Northumbrian may be dated about 620

—

650, cf. p. 24 f.) we have little evidence of dialectic variation

within the group discussed above. Neither the change of

(je>> e in the dialect of the Psalter nor the operation of

labial umlaut is likely to have taken place much before

this time. West Saxon however must already have shown

three important peculiarities : (1) in the effects produced by

2-umlaut on diphthongs
; (2) breaking of Germ, a before

I + consonant
; (3) palatal diphthongisation of front vowels.

One o^ these—the breaking of Germ, a—may also have been

shared by Kentish at this time, if the restoration of -a- in

the early charters, etc. is to be ascribed to Mercian influence.

The following is a brief summary of the earlier sound-

changes, treated chronologically. It is convenient to work

backwards, beginning where the ground is safest f. When the

order in which two or more changes took place can not be

definitely ascertained, these changes will be bracketed.

^ 1. The loss of final -u after long syllables (and in words

of the form ^^^) seems to be approximately contem-

poraneous with the operation of palatal umlaut in

Northumbrian (cf p. 67). At all events it preceded

the reduction of intervocalic -%-.

2. The syncope of final -a- in the first member of a

compound may belong to the same period (or

slightly earlier ?)

t The chronological statements must not be taken too literally. Thus

when it is said (e.g.) that the change a> a preceded the monophthongisation

of Germ, ai, this means only that when the latter change took place the

older a was no longer a pure a-sound, identical with the new a, but that the

process of fronting had already begun; it does not mean that an «- sound

was then fully developed. Within a short space it is impossible to avoid

stating the case somewhat baldly.
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3.

4.

5.

' 6.

<

8.

rio.

\ 11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

i

19.

20.

21.

The syncope of -i- after long syllables precedes the

loss of final -u (1), e.g. rlcii (cf p. 65).

The gemination of consonants before Germ, -j- pre-

cedes 1, 2, 3 (cf. p. 74 ff.).

The beginning of ^-umlaut precedes 3.

The West Saxon palatal diphthongisation of front

vowels precedes 5, e.g. cyse (< ^clesi).

The West Saxon (and Kentish) breaking of Germ, a

before I + consonant precedes 5 (perhaps also 4, cf.

p. 19 f.)t.

The breaking before r + consonant precedes 5.

The change q (cf. p. 59 f.) > o precedes 5.

The palatalisation of guttural consonants before front

vowels precedes 6.

The change z >r precedes 8, e.g. W. Sax. mearg.

The loss of nasals (or nasalism) before /, ]?, s, %
precedes 9

J.

The change du > Su precedes 10 (cf p. 26).

The change zn >nn precedes 11 (cf pp. 6, 33).

The breaking before
;)^

precedes 13 (cf p. 28).

The change a>ce^ precedes 10 and probably also

14.

The loss of final -a precedes 16.

The loss of final -z, with lengthening of the vowel

in accented syllables, precedes 16 and probably 17,

e.g. N. sg. hwd.

The monophthongisation of Germ, ai precedes 17,

e.g. a (: Goth. aiw).

The change d> w^ precedes 10, 18, 19.

The change a >q before nasals precedes 20 (e.g.

mona : Goth, mena) ; to the same period probably

belongs the change a> q in the same position,

though it can only be shown that it precedes 12,

14, 16.

+ For the period anterior to 6, 7 we have no trace of dialectical

differences.

X This change may be considerably earlier.
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It is very difficult to assign fixed dates for any of these

changes. Pogatscher (P.B.B. xviil 465 ff.) has proved that

the operation of ^-umlaut took place after the invasion of

Britain, but this is probably true of very much earlier

changes. The word -caestir (W. Sax. -ceaster) in place-

names shows 10, 16 and was also probably acquired in

Britain. The Keltic caed-(ualla etc., W. Sax. cead-) is more

doubtful. Ansehis (Rav. Anon. V. 31, doubtless for ^anschis)

may be identical with oisc (Bede ii. 5) ; if so, sound substi-

tution (a for q) has probably taken place, but even then

the word will show 5, 9, 12. Natan-{leaga etc. Chron. 508)

seems to show 19 ; for the word can not be separated from

Gael, nechtan and reappears (probably in Welsh form) as

naiton in Bede V. 21. The early relationships of the English

and Welsh languages form a problem which requires further

investigation ; but, so far as the evidence goes, it seems to

show that almost all the changes enumerated above took

place after the occupation of Britain, and that during the

first two centuries of the occupation the process of change

must have been very rapid. I am aware that the dating

suggested here is much later than what is usually accepted.

Yet it seems to be confirmed to some extent by evidence

from a different side. The earliest of the changes mentioned

above, with one exception, is that oi d> w^. Before that is

of course to be placed the so-called "West Germanic" change

of e> d. Since the two changes are in opposite directions,

a very long period of time must have elapsed between them.

Now the earliest names which show -d- < Germ, e belong to

the close of the second century (in Bohemia, cf Kluge, P.G.'^

p. 356), and even here the evidence is not contemporary.

But even if this change took place contemporaneously in the

North, the reverse change can hardly have begun before the

fourth century at the earliest. It is to be observed that the

older Latin loanwords consistently show the change d>w^,

e.g. Setern-(es dwg, Lind.), strety nep, cese, stre^l, strel

(W. Sax. Swtern-, street, nwp, cyse, strwgl) ; -d- is never

preserved except before w (e.g. Ep. pauua). But if the later

a (<ai)had come into existence any considerable time before
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the English left their earlier home, we should have expected

to find Latin a preserved in some cases at least. Again,

according to the chronology suggested above, the loss of final

-a will have taken place very early in the sixth century.

In this respect English seems to agree both with Scandi-

navian and Frankish. The latest Urnordisch inscriptions

which preserve -a, -aR can hardly belong to an earlier date

than this, though Wimmer has probably gone too far in

assigning them to the seventh century. So also the Malberg

glosses in the Lex Salica (chunna, focla etc.) can not be earlier

than the last decade of the fifth century.

17. The position of English among the Germanic

Languages.

It has been shown above (p. 164) that at the beginning of

the seventh century there were practically but two English

dialects in existence, the one being West Saxon, the other

being common to all the districts north of the Thames.

Kentish seems to have occupied an intermediate position,

being probably somewhat nearer to the latter. It has further

been shown (p. 165 n.), that the differences between West

Saxon and the Northern group do not go very far back,

probably not before the middle of the sixth century. For the

first half of this century we have no evidence of dialectical

differences. It remains now to be seen what features the

English language had during this early period in common
with the sister languages on the continent and what features

were specifically and exclusively English.

It is remarkable that among the early changes enumerated

on p. 165, setting aside the dialectical peculiarities of West

Saxon, all except 8 (the breaking before r + consonant) and

13 (the change du > Su) occur also in Frisian. On the other

hand the only distinctive feature of Frisian, as opposed to

English, in the earliest times seems to have been a change

of d (< ai) > w, somewhat parallel to that of a > «?\ Since

there is no reason for believing that the relative chronology

in English and Frisian differed, it follows that at the be-
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ginning of the sixth century there can have been no difference

at all between the two languages.

It has frequently been held that English and Frisian are,

altogether with Old Saxon, Frankish and the dialects of

Upper Germany, descended from a once undivided *'Urwest-

germanisch " language, which formed (beside Urnordisch

and Urostgermanisch) one of three offshoots of the original

Germanic (" Urgermanisch ") language. Now, since the

'earliest of the changes enumerated above, namely the change

d> Q before nasals and the change d > w^, are peculiar to

Anglo-Frisian, it is clear that this undivided West Germanic

language must have ceased to exist before the end of the

fifth century at the latest. What then were the distinctive

characteristics of this language ? The following changes are

common to Old Saxon, Frankish, Upper German and Anglo-

Frisian but wanting in Scandinavian :

—

i. The lengthening of consonants before^*,

ii. The change of medial and final 3 > d
iii. The change of ^ > ?^ before d.

iv. The loss of final -z. (In High German however

r < z is preserved in short monosyllabic words).

V. The change -a^wwa-^ >-a^'Uwa-^ (cf. p. 37 £)•(-.

Perhaps also the absence of syncope in the G. sg. -ces,

O.H.G. -es, -as and the problematic gemination in teohhian

etc. are to be added. The gemination of consonants before

r, I can not really be compared (cf. p. 69 ff.).

Of these changes i. can certainly not belong to the period

when the language was still undivided. From O.H.G. chunni

etc. it appears that in this dialect gemination took place after

the syncope of -i. Though this was not the case in English,

it was nevertheless comparatively late (cf p. 76 f ). With

t The treatment of the parallel group a^jja^ in English is obscure:

ceg: O.H.G. ei, O.N. egg; hnsegan: O.N. gneggja; icdg, wdh (or ivagl):

O.N. veggr, 0. Sax. wei; G. pi. ttvoega, twegea, boega, hegea: O.N. tueggia,

beggia, O.H.G. ziveijo?; frige-dceg: O.H.G. frija, 0.^. frigg', eode: Goth.

iddja, M.H.G. g-ie. To conclude from this scanty material that the regular

development in English was -a^jja^- > -a^ija^- seems to me over-hasty.
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regard to iii. it is probable that Germ, z in general was

preserved until after the change a > cb^ had taken place

(cf. wrn etc.). In iv. the loss of -z probably preceded the

loss of final -a, but there is no reason to suppose that -2 was

lost earlier in unaccented than in accented syllables. Now
in accented syllables the loss of -z (with lengthening of

the vowel) took place after the change d > w^, as appears

from hwd beside swe, swcef. In v. the change -a^wwa^- >
-a^uwa^- seems to have taken place at a comparatively late

period in Old Saxon, as appears from such forms as glau.

In English also it is probable from such forms as sea that the

diphthongisation did not precede the loss of final -a. On
the other hand the date of the change '6>d seems impossible

to determine;];. There is therefore but one sound-change

—

and that of altogether doubtful age—which can be assigned

to the "Urwestgermanisch" period. The change z>r (before

vowels and 3) is shared also by Scandinavian ; so also are the

early changes i > e,u> before low vowels
||, e >i before i,j,

and the reduction of final -0 > -u. The change e >d can

least of all be ascribed to the "Urwestgermanisch" period, for

in Frankish the change appears to have been still incomplete

in the sixth century ; but by this time d had long ceased to

exist in Anglo-Frisian. In the date of this change Anglo-

Frisian seems rather to agree with Scandinavian.

The points of agreement between Anglo-Frisian and the

other " West Germanic " languages must be ascribed rather

to geographical proximity than to identity of origin. This is

shown by two important facts : (1) Anglo-Frisian shares with

Old Saxon certain features which are wanting in High

t Siva is descended from the originally unaccented byform swa.

X Is it quite certain that the English 3 sg. -il>, 3 pi. -alp and the rare 2 pi.

-ce\> (e.g. ^ihidce\>, gehiddced) are due to the influence of Indo-Germanic e : 6-

verbs? It appears to me quite possible that final -^ in unaccented syllables

might have become voiceless in Anglo-Frisian (as also perhaps in Scandi-

navian, e.g. Stent, bariutilp, and possibly in Old Saxon). In that case the

change ^ > d can not be assigned to the undivided period.

II
From *Pextas (North, pect-) it seems probable that the change i> e

was in operation as late as the fourth century. Or did Anglo-Frisian share

with Scandinavian a later change i > e before x?
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German, e.g. the loss of -z in short monosyllables, the loss of

n before )?,/* (incomplete in Old Saxon) and possibly to some

slight extent the date of gemination before ^'f; while in

regard to the treatment of h and of explosives the position of

High German is quite peculiar. On the other hand features

common to High German and Anglo-Frisian but absent from

Old Saxon are entirely wanting. (2) Anglo-Frisian shares

with Scandinavian several important changes which are

unknown in the West Germanic languages, e.g. the early

operation of i-umlaut, the operation of labial and back

umlaut in English, the loss of nasals before -s and the early

reduction of % J ; similar points of agreement are still more

frequent in the morphology, but these need not be discussed

here. Now though these common features of Anglo-Frisian

and Scandinavian are of course worthless for providing iden-

tity of origin, they are yet scarcely less significant than the

'* West Germanic" characteristics as evidence for geographical

proximity. It is true that (e.g.) the operation of i-umlaut in

Scandinavian differs in several respects from the parallel

phenomenon in Anglo-Frisian, and the difference between

English and Scandinavian is perhaps still more marked in

the case of labial and back umlaut ; but neither of these

differences is greater than the difference between Anglo-

Frisian and West Germanic in regard to the gemination

of consonants before j' (cf. p. 75 n.). In the latter point indeed

Anglo-Frisian seems to occupy a position midway between

West Germanic and Scandinavian ; it shares the gemination

with the former, but in regard to the subsequent treatment

of j it agrees rather with Scandinavian. Lastly it may be

mentioned that, so far as the chronology can be traced,

Scandinavian itself seems to have undergone no distinctive

changes earlier than the earliest changes of Anglo-Frisian.

The earliest distinctive Scandinavian changes are the changes

'I > e, u> 6 before % and the changes -a^wwa^- > -a^ggwa^-,

t Such forms as N. A. sg. net wear quite an Anglo-Frisian aspect; so

also with d^ar etc.

X The reduction of % and the i- umlaut of a in West Germanic belong to

a much later period.
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-a^jja^->-a^ggja^-. According to Noreen (Altisl. Gr.^, § 246),

these last changes do not belong to the Urnordisch period
;

the change u > 6 before % also is not complete in the

Urnordisch inscriptions (e.g. muha, Kragehul). It is probable

therefore that none of the existing distinctions f between

Scandinavian, Anglo-Frisian and West Germanic go back

to a period much earlier than the beginning of the fifth

century
J.

The sound-changes of which we find evidence in the

earliest English texts may therefore be divided into five

series :

—

1. Changes peculiar to English.

2. Changes common to English and Frisian.

3. Changes common to Anglo-Frisian and West Ger-

manic.

4. Changes common to Anglo-Frisian (or English alone)

and Scandinavian.

5. Changes common to Scandinavian, Anglo-Frisian and

West Germanic.

Irl' 2, the changes date in part from a period when English

and Frisian were still undivided ; in part they have developed

later. None of the changes in 3, as I have tried to show,

date from a period when these languages were still undivided.

They are rather to be ascribed to geographical proximity; so

also with the changes in 4. On the other hand several of

the changes in 5 go back in all probability to a period when

the three linguistic groups still formed one homogeneous

whole (cf. p. 169).

t Except probably in regard to the treatment of Ger^. e, where however

the line of division lay within the West Germanic branch (cf. p. 169).

X Hence some of the so-called Urnordisch inscriptions, e.g. those of

Thorsbjaerg and Gallehus, may really be Anglo-Frisian, if they belong to

the fourth century. They certainly contain no specifically Scandinavian

characteristics; the preservation of (the originally accented form) ek in

Gallehus is nothing remarkable when the age of the inscription is taken

into account. It must however be left to historical or archaeological

investigation to determine whether the population of Slesvig was Scandi-

navian at this period.
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By the Scandinavian-Anglo-Frisian -West - Germanic

period, during which the earlier changes in 5 took place,

I do not mean the period which is usually known as

" Gemeingermanisch." The East Germanic languages (as-

suming that Gothic represents in general the normal type

of these languages) must have differed from the Northern-

Western group in many important characteristics long

before the beginning of the fifth century. Among the

earliest points of difference may be mentioned the treat-

ment of final syllables, the change e > i, the preservation

(at least in Gothic) of e and the absence of the change u>o
before low vowels f . Those scholars who unite Gothic and

Scandinavian in a Northern-Eastern group seem to me to

have overlooked amongst3 other things the essentially

different chronology of the sound-changes in the two lin-

guistic groups.

In saying that none of the existing distinctions between

Scandinavian, Anglo-Frisian and West Germanic go back

to a period much before the beginning of the fifth century I

do not mean that before that time dialectical differences

were entirely wanting. Considering the size of the area

over which these languages are (and were even at that time)

distributed, this would be improbable. I mean rather that

the divisions and dialects, which existed before that time,

were probably different from those which appear later. The

political events of the fourth and fifth centuries involved a

general dislocation of the Germanic world ; new groups were

formed and old differences would naturally often be ob-

literated. An indication of former dialectical differences is

perhaps to be seen in the treatment of Germ. e. But it is

scarcely possible to determine the divisions of that time by

philological methods. Tacitus' division of the Germans into

t This last point is often disputed on the ground of Gotones (Tacitus),

Gotar, Gotan, but these forms may show a Northern-Western sound-change

;

Pliny writes Gutones. At a later period Goth, u seems to have developed

into an 0- sound (whence later in unaccented syllables a) independently

of its environment.
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Ingaeuones, Istaeuones and Herminones—a division in which

the East Germans are probably not included (cf. Pliny, N.H.

IV. 28)—may accurately reflect the racial and consequently

perhaps also the linguistic divisions of that period, but the

further investigation of this question must be left to

archaeologists.
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